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Zusammenfassung
Nahezu alle makroskopisch beobachtbaren physikalischen, chemischen und biologi-
schen Prozesse haben ihren Ursprung auf atomarer Ebene. Die initiale Dynamik
dieser Prozesse spielt sich typischerweise auf La¨ngenskalen im Bereich von Pikome-
tern (10−12 m) und auf Zeitskalen von bis zu wenigen Femtosekunden (10−15 s) und
noch schneller ab. Ultrakurze Pulse freier Elektronen mit de-Broglie-Wellenla¨ngen
von nur wenigen Pikometern ermo¨glichen mittels Mikroskopie, Beugung und Spek-
troskopie die atomare Struktur einer zu untersuchenden Probe zu bestimmen. In
Kombination mit optischen Anregungsmethoden bieten sie damit die Mo¨glichkeit
feinste strukturelle A¨nderungen zeitaufgelo¨st zu untersuchen. Bei dieser Methode der
zeitaufgelo¨sten Elektronenbildgebung sind fu¨r gewo¨hnlich die Dauer des Elektronen-
Abfragepulses und dessen Synchronisation mit dem optischen Anregepuls die limitie-
renden Faktoren der Zeitauflo¨sung. Coulomb-Wechselwirkungen der geladenen Teil-
chen im Puls und die durch deren Masse bedingte Dispersion im Vakuum begrenzen
die Elektronenpulsdauer zu typischerweise mehreren hundert Femtosekunden. Die
Verwendung von nur wenigen Elektronen pro Puls sowie auf Mikrowellentechnik ba-
sierenden Kompressionskonzepten erlaubt prinzipiell die Erzeugung von fast beliebig
kurzen Elektronenpulsen. Jedoch stellt die Synchronisation zwischen den optischen
Pulsen und der Mikrowellenphase eine große technische Hu¨rde dar, welche das Ziel
auf diesem Wege eine Zeitauflo¨sung im Sub-Femtosekunden-Bereich zu erreichen in
weite Ferne ru¨cken la¨sst.
Die vorliegende Dissertation befasst sich daher mit einem neuartigen Ansatz der
Erzeugung, Manipulation und Charakterisierung ultrakurzer Elektronenpulse mittels
rein optischer Methoden. Basis aller hierin gezeigten Experimente ist die Kontrol-
le optisch generierter Wellenformen im Terahertzbereich und deren Wechselwirkung
mit Femtosekundenelektronenpulsen. Ein Hauptaspekt ist dabei die maßgeschnei-
derte Interaktion von Elektronenpulsen mit einem elektromagnetischen Subzyklus,
welche es ermo¨glicht, Teilchen innerhalb eines Pulses zeit- und ortsabha¨ngig zu be-
schleunigen, abzubremsen und abzulenken. Diese, dem hier demonstrierten Konzept
eigene, multidimensionale Kontrolle erlaubt es, Elektronenpulse nicht nur deutlich zu
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verku¨rzen, sondern sie zudem entlang ihrer Propagationsachse nahezu beliebig zu ver-
kippen, was eine Vielzahl an neuen Mo¨glichkeiten fu¨r Anrege-Abfrage-Experimente
mit Elektronen birgt. Es wird gezeigt, dass mit diesem Ansatz eine mehr als 17-
fache Reduktion der Elektronenpulsdauer auf 12 Femtosekunden (rms) erreicht wer-
den kann und dies bei einer Langzeitstabilita¨t, welche jene von konventionellen mi-
krowellenbasierten Konzepten bei Weitem u¨bertrifft.
Die Entwicklung von terahertzbasierten Charakterisierungstechniken mit kleins-
ter Zeitauflo¨sung ist ein ebenso zentrales Anliegen dieser Arbeit. Der dabei entstan-
dene experimentelle Aufbau erlaubt mittels femtosekundengenauer Elektronenlauf-
zeitmessungen, die Bestimmung sowohl der zeitlichen, als auch der ra¨umlichen Form
eines zuvor optisch pra¨parierten Elektronenpulses. So la¨sst sich nicht nur die reine
Dauer eines solchen Pulses messen, sondern auch dessen Korrelationen in Position
und Zeit. Mit dieser erweiterten Diagnostik konnte im Rahmen der vorliegenden
Arbeit eine Relation zwischen Verkippungswinkel und Winkeldispersion von mas-
sebehafteten Teilchen entdeckt werden, die auf neue physikalische Zusammenha¨nge
hinweist, welche jenseits reinen Anwendungsbezugs liegen. Daru¨ber hinaus erlaubt
die Messung der genauen zeitlichen Struktur eines komprimierten Elektronenpulses
die Rekonstruktion seines Energiespektrums. Dieses strikt auf optischen Methoden
beruhende Spektrometer-Konzept wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit anhand der Mes-
sung von Elektronenenergie-Verlustspektren mit einer Auflo¨sung von wenigen Elek-
tronenvolt zum ersten Mal demonstriert.
Die hier entwickelten optischen Manipulationstechniken bringen Einzelelektro-
nenpulse von Dauern unterhalb der Femtosekundenschwelle in greifbare Na¨he. Dar-
auf weisen Simulationen und analytische Betrachtungen in dieser Arbeit hin. Damit
ero¨ffnet sich ein neues Regime zeitaufgelo¨ster elektronenbasierter Bildgebungsverfah-
ren um die Dynamik atomarer und elektronischer Prozesse in komplexen Materiali-
en erstmals auf ihren fundamentalen La¨ngen- und Zeitskalen zu beobachten. Schon
mit den hier demonstrierten Elektronenpulsen la¨sst sich eine Vielzahl von bislang
unbeobachteter struktureller Dynamiken, wie etwa die schnellster Phononenmoden,
untersuchen. Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Techniken zur multidimensionalen
Elektronenpulskontrolle bergen das Potential konventionelle Konzepte der Teilchen-
manipulation auf ein neues Level rein optischer Kontrolle zu bringen und damit zur
Entstehung einer neuen Generation von Teilchenbeschleunigern, Freie-Elektronen-
Lasern und Elektronenmikroskopen beizutragen.
Abstract
Almost all macroscopically observable physical, chemical and biological processes
originate from the atomic level. The initial dynamics of these processes typically
unfolds on length scales in the range of picometers (10−12 m) and time scales in the
range of down to a few femtoseconds (10−15 s) and even faster. Ultrashort pulses of
free electrons with de-Broglie wavelengths of only few picometers can be used to re-
solve the atomic structure of a sample via microscopy, diffraction and spectroscopy.
In combination with methods of optical excitation they offer the possibility of in-
vestigating the finest structural changes in a time-resolved manner. This method
of time-resolved electron imaging is typically limited in temporal resolution by the
duration of the electron probe pulse and its synchronization with the optical pump
pulse. Coulomb interactions of the charged particles in the pulse and their mass-
induced dispersion in vacuum limit the electron pulse duration to typically several
hundred femtoseconds. Using only a few electrons per pulse as well as microwave-
based compression schemes in principle allow for the generation of almost arbitrarily
short electron pulses. However, the synchronization between the optical pulses and
the microwave phase imposes a major technical obstacle, which makes the aim to
achieve temporal resolution in the subfemtosecond range by these means appear
rather remote.
The present dissertation therefore deals with a novel approach of generation, ma-
nipulation and characterization of ultrashort electron pulses by purely optical means.
The control of optically generated waveforms and their interplay with femtosecond
electron pulses is the basis of all experiments shown herein. A key theme is the tai-
lored interaction of electron pulses with an electromagnetic subcycle, which enables
the acceleration, deceleration, and deflection of particles within a pulse as a function
of space and time. This multidimensional control, which is inherent to the concept
demonstrated here, not only allows substantial compression of electron pulses, but
also the ability to tilt them almost arbitrarily with respect to their propagation axis,
which creates a broad range of new possibilities for pump-probe experiments with
electrons. It is shown that with this approach a more than 17-times reduction of the
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electron pulse duration to 12 femtoseconds (rms) is achievable, featuring a long-term
stability which greatly exceeds those of conventional microwave-based approaches.
The development of terahertz-based characterization techniques of smallest tem-
poral resolution is an equally central subject of this work. The experimental setup
developed to this end allows the determination of both the temporal and spatial
shape of a previously optically prepared electron pulse using electron arrival-time
measurements with femtosecond accuracy. In this way not only the duration of such
a pulse is measurable, but also its correlation in position and time. With this ex-
tended diagnostic, a relation between tilt angle and angular dispersion of massive
particles was discovered in the course of this thesis, which indicates new physical
relationships beyond mere applications. Furthermore, the measurement of the exact
temporal structure of a compressed electron pulse allows the reconstruction of its
energy spectrum. This all-optical spectrometer concept has been demonstrated for
the first time in the course of this thesis by measuring electron energy loss spectra
with few-electronvolt resolution.
The optical manipulation techniques developed here make single-electron pulses
of subfemtosecond duration feasible. This is indicated by simulations and analytic
considerations in this work. These techniques open a new regime of time-resolved
electron imaging and will allow the observation of atomic and electronic dynamics
for the first time on their fundamental length and time scales. With the electron
pulse durations demonstrated here, a variety of previously unobserved structural
dynamics, such as those of fastest phonon modes, can already be investigated. The
techniques of multidimensional electron pulse control developed in this work bear
the potential to bring conventional concepts of particle manipulation to a new level
of all-optical control and may contribute to the emergence of a new generation of
particle accelerators, free electron lasers and electron microscopes.
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Chapter 1
The route towards atomic resolution in
space and time
Ever since ancient times, humans have wondered about the structure of matter.
Within only the past two centuries, initial philosophical concepts about our world’s
smallest constituents and their composition were revolutionized more than once by
scientific discoveries. Today we know that matter consist of atoms. We know the
atomic sub-structure down to the level of quarks and leptons. We have a profound
understanding of how quarks form protons, neutrons and eventually the atomic nu-
cleus. And we know how the electronic structure of an atom defines its binding
properties to form solid, liquid or gaseous compounds. But the further we move
away from the atomic level towards more complex molecules and crystals, the more
sparse our knowledge becomes. Even the simple triatomic water molecule (H2O) is
still debated with regard to its structural properties and dynamics [1, 2]—let alone
for example the highly complex phenomena in proteins of living organisms. Under-
standing the complexity of matter from a fundamental point of view is therefore
one of the main tasks of modern science across multiple disciplines such as physics,
chemistry and biology.
It is fair to ask why humankind has not yet solved such an outstanding prob-
lem, despite the knowledge of the fundamental quantum mechanical principles and
given the broad relevance of this field of research. The problem arises from the huge
variety of microscopic configurations a macro-system can have and the probabilistic
description that quantum mechanics requires. For this reason, the computational ef-
fort to fully describe real systems scales exponentially with the number of particles
involved [3]. That is why, even with modern supercomputers, it is nearly impossible
to simulate interesting, i.e. complex, materials in order to predict their properties
ab initio. This challenge is encountered by science with computational modelling ap-
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proaches such as density functional theory [4], quantum simulators such as ultracold
gases in optical lattices [5] and the development of quantum computers and their
powerful algorithms to outperform classical machines [6].
A conceptually different experimental approach to unscramble complex mate-
rials is to investigate the structural dynamics of real specimen. Studying how the
change of macroscopic material properties (e.g. conductivity, magnetization or pho-
tosensitivity) is linked to changes in the microscopic structure, i.e. the electronic and
nuclear configuration, allows to gain deep insight into basic and specific functional-
ities of matter. In this way, researchers strive to find general concepts or principles
(and exceptions thereof) to bring order into the zoo of macroscopic phenomena.
For instance, the insulator-to-metal transition of vanadium dioxide (VO2) that goes
along with a profound change in its atomic and electronic structure, has been studied
for decades [7–10] and still bears subtleties to be discovered [11]. Other prominent
examples of dynamic phenomena of atomic-scale origin include ultrafast demagneti-
zation [12–14] and optically induced superconductivity [15,16]. The knowledge about
the individual and common dynamics of such transitions, induced by external pertur-
bations of photonic, chemical or stochastical nature, is key to designing future ma-
terials and devices or improving existing ones. Study of such processes with atomic
resolution in both space and time is therefore at the heart of contemporary materials
science—as is the development of experimental techniques to do so.
1.1 Ultrafast imaging methods: historical overview
X-ray diffraction, pioneered by Max von Laue at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universi-
ta¨t Mu¨nchen in 1912 [17] and further developed by William L. Bragg and his father
William H. Bragg [18, 19], was the first technique capable of resolving the lattice
structure of condensed matter. Since then, it has been widely used for structural
analysis of many samples, as for example to find the double-helix structure of DNA
in 1953 [20]. X-rays, in contrast to visible light, can resolve the atomic structure of
crystals because their wavelength is shorter than the inter-nuclear distances. Massive
particles such as electrons and neutrons of typically even shorter wavelengths are
also used for crystallographic purposes. In fact, the de-Broglie hypothesis of matter
possessing wave-characteristics, was first confirmed by diffraction of electrons at a
nickel crystal by Davisson and Germer in 1927 and independently by Thomson in
the same year [21, 22]. Diffraction, compared to microscopy, has the advantage of
directly accessing a sample’s crystalline structure, which is much harder to observe
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Figure 1.1: The pump-probe scheme. a) Experimental concept. A pump pulse (red) impinging
on a sample triggers a dynamic process. The delayed probe pulse (blue) is used to retrieve
information about the transient state of the sample via various direct and indirect observables.
b) Exemplary time trace of an observable in a pump-probe experiment (see for instance Ref.
[13]). The dynamics is completed within the pulse repetition period Trep before the next pump
pulse arrives. Inset: given sufficiently short probe pulses, sub-cycle processes following the field
of the pump pulse (red) can be recovered (trace inspired by [28]).
by direct imaging.1 Also, real images can be reconstructed from diffraction data by
algorithms [25,26], which are complementary to microscopic approaches.
Time-resolved measurements for tracking dynamical processes rely on experimen-
tal techniques to capture information from a specimen in a transient state, such that
the dynamics appears “frozen” in time at each glance. Our eyes can track changes not
faster than roughly 10–100 milliseconds, depending on the kind of perceived informa-
tion [27]. Everything occurring on shorter timescales remains hidden from bare sight.
Special techniques are therefore required to observe structural and atomic dynamics
which may happen on timescales of femtoseconds (10−15 s) and below.
Access to these realms was made possible by advances in laser technology produc-
ing ever shorter and more powerful bursts of light. Ultrafast pump-probe techniques
rely on such short pulses. The basic concept of this method is depicted in Fig. 1.1 a.
A pump pulse (red) initiates a process in a sample under investigation and a sec-
ond pulse (blue), which is delayed in time, probes and captures its transient state.
This procedure is then repeated with varying delay between the pump and the probe
pulse. Various experimental signatures related to the probe pulse can be used to
recover the dynamics of the process (see Fig. 1.1 b). These signatures may be related
to (diffracted) intensity, spectral information or polarization of the probe pulse, but
can be also more complex in form of photoelectron spectra, molecular dissociation
products or secondary radiation. The shortness and precise timing of the pump and
probe pulses is of utter importance for the temporal resolution of the technique. The
1The first microscopic image of individual atoms was provided by the technique of field ion
microscopy in the 1950s [23,24]—decades after the first diffraction experiments.
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sharper the initiation of the investigated process by the pump pulse is defined in
time and the shorter the interaction of the probing pulse with the specimen, the
finer dynamical details, down to suboptical-cycle phenomena, can be resolved (see
inset of Fig. 1.1 b).
In 1982 it was shown by Mourou and Williamson that laser-triggered photoelec-
trons can be used as ultrafast probe pulses, which simultaneously access the lattice
structure of the sample via diffraction [29]. Even though the temporal resolution in
the earliest experiments was limited to tens of picoseconds [30] and therefore not fast
enough to resolve fundamental atomic motions, this seminal work can be regarded as
the birth of a technique that would later be known as Ultrafast Electron Diffraction
(UED). The development and application of UED has since experienced a huge boost,
fueled by work in the groups of Ahmed Zewail [31], R.J. Dwayne Miller [32, 33] and
many others. In the early 2000s the technique’s time resolution broke the picosecond
mark [34], enabling a wealth of new phenomena to be investigated [35–42]. However,
the bottleneck to the overall temporal resolution of the technique has been and still is
the electron probe pulse duration. Coulomb repulsion of the charged particles in the
pulse and their dispersion in vacuum (see Chapter 2) limit the electron pulse dura-
tion to typically hundreds of femtoseconds. Although attosecond electron pulse trains
have been demonstrated [43–45] and used as probes for diffraction and microscopy
in 2018 [44], due to their fast sequence, they cannot be used to recover dynamics on
timescales longer than an optical cycle (∼ 1 fs). There remains a “blind spot” in the
temporal resolution of UED in the range of roughly 1 to 100 femtoseconds, which has
not been studied with isolated electron probe pulses this far.2 Closing this resolution
gap to be able to cover some of the most fundamental laser-induced phenomena such
as the push and pull of electronic charges in the laser field [48, 28], the coupling to
the fastest lattice vibrations [49,50] and their eventual relaxation is one of the main
motivations of this thesis.
1.2 Shaping electron pulses by all-optical means
At the time when electron pulses for imaging and diffraction entered the femtosecond
regime [34], techniques to produce optical pulses already had progressed to attosec-
ond realms. Advances in laser development in the late 1990s had resulted in methods
to produce laser pulses consisting of only a few oscillations of the electromagnetic
field [51]. The growing control over the shape of these fields [52, 53] enabled the
2While time-resolved x-ray diffraction techniques already offer time resolution below 100 fs,
they require huge accelerator facilities [46, 47]. This is in contrast to ultrafast electron diffraction
experiments with subrelativistic electrons, which usually are tabletop setups that can be operated
by a single scientist.
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emergence of attosecond metrology [54]—a technique which since has formed and
refined our understanding of dynamics on atomic time scales (see [55] and references
therein), albeit without the equivalent spatial resolution.
Inspired by the success of attosecond physics and driven by the desire to combine
its temporal resolution with the sub-atomic spatial resolution offered by electron
diffraction, various schemes to produce attosecond electron pulses emerged around
that time [56–59]. Techniques borrowing from conventional particle beam physics
using microwave cavities [60–62] allow the compression of electron pulses down to
durations of tens of femtoseconds [63–65]. These concepts are based on a field-induced
and time-dependent manipulation of an electron pulse’s velocity distribution. The
aim is to decelerate particles in the leading part of the pulse and accelerate those
in the trailing part. A pulse prepared in this way will self-compress upon further
propagation (see Chapter 2). From a conceptual point of view it is possible to gen-
erate sub-femtosecond pulses by those means [57]. In practice, however, laser-to-
microwave synchronization issues [66,67] and environmental constraints [66] prevent
this approach from fully unfolding its capabilities.
A way to circumvent synchronization issues in optical-pump electron-probe ex-
periments, is to manipulate electron pulses directly with light from the same laser
source as used for electron pulse generation and sample excitation. However, this is by
no means a trivial task. A linearly polarized, electromagnetic plane wave interacting
with an electron cannot transfer net momentum to the particle in free space [68]. In a
classical picture, the electron wiggles in the electromagnetic field, but because it gets
accelerated or deflected as much in one way as in the other during the interaction,
the effect averages to zero. In a quantum picture, this is equivalent to saying that the
dispersion relations (i.e. the relation between a particle’s energy and its momentum)
of the free electron and the photon do not match and thus an interaction between the
two cannot simultaneously fulfill energy and momentum conservation. Consequently,
controlling free electrons by all-optical means requires special interaction geometries
and schemes.
One of the first ideas to manipulate electrons by purely optical means dates back
to the year 1933 in which Kapitza and Dirac proposed that electrons can be scat-
tered off a standing optical wave just like from a crystal [69]. The Kapitza-Dirac
effect is based on stimulated Compton scattering, which allows an electron to emit
a photon absorbed from one beam into another optical beam. In this way, energy
and momentum conservation of the process is guaranteed resulting in a recoil of
the electron. Due to the low coupling strength of free electrons to visible light, the
phenomenon stayed elusive until the development of very powerful laser sources and
could only be demonstrated conclusively nearly 70 years after its proposal [70]. Mean-
while, this ponderomotive scheme has also been demonstrated for electron energy
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Figure 1.2: Two regimes of all-optical electron pulse manipulation. a) Photonic regime. The
optical cycle duration is much shorter than the electron pulse duration. b) Sub-cycle regime.
The electron pulse duration is much shorter than one optical cycle. Photonic effects vanish (see
text).
modulation [71] and was used to generate attosecond electron pulse trains [59, 45].
Longitudinal energy transfer to electrons in free space can also be achieved by using
the on-axis electromagentic fields of focused, radially polarized laser pulses [72].
All-optical electron pulse manipulation schemes, which involve a third body fa-
cilitate the necessary conservation of momentum and energy. Evanescent optical
fields with wavefronts modulated by virtue of nanofabricated dielectric structures
allow to accelerate electron beams with high gradients and promise to outperform
microwave-based accelerators [73–75]. They can also be used to deflect electron pul-
ses and thereby provide a gating mechanism to generate femtosecond electron pulse
trains [76]. Optical near-fields, confined to sub-wavelength dimensions do not obey
the dispersion relation of the free (far-field) photon, allowing for energy modulation
of the electron beam in multiples of the photon energy. This is the basic princi-
ple behind the technique of photon-induced near field microscopy (PINEM, [77]).
It is also applied in optical electron microscopy beam manipulation schemes [78,79]
or electron pulse gating methods [80]. Similar momentum modulation effects can
be realized by the conceptually simpler approach of introducing a laser-irradiated,
symmetry breaking element in form of a dielectric or metallic membrane, which the
electrons can transit. In this way the interaction gets truncated before it averages to
zero. This element allows for electron acceleration [81], energy modulation [82, 83],
and attosecond electron pulse train generation and detection [43, 44] directly with
laser pulses. It is also one of the key elements used in this work.
All of the above schemes operate in a regime where the electron pulse duration
∆t is much longer than the duration of an optical cycle Tcyc = 1/ν (see Fig. 1.2 a). If
we seek to manipulate an entire electron pulse monotonically in time, as it is required
for its compression (see Chapter 2), we need to decrease the optical frequency ν, such
that the electron pulse duration is substantially shorter than an optical half-cycle
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(Fig. 1.2 b):
∆t Tcyc
2
=
h
2Eph
, (1.1)
with the photon energy Eph = hν and Planck’s constant h. Likewise, Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle puts a lower limit to the bandwidth product of energy (∆E)
and time (minimum pulse duration):
∆E∆t ≥ h
4pi
. (1.2)
Combining the two relations yields
Eph  (2pi)∆E. (1.3)
We see that the photon energy is less than the energy bandwidth of the electron
pulse, if the optical cycle gets substantially longer than the electron pulse duration.
Therefore, spectral features on the order of the modulating photon energy vanish
if the interaction becomes sub-cycle. In turn, the presence of photonic sidebands
in the electron spectrum (see for example Refs. [77, 84, 82, 78, 43, 83]) indicate a
cycle-averaged interaction, which at best can produce pulse trains but never isolated
electron pulses.3 In order to compress isolated electron pulses we therefore need to
work in a non-photonic regime where electrons are controlled by less than a single
cycle of the electromagnetic field (see Fig. 1.2 b).
To this end, electromagnetic waves oscillating roughly a thousand times slower
than visible light are required. Optically generated terahertz waveforms (see for ex-
ample Ref. [88]) fulfill this requirement. Their comparably long cycle duration (∼ ps)
and wavelength (∼mm) nicely match common electron pulse dimensions used for
UED, while synchronization to the driving laser source is inherent. Taking the elec-
tron pulse manipulation capabilities of microwave technology and combining them
with optical momentum transfer concepts to obtain sub-cycle control and inherent
synchronicity in the terahertz frequency domain, is what this work is focused on.
1.3 Terahertz control of electron pulses: scope of
this thesis
The present thesis reports the development and application of all-optical electron
pulse control schemes at terahertz frequencies to overcome the current limitations of
UED and to enable novel experimental concepts with ultrafast electron pulses. The
3This is similar to the notion of interference from slits in time [85, 86, 84] and analogous to
optical attosecond pulses and their spectrum [87].
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual layout of the terahertz-based electron pulse manipulation experiments
of this thesis. A single femtosecond laser source, whose output (red) is split into three arms,
drives the respective frequency conversion stages required for electron pulse generation, manip-
ulation and characterization. Adapted from [89].
range of this thesis spans from the theoretical investigation of phase-space dynamics
of terahertz-manipulated electron pulses, over the development of a simple-to-realize
frequency conversion scheme to generate single-cycle terahertz transients, to the de-
sign and implementation of a variety of all-optical electron pulse compression and
characterization concepts. Those concepts include the realization of a phase-space
shaping scheme to measure electron energy loss spectra by purely optical means;
a terahertz-based, multidimensional electron pulse control technique to form and
measure tilted and compressed electron pulses by virtue of which a fundamental
connection between pulse tilt angle and angular dispersion of matter waves was dis-
covered and which finally led to the shortest isolated electron pulses generated by
all-optical means. All of these terahertz-driven concepts have been realized for the
first time in the course of this thesis.
The basic layout of the experiments conducted here is shown in Fig. 1.3. Electron
pulses from a flat photocathode are triggered by the second harmonic of pulses from a
driving laser source and subsequently accelerated to kinetic energies of tens of keV in
a static electric field such that they move with roughly half of the speed of light. Those
electron pulses with durations of few hundreds of femtoseconds then interact with
a single-cycle terahertz pulse generated from the same laser source. Appropriately
designed interaction elements, such as bow-tie shaped resonators or thin metallic
membranes allow the efficient momentum transfer from the electromagnetic wave
to the charged particles in the pulse. In particular, the deceleration of electrons in
the leading part of the pulse and acceleration of those in the trailing part leads
to compression of the entire electron pulse along its propagation axis such that it
becomes shorter in time. Compression factors of nearly 20, resulting in pulses as
short as 12 fs (root-mean-squared) were achieved by these means. This pulse duation
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is not only on par with the record for the shortest sub-relativistic electron pulses so
far [64], but also the high temporal robustness of this scheme renders these pulses
directly suitable for probing of fastest lattice dynamics in condensed matter systems.
In addition to time-dependent acceleration, the terahertz-based phase-space prep-
aration stage (Fig. 1.3, red box) can also be used to deflect electron pulses in time. It
has been found in this thesis, that the complex interplay of acceleration/deceleration
and deflection, both as function of space and time, allows the deliberate generation
of compressed and tilted electron pulses whose tilt angle with the propagation axis
is defined only by the orientation of the interaction element. Tilted electron pulses
can be used to eliminate temporal mismatch between excitation and probe pulses in
constrained experimental geometries and will therefore facilitate and improve future
UED experiments. Furthermore, it has been found, that the tilt angle of these pulses
obeys a relation to angular dispersion that was previously only known for non-massive
particles.
At the temporal retrieval stage (Fig. 1.3, green box), electrons in a pulse are
deflected as a function of their arrival time, which allows the measurement of their
pulse duration with femtosecond-resolution via the concept of terahertz streaking
developed here. In combination with appropriate imaging settings, also the spatio-
temporal shape of the electron pulse is retrieved. The precise determination of par-
ticle arrival times allows electron energy spectra to be measured in a time-of-flight
fashion, featuring demonstrated few-eV resolution over a base energy of 70 keV. This
determination of energy spectra of femtosecond electron pulses enables the time-
resolved investigation of inelastic scattering processes without conventional, bulky
and expensive electron spectrometers.
The results gained in the course of this dissertation, already influenced other re-
search on all-optical beam manipulation schemes. Prior to this work, terahertz pulses
had only been used to accelerate electron pulses in a waveguide [90], while other ma-
nipulation and characterization schemes were still in a proposal stage [56, 91–94].
Since then, new terahertz-based concepts for manipulation of femtosecond elec-
tron pulses of up to relativistic energies have been demonstrated by other research
groups [95–98]. The methods developed here have already enabled new electron mi-
croscopy concepts [99], inspired attosecond pulse train detection schemes via streak-
ing [44,100] and might one day drive next generation x-ray sources [101].
Given this broad range of capabilities, it is conceivable that terahertz-based elec-
tron pulse control schemes emerge as a substantial building block of charged particle
beamlines. The present work may be seen as a contribution to this dawning paradigm
shift in experimental particle physics as well as a major leap towards ultimately over-
coming the temporal limitations of electron imaging techniques to resolve the most
fundamental atomic dynamics in space and time.
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Outline of this thesis
This cumulative thesis is based on five original publications [102,89,103–105], which
are reproduced in Chapters 3–7.4 Each of these chapters begins with a preface, which
gives additional background information and puts the respective original article in
the context of this thesis. These introductory sections are also meant to (i) summarize
the results to provide the reader a comprehensive overview without prior knowledge
of the respective publication and (ii) emphasize the author’s contribution. The overall
structure is as follows.
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical treatment of electron pulse control in the longi-
tudinal phase space. The therein derived and previously unpublished results provide
a comprehensive theoretical framework of the later experimental work. It can be
regarded as an extended introduction to pulse compression with temporal lenses.
Chapter 3 deals with terahertz waveform generation from optical pump pulses
in the near-infrared region to be used for electron pulse control. Using a slab-like
LiNbO3 structure with a silicon prism as output coupler allows the efficient genera-
tion of single-cycle terahertz transients by properly choosing the ideal pump focusing
conditions. The value of this simple-to-realize scheme is demonstrated by its applica-
tion in the various electron pulse manipulation schemes of this work in Chapters 4–7.
The main part of this chapter is based on the publication [102].
Chapter 4 details the first-time realization of an all-optical electron pulse com-
pression and characterization experiment to avoid synchronization issues. Based on
terahertz driven, bow-tie shaped resonators, compression factors of ∼ 12 are mea-
sured. The compressed electron pulses exhibit a passive temporal long term stability
of a few femtoseconds, demonstrating the reliability of this setup for UED, which
also has been proven by a subsequent independent pump-probe experiment [99]. The
terahertz-based streaking concept for temporal electron pulse characterization with
few-femtosecond resolution, laid out in this chapter, is used in all of the following
experiments. The main part of this chapter has been previously published in [89].
Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel concept to measure energy spectra of femtosec-
ond electron pulses at tens of keV in an all-optical fashion. Energetic signatures of
electron pulses that have probed a sample carry valuable structural information that
can be used as a signal in a pump-probe experiment (see Fig. 1.1). The measure-
ment concept relies on the ability to precisely determine particle arrival times in a
compressed electron pulse via terahertz streaking. It is demonstrated by recording
an electron energy loss spectrum of a thin aluminum foil with few-eV resolution at a
base kinetic energy of 70 keV. Simulations show how this concept can be extended to
4Labels of equations, figures and references of the original articles have been modified to follow
style and numbering of this thesis.
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obtain meV-resolution. The results, reprinted in this chapter, have been previously
published in [103].
Chapter 6 treats the experimental generation of tilted electron pulses and con-
tains a scientific discovery that has been made in the course of this thesis, which
goes beyond technical achievements and demonstration of concepts. Using an ul-
trathin foil that electrons can transmit and terahertz pulses are reflected of, it has
been found that electron pulses can not only be compressed but also tilted with re-
spect to their propagation axis. The electron pulse tilt angle is solely determined by
the angular configuration of electron and terahertz wave incident angles. This find-
ing is supported by an excellent agreement between theory and experimental data.
While this practical finding has great potential to improve time-resolution of UED
experiments with constrained excitation geometries, it has also been discovered that
electron pulses seem to obey the same relation between tilt angle and angular dis-
persion which previously was only known for optical pulses. The indication that the
angular dispersion concept also holds for matter waves, might fuel future research on
this topic and provide a more general understanding of electron pulse manipulation
concepts. This research has been reported in [104], which the the main part of this
chapter is a reprint of.
Chapter 7 completes the terahertz-based electron pulse control experiments
of this thesis. Applying the previous experimental as well as theoretical insights on
electron pulse compression dynamics, a reduction of the electron pulse duration from
490 fs down to 28 fs (both FWHM) has been achieved. This has been done using a
velocity-matched, terahertz-pulse-irradiated ultrathin mirror for electron pulse com-
pression instead of bow-tie resonators. It could be shown, that the long-term as well
as short-term temporal stability over 12 hours is on a few-femtosecond level. The
measured pulse durations are well reproduced by simulations, which also show a way
to generate isolated attosecond pulses. Meanwhile, the pulse compression scheme de-
veloped here can be used and is already in use for investigation of fastest structural
dynamics and collective carrier motions. These results on electron pulse compression
have been published in [105] and are reprinted in the main part of this chapter.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing the insights gained in its course.
It points towards promising future applications in ultrafast electron imaging and
beyond.
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Chapter 2
Phase space picture of electron pulse
compression
In this chapter we investigate the dynamics of electron pulse compression in detail,
making use of a statistical phase space approach. Thereby we derive fundamental
relations between experimentally accessible parameters and the compressed electron
pulse duration. The governing equations are in close analogy to the optical imaging
equations for Gaussian beams and therefore allow us to treat temporal lenses with
well established optical concepts. The chapter is concluded by using this approach
to analyze the performance of two different applications of temporal lenses.
2.1 Femtosecond single-electron pulses for ultra-
fast imaging
Free electron pulses for tabletop ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy are
commonly generated by illumination of a cathode with a laser pulse of photon ener-
gies larger than the cathode material’s work function. Flat photocathodes in a back or
front illuminated geometry are a common choice for that purpose, but laser-triggered
cold field emission needle-tips or Schottky emitters are also used as electron sources
due to their superior beam quality [106–108]. Because photoelectron emission is a
nearly instantaneous process [109], the emitted electron pulse resembles the temporal
shape of the triggering laser pulse. For electron pulses to be suitable for diffraction
and microscopy with the highest spatial resolution, they need to be accelerated to
kinetic energies Ekin in the range of 30 . . . 300 keV.
Using the relativistic relation for the total energy Etot of a particle
Etot = γmec
2 = mec
2 + Ekin, (2.1)
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with the electron rest mass me, the Lorentz factor γ = (1− β2)−
1
2 , where β is the
ratio of electron velocity v and the speed of light in vacuum c, yields
γ = 1 +
Ekin
mec2
≈ 1 + |Uacc|
511 kV
(2.2)
and
β =
√
1− 1
γ2
. (2.3)
Here, Uacc is the static acceleration voltage of the electron source. For the electron
energies considered, γ is in the range of 1.06 . . . 1.59, which corresponds to electron
pulse velocities in the lab frame of (0.33 . . . 0.77) c. Hence, in contrast to relativistic
electron pulses of kinetic energies larger than a few MeV, where βγ ≈ γ, in our case
βγ ∼ β.
Real electron pulses have a finite energy bandwidth ∆E. For planar femtosecond
photocathodes in the absence of space charge, this energy spread is on the order
of 1 eV or below [110]. It commonly results from a mismatch between the cathode
material’s work function and the photon energy of the triggering laser pulse [110].
Even when matching the photonic excitation by tuning the optical wavelength [110,
111], a finite energy spread remains as a result of the laser excitation bandwidth.
Inhomogeneous emission sites, inelastic electron scattering and the density of states
in the cathode material further contribute to the energy spectrum of the electron
pulse. Consequently, this energy spread corresponds to a spread of forward velocity
in the electron pulse ∆v. Because the energy spread is small compared to the mean
kinetic energy E0 of the electron pulse, we can linearize Eq. 2.1 which yields
∆v ≈ ∆E
β0γ30mec
, (2.4)
where γ0 = γ(E0) and β0 = β(γ0). As an example, a 1-eV energy spread of an
electron beam at 100 keV corresponds to a velocity spread of 626 m/s. This velocity
is much lower than the speed of light and allows us to treat intrapulse dynamics
nonrelativistically.
Unlike photons, higher energy electrons travel faster in vacuum than electrons of
lower energy. Therefore an energy spread leads to an inevetible temporal broaden-
ing of an optically generated electron pulse upon acceleration [110] and subsequent
propagation. However, this initially detrimental dispersive effect also opens up the
possibility of compressing the electron pulse down to a duration much shorter than
the initial. The mechanism of this effect, its conditions and consequences are subject
of the remainder of this chapter.
For simplicity, we restrict the description of the electron pulses and their dynam-
ics to the longitudinal phase space, assuming no coupling between forward accelera-
tion/deceleration and deflection. The modulation of the longitudinal phase space is
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treated as spatially homogeneous. We will see in Chapters 6 and 7 that for electron
pulse compression, this assumption is very well justified under certain realistic, ex-
perimental conditions, known as velocity-matched interaction (see also [82,104,105]).
Furthermore, we neglect electron-electron interactions within the pulse, treating
electrons as uncharged particles. This assumption is approximately valid for pulses
of low charge or single-electron pulses [112]. The latter contain one electron per pulse
on average. Because the electron emission process at the photocathode is of statis-
tical nature, femtosecond electron pulses obey Poissonian statistics. The probability
of having more than one electron in a pulse of a series containing one electron on av-
erage is therefore < 30 %. This probability decreases rapidly with decreasing average
current. Therefore, repetitively generated single-electron pulses can, when averaged,
be considered as one pulse of non-interacting particles, such as depicted in Fig. 2.1.1
Lastly, the assumption of point-like particles, which neglects quantum mechanical
effects, is usually justified for electron pulses emitted from planar photocathodes.
Due to the finite electron source size, which is determined by the laser spot size
on the cathode and typically on the order of few to tens of microns [114, 115], as
well as due to the finite energy spread, transverse and longitudinal coherence lengths
are usually substantially smaller than the corresponding electron pulse dimensions
[116]. This assumption allows us to neglect matter-wave phenomena in electron pulse
compression [117] (see also Chapter 1).
2.2 Longitudinal phase space representation of an
electron pulse
In the following, an electron pulse is described as an ensemble of N particles moving
along the z-axis. Each electron is defined by its position zn and forward velocity vn
corresponding to a defined coordinate in longitudinal phase space. Its configuration
is described by the matrix
P =
(
z1 . . . zn . . . zN
v1 . . . vn . . . vN
)
=
(
z
v
)
. (2.5)
Figure 2.1 depicts an arbitrary phase space configuration P of an electron pulse.
The underlying distribution %(z, v) is taken to be a bivariate normal distribution,
which implies that its projection on position and velocity axis are of Gaussian shape
1Even though the single-electron approach requires comparably large accumulated measuring
times, its practicability has been demonstrated in experiment [112] and substantiated by signal-to-
noise considerations [113].
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Figure 2.1: Phase space configuration P of an electron pulse. A particle is defined by its
velocity and position (blue dots). Projections along z axis and v axis show particle histograms
and the underlying distribution. The area defined by the emittance is shown as black ellipse.
Dashed lines show the regression slopes.
with standard deviations denoted σz and σv, respectively.
2 The center or spatial mean
value of the electron pulse is denoted z0, it moves with a velocity of v0 = β0c, which
is the mean velocity. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse duration of
the electron pulse is linked to the statistical quantities by
∆t =
2
√
2 ln(2)
v0
σz (2.6)
and the FWHM energy spread according to Eq. 2.4 by
∆E ≈ γ30 v0me 2
√
2 ln(2) σv. (2.7)
A useful statistical measure on phase space is the covariance matrix
Σ(%) =
 σ2z σzv
σzv σ
2
v
 . (2.8)
Its diagonal elements are the squared standard deviations along the phase space
dimensions of the electron pulse. The symmetric off-diagonal terms σzv represent the
covariance of z and v, which is a measure for the velocity-position correlation ρ of
the electron pulse, given by
ρ =
σzv
σzσv
. (2.9)
2This definition allows us to easily switch between different definitions of pulse duration, such
as full width at half maximum (FWHM) or root-mean-squared (rms).
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Thus, for a phase space, which is uncorrelated in position and velocity (ρ = 0), as
shown in the left panel in Fig. 2.2, Σ is diagonal. The covariance matrix for a given
phase space distribution P can be estimated by Σ ≈ (1/N)P0P T0 , where P0 results
from P by row-wise subtraction of the respective mean values z0 and v0 [118].
In this chapter we will find expressions for the transformation of phase space
configuration from an initial to a final state of the form P ′ = MP0. M is a 2 × 2
matrix with a determinant of unity, similar to optical ray transfer matrices [119].
Given M and the initial covariance matrix Σ0, the final covariance matrix Σ
′ of the
transformed phase space is given by3
Σ′ = MΣ0MT . (2.10)
This transformation rule for the covariance matrix is a well known concept in particle
physics (see for example [120,121]). Also for our case, this rule largely simplifies the
calculations that will be shown the next sections. It is central to our considerations,
because all relevant statistical quantities, such as pulse duration, energy spread and
phase space correlation can be derived from the covariance matrix via Eqs. 2.6, 2.7
and 2.9, respectively.
The covariance matrix is closely related to the emittance ε, which is another
important quantity in particle physics. Beam emittance in each phase space plane
is commonly defined as the area containing a certain fraction of all particles in a
beam. In Fig. 2.1 this area is marked by the black ellipse. The lower the emittance
of a given beam, the denser the particles are packed in phase space. Emittance is
proportional to the square-root of the determinant of the covariance matrix [120].
The (normalized) longitudinal emittance is in analogy to Ref. [122] given by:
εn,z =
4piγ0
c
√
det(Σ) =
4piγ0
c
√
σ2zσ
2
v − σ2zv. (2.11)
The prefactor of 4pi is conventional and refers to a 95 % criterion. Stated simply, the
square of the longitudinal emittance is proportional to the product of pulse length
and energy spread minus their mutual correlation. For simplicity, we will refer to the
longitudinal emittance as εz =
√
det(Σ) for the remainder of this chapter. Notably,
emittance is conserved for phase space transformations M , because
ε2z(P
′) = det(Σ′) = det(MΣ0MT ) = det(M ) det(Σ0) det(MT )
= det(Σ0) = ε
2
z(P0), (2.12)
and det(M ) = 1.
3This can be shown using the relation P ′P ′T = (MP0)(MP0)T = MP0P0TMT .
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Figure 2.2: Phase space representation of electron pulse propagation. Projections show the
respective space and velocity distributions. The electron pulse lengthens as correlations between
position and velocity emerge. The velocity spread of the initial and the final pulse are equal.
2.3 Electron pulse propagation and the Rayleigh
time
An electron at a position zn, which is traveling for a time t in field-free space, reaches
a new position z′n according to z
′
n = t · vn + zn. For the entire pulse this corresponds
to a transformation
P ′ =
(
z′
v′
)
=
(
z + t · v
v
)
= TP0, (2.13)
with the propagation matrix
T =
(
1 t
0 1
)
. (2.14)
As depicted in Fig. 2.2, let us assume the initial phase space P0 at t = 0 is
uncorrelated and the corresponding covariance matrix Σ0 therefore is diagonal. How
does propagation affect the pulse properties? Using Eq. 2.10, we obtain
Σ′ = T Σ0 T T =
σ0z2 + (t σ0v)2 t σ0v2
t σ0v
2
σ0v
2
 . (2.15)
As expected, the velocity spread stays unaltered (σ′v = σ
0
v , see Fig. 2.2) and therefore
same for the energy spread ∆E ′ = ∆E0. The pulse length however changes according
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion length δR of an electron pulse as function of kinetic energy for various
ratios of initial pulse duration to energy spread (see legend). The energy spread is assumed to
be small compared to the mean kinetic energy (Eq. 2.4).
to
σ′z(t) = σ
0
z
√
1 +
(
t
τR
)2
, (2.16)
with
τR =
σ0z
σ0v
. (2.17)
Equation 2.16 states that the pulse lengthens first slowly and then approximately
linear with propagation time. The key parameter is τR, which is the propagation
time for which the pulse length increases by a factor of
√
2. In analogy to optical
Gaussian beams, we refer to this parameter as the Rayleigh time. It is given by the
ratio of uncorrelated pulse length to velocity spread (Eq. 2.17).4
The dispersion length δR corresponding to τR, as the propagation distance for
which the pulse duration increases by a factor of
√
2 is given by
δR = v0 τR ≈ (β0γ0c)3me
∆t0
∆E0
(2.18)
and an electron pulse of initial duration ∆t0 propagating over a distance d changes
accordingly as
∆t′ = ∆t0
√
1 +
(
d
δR
)2
. (2.19)
4The relations expressed in Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17 are known as result of the analogue derivation in
transverse particle phase space, where the equivalent to the optical Rayleigh length is the β-Twiss
parameter [120,121].
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of electron pulse duration (blue, left axis) and position-velocity correlation
(red, right axis) with propagation time (distance) relative to Rayleigh time (dispersion length).
The blue, dashed line indicates linear pulse broadening.
Figure 2.3 shows δR as a function of mean kinetic energy for various ratios of
initial pulse duration to energy spread (∆t0/∆E0; see legend). Due to the strong
scaling with the third power of β0γ0, low energy electron pulse in general disperse
much quicker than high energy electron pulses of same bandwidth ratio. For typical
(uncompressed) electron pulses for UED/UEM (100 keV, ∼ 100 fs, ∼ 1 eV) δR is on
the order of a few meters. Even though typical electron beam lines are much shorter
in length, the pulses there can only be assumed weakly correlated, unless other pulse
broadening mechanisms, such as acceleration in an electrostatic field [110] and/or
space charge effects [123,124], have to be taken into account.
Not only the pulse duration increases during propagation, also correlations be-
tween position and velocity emerge. Intuitively, it is obvious that after some propa-
gation time the particles of highest velocity or energy in the pulse are in the leading
part of the pulse, whereas slower electrons with less kinetic energy are found in its
trailing part (see Fig. 2.2). From the linear off-diagonal, i.e., the covariance terms in
Eq. 2.15, we find for the correlation coefficient via Eq. 2.9:
ρ =
σ′zv
σ′zσ′v
=
t√
t2 + τ 2R
=
d√
d2 + δ2R
. (2.20)
Correlations between position and velocity do not evolve linearly in time or propa-
gation distance and again the Rayleigh time τR (dispersion length δR) is the decisive
parameter. Only for t  τR (positive) correlation between position and velocity
increases approximately linearly in time, with a slope given by 1/τR. If the pulse
travels for times much longer than τR the correlation ρ ≈ 1 and hardly changes. The
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Rayleigh time thus can be regarded as the propagation time over which correlations
emerge and for which the pulse roughly maintains its duration.
Figure 2.4 shows the evolution of correlation (Eq. 2.20) and pulse duration
(Eqs. 2.16 and 2.19) in unitless form (red and blue curves, respectively). The ex-
pected resemblance with the focusing characteristics of Gaussian laser beams is ap-
parent. The linear broadening of the pulse for t τR is indicated by the blue dotted
line. Furthermore, we see that the pulse duration is minimized at t = 0, where the
phase space is uncorrelated.
The preceding discussion highlights pulse propagation as a source of (positive)
correlation, which leads to temporal broadening of an uncorrelated electron pulse.
Conversely, for a negatively correlated electron pulse, propagation reduces the amount
of correlation, leading to a shortening or temporal compression of the electron pulse
in time. In the following section we will see how this can be realized and described
within our framework.
2.4 Phase space preparation with temporal lenses
A temporal or longitudinal lens is an electron optical tool to manipulate the longi-
tudinal velocity distribution of an electron pulse along its propagation coordinate. It
can be used, for example, to slow down the leading part of an electron pulse and to
accelerate its trailing part and vice versa. Consequently, the velocity-position corre-
lation within the electron pulse is altered along with the velocity distribution. The
temporal shape, however, stays the same. Only if such a pulse propagates further,
these initial correlations will lead to a change in pulse length, that is, the pulse is
focused or defocused in time.
Because the velocity modulation by a temporal lens occurs along the propa-
gation coordinate of the electron pulse, its underlying mechanism must be time-
varying. In practice, temporal lenses are established by the controlled interaction of
a charged particle with an electromagnetic field. The integrated Lorentz force acting
on a charged particle can alter the particle’s momentum as a function of its arrival
time.
Temporal lenses were first proposed and realized with gigahertz fields in suitable
microwave cavities [57, 63, 61, 64], but they have now also been demonstrated with
optical fields at low terahertz [89, 105, 95] (see Chapters 4 and 7) and infrared fre-
quencies [43–45]. The tailored interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a particle
beam is an area of active research interest (see for example Refs. [79, 83, 104]) and
subject of Chapter 6 in this thesis.
For the phase space description of the action of a temporal lens, we assume it to
impose a spatially linear change of forward velocity on the electron pulse of the form
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Figure 2.5: The effect of the same temporal lens on electron pulses after different stages of
propagation. The temporal focal length is equal for all three cases. Velocity spread and therefore
energy bandwidth is increased, decreased or unaltered (from left to right) depending on the
amount of acquired correlation between position and velocity in the pulse.
P ′ =
(
Z
V − gv · Z
)
= LP0, (2.21)
with the temporal-lens matrix
L =
 1 0
−1/ft 1
 . (2.22)
The compression strength gv is the inverse of the temporal focal length ft. Here, both
are expressed in temporal units.5 The minus sign in the above equation is chosen to
follow the convention that positive compression strengths (positive temporal focal
length) lead to a temporal compression of an uncorrelated electron pulse. The optical
analogy is a positive lens which focuses a collimated beam. A negative temporal
lens can be established by switching the polarity or changing phase of the driving
field, for example. In reality the assumption of linear phase space transformation is
approximately fulfilled for electron pulses of durations shorter than a half period of
the modulation frequency (see Chapter 1).
Figure 2.5 depicts modulated phase space representations of an initially uncor-
related electron pulse after different propagation times and therefore with different
5For different choices of phase space coordinates, such as time-energy [64, 89] or position-
momentum [104], compression strength—gE and gp, respectively— is expressed in the according
units.
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degrees initial of correlation. The (positive) compression strength in the three cases
is always the same (ft = 1.3 τR). We observe that the final velocity spread is dif-
ferent in each case. For t = 0 the initial phase space is uncorrelated and the action
of the temporal lens increases the velocity spread and induces negative correlation.
For the positively correlated pulse that is obtained after a propagation time τR the
velocity spread is decreased and so is the absolute value of correlation (central part
of Fig. 2.5). For t = 2τR velocity spread and correlation is of nearly same absolute
value as before the modulation, but the sign of the correlation is inverted. Subsequent
propagation of this pulse would lead to a decrease in pulse duration until the phase
space resembles the initial phase space at t = 0. As we will see in the next section,
the velocity spread which is induced by the temporal lens determines the minimum
pulse duration.
Thus, for a complete description of electron pulse compression in phase space we
need to consider not only the action of the temporal lens, but also propagation effects
and the build up (or removal) of correlation before and after the velocity modulating
element, i.e. the temporal lens. This is the subject of the following section.
2.5 Imaging with temporal lenses
The similarities in focusing behaviour of optical lenses and temporal lenses have been
noted already in the early days of ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy [125].
An imaging equation for temporal lenses, which incorporates pulse propagation times
before and after the temporal lens (t and t′, respectively), has been given by Hilbert
et al. [126], namely
1
ft
=
1
t′
+
1
t
. (2.23)
This equation is the temporal lens analogue to the ray optical description of image
formation with a thin optical lens of focal length fopt. The corresponding optical
equation is obtained by replacing the object (image) propagation time t (t′) by
object and image distances s and s′, respectively.
For Gaussian laser beams, the optical thin-lens formula has been extended by
Self [127] to incorporate beam size effects and the (transverse) Rayleigh length zR of
the beam. It is given by
1
fopt
=
1
s′
+
1
s+ z2R/(s− fopt)
. (2.24)
In this section we derive a similar relation for imaging with temporal lenses that
goes beyond Eq. 2.23 in that it includes the Rayleigh time τR and therefore realistic
beams with finite energy spread and pulse duration.
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Figure 2.6: Temporal lens imaging geometry of electron pulse compression. The upper panel
depicts the evolution of pulse duration and position-velocity correaltion ρ (colorcode). The
lower panel shows selected phase space representations and the projected velocity distribution
before and after the temporal lens (ft).
2.5.1 The temporal lens equation
Figure 2.6 shows geometry and phase space representation for temporal lens imaging.
Following Self’s approach [127], we treat the temporal waist of the electron pulse
before the lens as object with pulse length σ0z and velocity spread σ
0
v . As we have
seen in Section 2.3, at this point there is no correlation between position and velocity
of the particles in the pulse (see the green phase space representation in the lower
panel of Fig. 2.6). The object Rayleigh time is τR = σ
0
z/σ
0
v . The image is formed by
propagation of this pulse for a time t to a temporal lens of strength gv = 1/ft. Upon
propagation, a positive correlation ρ between position and velocity emerges (see color
code). After the temporal lens the pulse propagates for a time t′ until correlations
are removed again and the image is formed by another waist of the temporal pulse
profile (σ′z, σ
′
v, τ
′
R).
6
In our matrix notation this transformation from image to object phase space
configuration (Pobj to Pimg) is given by
Pimg = T
′LT︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Mimg
Pobj,
7 (2.25)
6In general, as in the optical case, object and image do not necessarily need to be real and t
(t′) can also take negative values.
7Here we use the shorthanded notation T ′ = T (t′) and T = T (t) (see Eq. 2.14).
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with
Mimg =
1−
t′
ft
t+ t′ − tt
′
ft
− 1
ft
1− t
ft
 . (2.26)
Because the image phase space is also uncorrelated (see Fig. 2.6), the covariance
matrix must remain diagonal under this transformation:
Σ =
(
σ0z
2
0
0 σ0v
2
)
Mimg−−−→
(
σ′z
2 0
0 σ′v
′2
)
= Σ′. (2.27)
From the conservation of longitudinal emittance (see Eq. 2.12) it follows that the
uncorrelated bandwidth product is conserved and thus
σ′zσ
′
v = σ
0
zσ
0
v , (2.28)
which is equivalent to
∆t′ ≈ ∆t∆E
∆E ′
. (2.29)
For typical energy spreads in UED, the latter approximation is very well justified
[128]. Equations 2.28 and 2.29 state that the electron pulse duration changes in
proportion to the relative change in energy bandwidth. Therefore, to obtain the
shortest possible pulse duration, the energy gain must be as large as possible—or
acceptable. Usually, in practice, this maximum energy gain is limited by the field
strength of the electromagnetic wave that drives the temporal lens or its modulation
period.
Demanding that the object and image phase-space are free of position-velocity
correlations, expressed in Eq. 2.27 and using the covariance transformation rule
(Eq. 2.10) allows us to find a relation between image and object pulse propaga-
tion times (t, t′) and the temporal focal length ft (see Appendix A). The result is
given by
1
ft
=
1
t′
+
1
t+ τ 2R/(t− ft)
. (2.30)
This equation is the temporal lens imaging analogue to Self’s Equation (Eq. 2.24)
and has been derived in the course of this thesis. It is the generalization of Eq. 2.23
for beams of finite pulse duration and energy spread, which are both contained in τR
(see Eq. 2.17). As for the optical case [127] it converges to the ray optical equation,
given by Eq. 2.23 [126] for τR → 0. Equation 2.30 allows to find the compression
strength required for obtaining the shortest pulse duration for a given geometry.
Its derivation, which is detailed in Appendix A, is only based on the assumption
of uncorrelated image and object phase space and linear transformations. The fact
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that it nevertheless resembles Eq. 2.24 for a perfectly coherent Gaussian laser beam
is quite remarkable and in turn means that the formation of a beam waist even for
a fully coherent beam can also be explained in the framework of correlations in a
beam of incoherent particles. It suggests that for the given conditions, the imaging
equations for the formation of a temporal waist also holds for the fully coherent case.
From Eq. 2.27 we furthermore obtain the magnification of the temporal lens
system, that is, the degree of compression it offers. Its derivation can be found in
Appendix A. Again, it resembles the expression for a Gaussian beam [127] and is
given by
m =
σ′z
σ0z
=
σ0v
σ′v
=
1√
[1− (t/ft)]2 + [τR/ft]2
. (2.31)
As we have seen before, the reduction in pulse length is equivalent to the increase
in velocity (energy) bandwidth. Magnification of smaller 1 means pulse compression
and bandwidth increase, whereas for m > 1 the energy spread is reduced, that is,
the beam is more monochromatic, but the pulse duration is increased. In Section 2.7
we will treat the latter case in more detail.
The Rayleigh time of the pulse after the temporal lens is given by
τ ′R =
σ′z
σ′v
= m2τR. (2.32)
Equations 2.30 and 2.31 together with Eq. 2.32 fully describe the image formation
of one or multiple temporal lens systems. They allow for the calculation of the final
electron pulse duration for given input parameters of propagation distances, phase-
space correlation, velocity/energy spread and pulse length/duration. Furthermore,
the equations are invariant under the substitutions: t → s, t′ → s′, ft → fz and
τR → δR, meaning that they can also be expressed in spatial units.
Unlike in optics (Eq. 2.24), where focal lengths of individual lenses are usually
fixed and image and object distances s and s′ can be varied more easily, for electron
pulse compression it is usually the distances (and therefore the pulse propagation
times), which are fixed. Adjustments are usually performed by changing the compres-
sion strength gv = 1/ft as for example in Refs. [64,89,105]. Equation 2.30 gives this
required compression strength as a function of the experimental parameters, which
when combined with Eq. 2.31 allows us to predict the pulse duration in the temporal
focus. For instance, when taking the parameters of the pulse compression experiment
demonatrated in Chapter 7,8 we obtain a predicted FWHM electron pulse duration
in the temporal focus of 24 fs. This is in quite good agreement with the actually
8These are: kinetic electron energy of 75 keV, uncorrelated energy spread of 1.3 eV (FWHM),
initial pulse duration of 490 fs (FWHM), object and image distances of 0.4 m and 0.5 m, respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Minimum compressed pulse duration (image pulse duration, blue line) according
to Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31 as a function of initial (object) pulse duration for a pulse of constant
emittance and parameters as given in the legend. The energy spread changes accordingly (upper
axis). The pulse duration at the temporal lens is shown as orange line. Asymptotic cases of
ρ = 1 and ρ = 0 are shown as black and red lines, respectively. All quantities are given as
FWHM values.
measured value of 28 fs, given that the equations predict the shortest possible pulse
duration for the actual experimental parameters.
2.5.2 Pulse compression with a single temporal lens
The capabilities of the temporal lens imaging relations (Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31) are
demonstrated exemplarily in Fig. 2.7. There, the compressed electron pulse duration
(blue line) of a 100-keV electron pulse is plotted as a function of initial electron
pulse duration and energy spread. The longitudinal FWHM-emittance of 100 fs eV
is thereby kept constant. The orange line shows the electron pulse duration at the
position of the temporal lens (right axis). Object and image distances are 0.5 m and
0.25 m, respectively.
Starting with an initially long electron pulse of small energy spread (all to the
right), a reduction of initial pulse duration first increases the compressed electron
pulse duration as, due to the constant emittance, the energy spread goes up. The
compressed pulse duration has a maximum at the point when the dispersion length
δR ∝ ∆t0/∆E0 (Eq. 2.18) equals the object distance s (see also Fig. 2.6). At this
point the pulse duration of the electron pulse at the position of the temporal lens
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(orange line) is minimal. For longer initial electron pulses, the pulse duration at the
temporal lens is approximately equal to the initial pulse duration and the pulses
therefore are only weakly correlated.
To the left of the maximum in Fig. 2.7, that is, for a further reduction of the pulse
duration at the cost of increasing energy bandwidth, we again observe a decrease in
the compressed pulse duration. This decrease is approximately linear in initial pulse
duration for values < 10 fs and does not depend on the energy spread. In this regime,
the energy spread, however, determines the pulse duration at the temporal lens as
now the dispersion length is much shorter than the object distance (δR  s). The
particles in the pulse are therefore highly correlated in position and velocity at the
temporal lens.
The black and red lines in Fig. 2.7 depict the compressed pulse duration in the
asymptotic cases of ρ = 1 (τR → 0) and ρ = 0 (t = 0 and t′ = ft) at the temporal lens,
respectively. The two traces give good approximations to the final pulse duration in
the temporal focus unless δR ≈ s (center part of Fig. 2.7). The compressed pulse
duration in the two cases is given by
∆t(ρ= 0) ≈ ∆E0 s
′
me(v0γ0)3
(2.33)
and
∆t(ρ= 1) = ∆t0
s′
s
. (2.34)
In the uncorrelated regime (Eq. 2.33), the compressed pulse duration is mainly de-
termined by the initial energy spread of the electron pulse ∆E0 and in particular
independent of the initial electron pulse duration. A reduction in compressed pulse
duration in this regime can be achieved by a decrease in energy bandwidth at the
source and/or higher electron pulse energies. For electron beam lines with negligible
pulse broadening during acceleration [110], this is the regime of relevance due to the
naturally large Rayleigh times (see Fig. 2.3).
In the correlated regime (Eq. 2.34), on the other hand, the minimum compressed
pulse duration is independent of any energetic parameters. The magnification of the
initial pulse of width ∆t0 is solely determined by the geometric ratio of image and
object distance. This case is identical to the geometric ray optics picture [126] and the
focal distance is given by Eq. 2.23. In reality, we find this situation for rather short
and broadband electron pulses and/or large propagation distances. Space charge and
(slow) acceleration of the electron pulse enhance correlations [123,110], but because
these effects generally also lead to a nonlinear deformation of phase space, their
treatment is beyond the framework presented here. Nevertheless, even then Eq. 2.34
may still yield a good first approximation and qualitative insight.
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When it comes to designing a temporal lens setup for electron pulse compression,
one needs to first consider which regime is the best and realistic to work in. To this end
an estimation of energy spread, initial pulse duration and acceleration/propagation
effects is in order. For some applications it might be best to work with comparably
long initial electron pulses, if it allows for generation of narrow-band initial electron
pulses that are only weakly correlated at the compressor. This is especially the case
for high energy electron pulses. Conversely, the correlated regime offers independence
from energetic effects and thus works equally well at any acceleration voltage. Using
few-femtosecond or even attosecond laser trigger pulses here is beneficial as it allows
for achieving shortest compressed electron pulse durations—even if this comes at the
cost of large bandwidth.
The here derived equations govern electron pulse compression and temporal imag-
ing dynamics. They are the basis for design of a temporal lens setup. In practice,
however, often timing uncertainties (jitter) as well as energy fluctuations limit the
achievable electron pulse duration. We treat these effects in the following section.
2.5.3 Susceptibility to timing jitter and energy fluctuations
The case distinction by the degree of propagation-induced correlation at the temporal
lens, as we did in the previous section, is also instructional when it comes to the
question of influence of timing jitter and energy drifts, which often set the practical
limit for the compressed electron pulse duration.
From Eqs. 2.33 and 2.34 we know that the compressed pulse duration in the
uncorrelated regime is determined by the initial energy spread of the electron pulse,
whereas in the correlated regime it is proportional to the initial pulse duration. The
same dependencies apply to the case of initial energy and timing offsets δE and δt,
respectively. The temporal shifts δt′ of the compressed electron pulse are thus given
by
δt′(ρ= 1) =
s′
s
δt, (2.35)
δt′(ρ= 0) ≈
s′ δE
me(β0γ0c)3
. (2.36)
This behavior can be visualized by invoking a lens picture as shown in Fig. 2.8. In
panel a, the case of an uncorrelated electron pulse at the temporal lens is depicted as
ray diagram. It is analogue to the case of a infinite object conjugate and finite image
conjugate, that is, a collimated beam focused by a thin lens. All rays that are parallel
to the (temporal) optical axis (black lines) represent mono-energetic trajectories
which arrive simultaneously at the temporal focus, regardless of their initial offset
in time (δt). In other words, a pulse that is initially delayed in time arrives later at
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Figure 2.8: Temporal lens model for visualization of timing jitter and energy fluctuations.
a) Uncorrelated case. Initial delays δt of pulses of equal energy are compensated by the temporal
lens (black lines). Pulses of different energy arrive at different times δt′ at the position of the
temporal focus (blues lines). b) Correlated case. The timing of pulses arriving at the temporal
focus depends on the initial timing (black lines) and is independent of energy fluctuations (blue
lines).
the temporal lens and obtains a velocity kick, which just compensates for the initial
lag. This additional velocity kick allows the pulse to arrive at the same time as an
undelayed pulse would have arrived, albeit with a higher velocity, corresponding to
a larger angle with the temporal optical axis. Conversely, an electron pulse with a
small energy offset (δE, blue lines) arrives with a temporal offset δt′ at the temporal
focus.
The opposite behavior is true for the case of a strongly correlated pulse at the
temporal lens, as depicted in Fig. 2.8 b. Here, initial temporal shifts affect the pulse’s
arrival time at the temporal focus, whereas energy offsets (blue) are irrelevant.
When it comes to achieving the shortest possible pulse duration, it is in both cases
beneficial to work at shortest possible image distances. Not only will the compressed
pulses be shorter then (see Eqs. 2.34 and 2.33), but also the susceptibility to fluctua-
tions of any kind have less influence on the electron pulse arrival time. Short imaging
distances imply short focal lengths and in turn high compression strengths, which
may not be realistic to achieve (especially for low modulation frequencies, see Section
2.4). Therefore, when designing a pulse compression experiment an estimation of δt
and δE is necessary.
For example, let us assume a high voltage power supply for the electron source,
which is known to drift by ±1 V at a central voltage of 30 kV. With a distance of
0.5 m between temporal lens and temporal focus, this will lead to timing fluctuations
of ±78 fs for an uncorrelated pulse (t τR). Increasing the central voltage to 100 kV
reduces this susceptibility to 12 fs/V. If, however, the timing stability between pump
and probe pulse is known to be even better than that, it is worthwhile considering
working in the correlated regime. This is possible and particularly advantageous if
the initial electron pulse duration can be made very short, that is, on the order of δt.
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Then, even at moderate magnifications ∼ 1, temporally robust electron pulses can
be expected.9
For the above considerations we have assumed a temporal lens, whose modulation
is stable in time.10 In reality, however, also the time varying electromagnetic field,
which is inherent to a temporal lens, may exhibit significant fluctuations in time
relative to the electron pulse. Therefore, the above values for arrival time jitter
are understood as relative to the timing of the temporal lens (t0, see Fig. 2.8).
Because such temporal lens induced fluctuations are usually uncorrelated to the
initial electron pulse fluctuations, it a high degree of stability between the optical
pump pulse and the temporal lens is crucial. While microwave-based temporal lenses
usually need elaborate synchronization schemes [129, 66, 67] to this end, all-optical
schemes offer a high degree of passive synchronization [89,105] up to interferometric
stability [44,100,45]. In Section 2.6, a possibility to overcome this source of fluctuation
is proposed.
We furthermore can make use of the energy dependence of Eq. 2.36 to detect en-
ergy modulations, which occur in between the electron source and the temporal lens.
We will encounter this equation in the context of all-optical time-of-flight electron
energy analysis in Chapter 5, albeit as result of a complementary derivation.
2.6 Application I: the multistage compressor
In the previous sections we have outlined the basics for electron pulse compression in
the longitudinal phase space picture. Now we apply our formalism to the subsequent
application of multiple temporal lenses for electron pulse compression. The use of
such a multistage compressor has been suggested in literature [89, 130, 45] to over-
come the limitations of current electron pulse compression schemes, but has neither
been realized yet, nor investigated analytically.11 Such an assembly involving two
temporal lenses for electron pulse compression offers great potential not only for the
compressed pulse duration, but also in terms of timing stability.
As we have seen in Section 2.5, working with shortest possible distances s′ between
temporal lens and temporal focus is advantageous for achieving shortest compressed
electron pulse durations (see Eqs. 2.33 and 2.34 in Section 2.5). Also in this case the
susceptibility to timing jitter and energy fluctuation is reduced (see Eqs. 2.35 and 2.36
9This is under the assumption that the additional timing offset caused by the change in the ac-
celeration potential can be neglected. For typical parameters such as Uacc ∼ 100 kV and acceleration
distances ∼ 1 cm, this shift is well below 1 fs/V.
10The expression “stable in time” here refers to the stability of the temporal lens with respect
to a clock at the temporal focus, which is usually, represented by an optical pump pulse.
11Simulations for special cases, however, have been published. See for example the Supplementary
material of Ref. [45].
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in Section 2.5.3). However, short imaging distances imply high compression strength,
which may not be realistic at arbitrary modulation frequencies, especially in the low
terahertz range. On the other hand, low modulation frequencies are preferred for
the compression of isolated electron pulses. In particular, the electron pulse duration
should be shorter than a half-cycle of the modulation.
For keV-electron beams, temporal focal lengths on the order of millimeters were
achieved with near-infrared modulation fields [43, 44] and ponderomotive schemes
have been demonstrated to allow pulse compression over a drift distance of only tens
of micrometers [45]. Because in all of these experiments the initial electron pulse
duration is much larger than the modulation period, trains of electron pulses with
attosecond duration emerge. Even though these pulses have turned out suitable for
attosecond electron difraction and microscopy [44], their application is restricted to
the study of repetitive cycle dynamics. In order to cover the whole range of laser
induced phenomena, bridging the gap between cycle-induced (attosecond) dynam-
ics and fluence-dependent (femtosecond/picosecond) dynamics, isolated attosecond
electron pulses are required as probe.
The schemes of Refs. [43–45] in principle allow for the generation of isolated
attosecond electron pulses, but they require a sufficiently short input electron pulse
duration, namely in the few-femtosecond range.12 An additional temporal lens prior
to the final compression stage offers a possibility to fulfill this requirement.
Figure 2.9 a shows a conceptual drawing on how to achieve sub-femtosecond elec-
tron pulses using two subsequent temporal lenses. The concept is driven by a single
laser source, whose output is split into different parts. Because in each arm the optical
frequency demands for the experiment are different, suitable wavelength conversion
schemes are required. The electron pulses are triggered by optical pulses with a mean
photon energy (or multiples thereof) closely matching the cathode material’s work
function in order to minimize energy spread. The laser pulse duration there is chosen
as to obtain the best possible compromise between the optical and electron pulse
bandwidth [110]. Those two requirements can for example be met by virtue of a
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) [111].
The first, pre-compressing temporal lens is established close to the output of
the electron source and provides a low-frequency modulation of the longitudinal
phase space with a temporal focal length f1 on the order of 1 m or less. It may
be established by well-synchronized microwave cavities [64, 66,67] or directly driven
by low-frequency, terahertz fields using resonators (see Chapter 4), waveguides [95]
12This input electron pulse duration is ideally much shorter than a modulation half cycle such
that the velocity change along the pulse is nearly linear. However, if a reduced pulse contrast is
tolerable, input pulse durations larger than the optical half-period can be used (see Chapter 7).
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Figure 2.9: Double-stage electron pulse compressor. a) Conceptual layout for electron pulse
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quired for obtaining 100-as electron pulses as a function of modulation frequency for various
temporal focal lengths (see legend). The precompressed electron pulses are assumed to be as
long as a modulating half cycle.
or other symmetry-breaking elements such as an electron-transmitting metal mirror
(see Chapters 6 and 7).
The pre-compressed electron pulse is then injected into a second temporal lens
of shorter modulation period and substantially higher modulation strength, enabling
a temporal focal length f2 ∼ 1 mm. This last stage of compression is assumed to
be perfectly, meaning for example interferometrically, stabilized with respect to an
optical pump or characterization pulse, which locks the time zero of the experiment.
The temporal lens realizations described in [43–45] all fulfill the above requirements
for the second stage.
The temporal focus of the first temporal lens (f1) coincides with the position of the
second temporal lens (f2), as depicted in Fig. 2.9 a. It implies that the object distance
of the second lens is zero and therefore its magnification m2 given via Eq. 2.31 by
m2 =
f2√
(δ′R)
2 + (f2)
2
, (2.37)
where δ′R = m
2
1 δR (Eq. 2.32) is the dispersion length after the first lens (magnification
m1, initial dispersion length δR). The final image distance s
′
2 (Eq. 2.24) reduces to
s′2 =
f2
1 + (f2/δ′R)
2 . (2.38)
Apparently, there is a maximum image distance of δR/2 for f2 = δ
′
R, which means
that the temporal focus must always be within a range s′2 < δ
′
R/2. A temporal focus
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further away cannot be generated. The magnification at this point is 1/
√
2. With
f2 increasing beyond δ
′
R, which is equivalent to a reduction in compression strength,
the temporal focus moves towards the lens again, while the magnification converges
to 1, that is, no compression at all.
To go from the few-femtosecond into the attosecond regime of electron pulse
duration, we are more interested in the opposite case of strong compression, that
is, low magnification (m2  1), which is equivalent to f2  δ′R (strong temporal
lensing). From Eq. 2.38 it follows that then s′2 ≈ f2. The case is now analogue to
the uncorrelated regime discussed in Section 2.5 and the compressed pulse duration
is given by Eq. 2.33. Let us, however, express this relation in quantities, which are
more relevant for our scenario, where the electron pulse length has already been
precompressed to a value of ∆t′ = m1∆t0. We find for the final pulse duration
∆tfin =
f2 εz
v30 ∆t
′ , (2.39)
where εz is the (conserved) longitudinal emittance (see Section 2.2). Equation 2.39
expresses the final pulse length ∆tfin after a multistage compressor independent of
the parameters of the previous stages. It states that for the shortest electron pulses
in the final temporal focus, the pulses incident on second lens should be as long as
possible. As in practice, the acceptable pulse duration is set by the modulation period
of the second temporal lens (see above), a small product of f2 and εz is required.
In Fig. 2.9 b, the required longitudinal bandwidth product ∆E0∆t0 to obtain
100-as pulses is plotted against the modulation frequency of the temporal lens for
electron pulses with kinetic energy of 100 keV. The electron pulses are assumed to
be precompressed to the modulation’s half cycle. Therefore the lines approximate
the upper bandwidth limits for the given focal lengths (see legend). We observe that
high modulation frequencies require small bandwidth products, which may not be
possible to achieve or even violate the uncertainty principle (grey area). Fig. 2.9 b,
therefore provides a quick overview of the limits of a double stage compressor based
on Eq. 2.39.
Figure 2.10 a shows the evolution of the FWHM electron pulse duration ∆t for
a double-stage compressor with f1 = 0.5 m and f2 = 1 mm and electron pulse band-
width products as given in the legend. The first lens is positioned 0.5 m from the
(uncorrelated) source. It precompresses the electron pulse to few-fs duration. Be-
cause for the given parameters, the pulses at the first lens are uncorrelated, the
pulse duration is proportional to the initial energy spread and temporal focal length.
This product sets the maximum possible modulation frequency of the final stage (see
Eq. 2.33). Furthermore, we observe that the final, minimum pulse duration after the
second lens is determined by initial pulse duration ∆t0. In general, assuming uncor-
related input pulses at both lenses, we can simplify Eq. 2.39 via Eq. 2.33 and find
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Figure 2.10: Performance of a double-stage electron pulse compressor. a) Evolution of elec-
tron pulse duration (FWHM) for various bandwidth products (see legend). The central energy is
100 keV. The first lens is at −500 mm; the second lens is at −1 mm (temporal focus at 0). b) In-
fluence of various causes for electron pulse arrival-time jitter: initial pulse drifts (blue, left axis),
fluctuations of the first temporal lens (green, left axis) and initial energy fluctuations (orange,
right axis). All for the case of 100 fs eV and assuming linear phase-space transformations.
∆tfin =
f2
f1
∆t0. (2.40)
Therefore for a sufficiently large ratio of the two temporal focal lengths it is possible
to compress arbitrary pulses down to attosecond duration.
Let us now further analyze the timing stability of such a double-stage compres-
sor. We assume the second stage to be stable with respect to an arbitrary time zero.
In practice, this reference point is for example set by an optical pump pulse or the
phase of a pulse characterization scheme (see Chapter 4). Because the electron pulse
incident on the second temporal lens is uncorrelated, it is not susceptible to timing
variations of the incoming (pre-compressed) electron pulse (see Section 2.5.3 and
Fig. 2.8), which suggests a high temporal robustness of this electron pulse compres-
sion scheme.13 However, electron pulses with a temporal offset with respect to the
first stage will get a velocity kick changing their mean velocity, which influences the
final pulse’s timing and therefore needs to be taken into account. This can be done by
virtue of the jitter-susceptibility approach introduced in Section 2.5.3 and extending
it to incorporate two temporal lenses with variable offsets.
Figure 2.10 b shows the relative influence of timing drifts of electron pulses start-
ing with an offset δt0 (blue line) or being out of phase with the first lens (δt1, green
line).14 Initial offset in time are compensated for by the first lens and the blue line
13This conclusion has also been drawn (undergirded by simulations) by Koza´k et al. [45].
14The depicted case is for ∆t0 = 100 fs and ∆E0 = 1 eV. Differences to the other three cases of
Fig. 2.10 a are only minor.
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goes to zero at the temporal focus (see Section 2.5.3). Offsets of the electron pulse
with respect to the first lens, however, are increasing on the way to the first temporal
focus, exhibiting a one-to-one relation there: the electron pulse will arrive with the
same delay that it had with respect to the zero-crossing of the first lens. The second
temporal lens compensates this offset and the green line crosses zero in the final
temporal focus. This situation is similar to the effect of initial energy fluctuations
on the electron pulse’s timing (orange line). While they are maximum at the first
temporal lens and its focus, also they go to zero in the temporal focus of the second
temporal lens.
So not only timing drifts of optical components prior to the final temporal lens
are compensated by this scheme, it is also robust against energy fluctuations as for
example caused by an instable acceleration voltage. We can thus conclude: when it
comes to the temporal stability of electron pulses, it is beneficial to apply a double-
stage approach, if
 the temporal lenses are operated in the uncorrelated regime (low degree of
correlation at the position of the lens, see Section 2.5),
 the timing stability of the first temporal lens is better than a half-cycle of the
modulation period of the second lens and
 the second temporal lens is substantially stronger than the first (m2  m1)
and stabilized to the global time zero of the experiment.
These requirements can be met by virtue of a combination of already demonstrated
electron pulse modulation schemes, namely
 a high-acceleration-field electron source [115] to avoid position-velocity corre-
lations at the first temporal lens,
 a first temporal lens, which can be stabilized on a few-fs level [66,89,105] and
 a second temporal lens with focal lengths of few millimeters and interferometric
stability [43–45].
Such a double-stage compressor is then able to produce background-free, isolated
attosecond electron pulses to be used for optical-pump-electron-probe studies with
sub-fs-cycle resolution (see Refs. [48,28] for proposed experiments).
2.7 Application II: the dynamic monochromator
So far we have treated temporal lenses foremost as tools for electron pulse com-
pression, but the possibilities for longitudinal phase space modulation they provide
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Figure 2.11: Reduction of electron pulse energy bandwidth with temporal lenses. Depending on
the initial degree of correlation between position and velocity acquired during propagation, the
electron pulse can be made more monochromatic after applying a temporal lens of appropriate
strength (Eq. 2.41).
are broader than that—just like optical lenses can do more than just focus. An-
other application is to use a temporal lens for collimation instead of focusing, which
corresponds to making the electron pulse more monochromatic.
A highly monochromatic electron beam is desired for many applications in con-
ventional electron microscopy like electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [131]
or for avoiding chromatic aberrations in electron optical lens systems. To this end
most modern (transmission) electron microscopes are equipped with monochroma-
tors [132].
Temporal lenses offer the possibility to decrease the energy or velocity bandwidth
of an electron pulse. As we know from the conservation of emittance (Eq. 2.12) this
benefit must come at the cost of increased pulse duration. The main idea behind this
dynamic monochromator is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. An initially uncorrelated electron
pulse propagates for a time t and correlations between positions and velocities of the
particles within the pulse evolve which broaden the pulse in time (see Section 2.3).
If we now apply a positive temporal lens of just enough strength to remove these
correlations, the energy bandwidth is reduced, while the pulse remains stretched.
In our temporal lens imaging picture this is equivalent to making the image
time t′ equal to zero. The temporal waist then coincides with the temporal lens.15
15Depending on the degree of correlation, also imaging distances other than zero can be realized
for bandwidth reduction. Such setting, however, will necessarily lead to a less monochromatic, but
shorter pulse.
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The required focal length to achieve this situation for an initially uncorrelated pulse
having propagated for a time t can be found by virtue of Eq. 2.30, which yields
f
(t′=0)
t =
t2 + τ 2R
t
= τR
1 + [t/τR]
2
t/τR
. (2.41)
Apparently, the temporal focal length that is required to collimate a pulse in time
increases with propagation distance once it is beyond the Rayleigh time. Thus, for
long and highly correlated pulses only weak temporal lenses are required to obtain
a highly monochromatic beam.
From Eq. 2.28 we know that at a temporal waist a reduction of velocity spread is
accompanied by a proportional increase in pulse length. The proportionality factor
is the magnification (Eq. 2.31), which here is given by
m(t′=0) =
√
1 +
(
t
τR
)2
≈ ∆E0
∆E ′
. (2.42)
We see that for temporal collimation, the magnification is always greater unity.
Therefore the pulse is longer than in the respective object waist of the system.
If the temporal lens is placed within one Rayleigh time of the object waist, the
relative reduction in velocity bandwidth is ∼ 1. For a temporal lens further away
(t  τR ⇒ ρ ≈ 1), the bandwidth reduction, to a good approximation, scales
inversely with propagation time or propagation distance d:
∆E ′ ≈ τR
t
∆E0 =
δR
d
∆E0. (2.43)
The further away the point of collimation from the waist, the more monochromatic
the beam becomes. The pulse duration is increased in proportion (Eq. 2.29). Still
the pulse broadens upon further propagation, but now at a slower rate.
For some experimental configurations τR (δR) might be too large to achieve a sub-
stantial reduction in energy spread over practical propagation distances (see Fig. 2.3).
A way around this problem, is to decrease the initial pulse duration ∆t0, if possible.
Because of the energy dependence of Rayleigh time τR and dispersion length δR (see
Eq. 2.18), it is the initial pulse duration which determines the final energy width:
∆E ′ ≈ (v0γ0)
3me
d
∆t0. (2.44)
Intruigingly, even if a reduction of initial pulse duration comes at the cost of increased
initial energy spread at the cathode [110], the final energy bandwidth decreases
proportional to ∆t0.
Another way to achieve most monochromatic electron pulses other than by re-
duction of input pulse duration, is to use an additional, negative temporal lens prior
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to the monochromator as, in similar fashion, first proposed by Verhoeven et al. for
microwave modulation [133] and investigated for terahertz modulation in Chapter 5
of this thesis. Setting the first lens such that it disperses the electron pulse (t′ < 0)
and hence decreases τR, allows for a substantial reduction in electron bandwidth
without additional propagation distance.
A practical limit to this kind of dynamic monochromator is imposed by the
cycle duration of the velocity modulation of the temporal lens with frequency ν.
For simplicity assuming that the maximum tolerable pulse duration at the temporal
lens is equal to half of the modulation period, we obtain a minimum final energy
bandwidth of
∆E ′min = 2ν ∆E0 ∆t0. (2.45)
The last two terms in this equation represent the bandwidth product of the elec-
tron pulse, which is proportional to its longitudinal emittance. Thus, to achieve the
minimum possible bandwidth it is crucial to work at both low modulation frequen-
cies (long cycles) and low longitudinal emittance. For typical values of ∆E0 ∆t0 =
100 fs eV and νt = 0.3 THz, we obtain a minimum energy bandwidth (FWHM) as low
as 60 meV, which already is comparable to the performance of static monochromators
used in state-of-the-art transmission electron microscopes [132].
In Chapter 5 we will see a simulation of a terahertz-based multi-temporal-lens
approach for electron energy analysis. There, we also take into account the nonlinear-
ities of the modulation and achieve meV-scale energy resolution by mainly sacrificing
signal strength.
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Chapter 3
High-average-power, intense THz pulses
from a LiNbO3 slab with silicon output
coupler
This chapter is dedicated to the generation of intense single-cycle terahertz (THz)
pulses for electron pulse compression (see Chapters 4–7 and Refs. [89,103–105]). The
method of THz pulse generation by optical rectification in a slab of LiNbO3 with a
silicon output coupler described here is used for all temporal lenses realized in the
course of this thesis.
3.1 Preface
The choice of a suitable source of electromagnetic radiation required for longitudinal
phase space manipulation of ultrafast electron pulses (see Chapter 2) is crucial to
the design of an electron pulse compression setup. Key parameters in this respect
are (carrier) frequency, electromagnetic field strength and synchronicity with the
electron pulses. Temporal lenses have been realized with different driving sources
covering a broad spectral range from few GHz to hundreds of THz.
Microwave sources, on the lower end of spectrum, are well developed and in
widespread use to manipulate charged particle beams in combination with appro-
priate resonator cavities. They have been used to accelerate [134], deflect (streak)
[135–137], chop [138, 139], and compress (bunch) [63, 61, 64] electron pulses of up
to relativistic energies, enabling ultrafast electron diffraction at high temporal res-
olution [9]. While the typical wavelength (∼ cm) and cycle duration (∼ ns . . . ps) of
radio frequency (RF) sources comply well with the common dimensions of ultrafast
electron pulses, their synchronization to electron pulses from laser driven sources
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remains a challenge. Elaborate synchronization schemes for fast microwave phase
adjustments [66,67] and a well-controlled laboratory environment [66] are inevitable
prerequisites to this end.
Laser pulses in the visible and near-infrared spectral domain, on the other end of
the spectrum, provide inherent synchronization to electron pulses from laser driven
sources and can be very well drift corrected by interferometrical means. The at-
tainable electromagnetic peak field strength exceeds their RF counterpart by orders
of magnitude. To make use of these advantages, the momentum transfer from an
optical pulse to a charged particle beam requires approaches that go beyond RF
technology—most of which on their own trigger great scientific interest [73,78,76,44].
However, the large discrepancy between the optical period (∼ 1 fs) and the duration
of typical keV-electron pulses (> 100 fs) makes it rather difficult to alter an electron
pulse’s momentum in a uniform fashion. Nevertheless, electron pulse trains made of
spikes with subfemtosecond duration have been realized with such optical control
fields [43–45].
At the intersection of the infrared and the RF spectral domain, there is the ter-
ahertz range, which is commonly considered to span frequencies from 0.1 THz to
10 THz or 3 mm to 30 µm in wavelength, respectively. For electron pulse manipu-
lation and control, terahertz radiation combines the advantages of both domains.
With cycle durations of ∼ 1 ps and the accordingly long wavelengths, a whole elec-
tron pulse can be controlled within less than a single (half) cycle. Furthermore, THz
pulses can be generated by all-optical means, that is, nonlinear frequency conver-
sion processes such as difference frequency generation and optical rectification [140].
Therefore, the generated waveform is in sync with the driving laser pulse’s envelope
and usually of few-to-single-cycle nature, enabling peak field strengths > 105 V/m
(see Fig. 3.5)—sufficient for temporal lenses with focal lengths of tens of centime-
ters, see Chapters 4–7. All of these features render terahertz-based approaches for
electron pulse manipulation a promising path towards future applications as also
manifest by the increasing number of publications concerning that topic (see for
example [90,89,99,95,103,104,96–98,105]).
Even though terahertz transients with peak electric field strengths on the order of
1010 V/m have been realized [141], the attainable conversion efficiency of the underly-
ing second order nonlinear process rarely exceeds a few percent [142] and is typically
on the order of 10−4 [88]. A limiting factor in that respect is the lack of suitable ma-
terials having a large second order nonlinear coefficient and simultaneously allowing
phase matching [140]. There usually is a considerable difference between the group
velocity of the optical pump beam and the terahertz phase velocity. In consequence,
the source of THz radiation inside the material, which is the nonlinear polariza-
tion induced by and co-moving with the optical pump beam, quickly detaches from
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of single-cycle terahertz transient generation in a slab of LiNbO3
(FDTD simulation based on Ref. [147]). a) A pump laser pulse induces a bulletlike moving
polarization (dark blue) via optical rectification in the nonlinear medium. The terahertz wave
is emitted in a cone from this source. The y component of the electric field is shown in color
scale. b) The terahertz wave is transmitted into the Si-prism with only minor losses. The lower
interface fully reflects the wave. c) Field distribution in the structure after 21 ps of propagation
in the medium. Two subsequent terahertz pulses are emitted.
the generated wave avoiding an efficient, collinear conversion (see Fig. 3.1). Vari-
ous schemes have been realized to circumvent this effect, featuring for example the
use of intensity-front tilted optical pump pulses [143], especially designed organic
crystals [144] or wave-guiding structures [145,146].
In the present chapter we make use of a conceptually simple approach to harvest
the generated THz transient in an efficient way. The basic idea is to use a cylindrically
focused optical pulse in a slab of LiNbO3 and couple out the non-collinearly generated
THz (plane) wave by means of a silicon prism.
The principle of THz generation as described in this chapter is shown in Fig. 3.1.
It depicts the results of a finite difference time domain simulation, solving Maxwell’s
equations as they are given in Ref. [147] for our experimental situation. Via optical
rectification, the pump pulse induces a nonlinear polarization, which travels through
the medium (dark blue). It is the source of the THz single-cycle transient, which is
emitted in a double-sided cone from the pump pulse. The slab, in which the transient
is generated, is covered with a Si-prism. It allows the THz wave to exit the crystal
due to the nearly matching refractive indices of the two materials, which would be
totally internally reflected (see lower cone), if the interface was air. The exit surface
of the Si-prism is cut at an angle perpendicular to the THz wavefront as to reduce
reflection losses when coupled out to air. It can be seen from the simulation and
theory [147] that the emitted phase of the THz waveform is locked to the envelope
of the optical pump pulse.
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As in most non-collinear schemes, however, random pointing fluctuations of the
pump beam result in a delay of the THz pulse, which is not (inherently) synchro-
nized with electron pulses driven by the same laser source. This is especially severe
for highly refractive THz materials such as LiNbO3. Geometrically, we find for our
scheme a position dependent pulse delay δt of
δt =
(√
n2THz − n2gr/c
)
δx ≈ 15 fs/µm δx, (3.1)
where δx is the lateral pump beam displacement, c is the speed of light, nTHz and
ngr are the refractive index of the terahertz wave and the group group refractive of
the optical pump beam, respectively. Therefore a careful optical design minimizing
beam waist pointing is mandatory for temporal-jitter-free operation. Possible routes
around that are the use of collinear THz generation schemes or waveguides. As laser
beam pointing can be measured fast and with high accuracy, active feedback on the
pump pulse delay is another conceivable workaround.
In the light of its later use for electron pulse compression, this scheme offers strik-
ing advantages compared to, for example, tilted pulse front approaches. First of all,
it is simple in its realization (see Fig. 3.2). Only requiring appropriate focusing optics
and the LiNbO3-Si structure, it can be made very compact. The optimum focusing
conditions and crystal geometry for most efficient THz generation are given in the
article as Eq. 3.5–3.7 (see also Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). Other than tilted pulse schemes
it does not require dispersive optics and accordingly large optical setups, which are
more susceptible to drifts in pointing and timing. Furthermore, the slab-like structure
facilitates heat removal and can therefore handle the large input average powers (see
Fig. 3.7), which come with the comparably high laser pulse repetition rates required
for femtosecond single electron diffraction (see Ref. [112] and Section 2.1). Lastly,
the optical pump beam is hardly depleted (see Fig. 3.6). It can therefore be reused,
for example for optical excitation of a UED sample or another THz generation stage.
A unique feature of the scheme is the adjustable peak THz frequency, which not
only depends on the pump pulse duration, but also on the focusing parameters (see
Eq. 3.3). In principle, this degree of freedom allows matching the THz waveform to
the electron pulse duration or tune its peak frequency to the resonance frequency of
a field enhancing structure (see Chapter 4).
All of the above features render this THz source our workhorse for isolated elec-
tron pulse manipulation. Slightly tweaked towards higher efficiency at lower input
powers than described in the article, it is used for electron pulse compression with
bow tie resonators (Chapters 4 and 5) and metal foils (Chapter 7) as well as for the
generation of tilted electron pulses (Chapter 6). The use of two nearly identical THz
generation stages for electron compression and temporal characterization passively
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compensates timing fluctuations caused by beam pointing (Eq. 3.1) and allows for
highest timing stability (see Chapter 7).
In the course of this thesis, the described terahertz transient generation scheme
has been conceived, realized and studied in detail. The measurements strongly sup-
port the here developed theoretical predictions for peak frequency, power scaling
and temperature dependence. The profound understanding of the underlying nonlin-
ear processes, which have been gained in these experiments, allows finding the best
pump beam parameters for the different laser sources used in this thesis and proves
the versatility of this scheme. The results are originally published in Applied Physics
B, Vol. 122, p. 30 in 2016.1
The following text (pp. 47–55) is a post-peer-review, pre-copyedit version of the
article published in [102]. The final authenticated version is available online at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00340-015-6315-6.
1Author contributions: All experiments have been set up and conducted by MT and DE under
the supervision of PB. Evaluation of THz and optical power measurements as well as electro-optic
sampling (Figs. 3.3–3.6) by MT and DE. Evaluation of crystal heat deposition in LiNbO3 (Fig. 3.7)
by DE and PB. Theoretical treatment of THz generation by MT and of heat deposition by PB,
both in discussion with DE. All authors interpreted the results and wrote the manuscript.
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High-average-power, intense THz pulses
from a LiNbO3 slab with silicon output
coupler*
Maxim V. Tsarev, Dominik Ehberger and Peter Baum
Abstract
Many applications of THz radiation require high fields and high repeti-
tion rates at the same time, implying substantial average power levels. Here,
we report high-power Cherenkov-type THz generation in a LiNbO3 slab cov-
ered with a silicon prism outcoupler, a geometry in which the ratio between
heat-removing surfaces and pump volume is naturally maximized for facilitat-
ing heat removal. At a conversion efficiency of 0.04 %, we achieve ∼ 100 times
more output power than before with such geometry. Although about 10 % of
the 15 W pump power is converted to heat via multi-photon absorption effects,
the peak crystal temperature increases by only 8 K. This result is due to the
focus’ extreme aspect ratio of ∼ 100, indicating the scalability of the approach
to even higher average power levels. A line-shaped focus should be advanta-
geous for removing heat in other optical conversions as well.
doi:10.1007/s00340-015-6315-6
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2016
THz pulses (0.1—10 THz) at highest field strength and highest repetition rate are
decisive for many spectroscopy and imaging applications, and highest average pow-
ers are therefore desirable. Optical rectification in LiNbO3 (lithium niobate, LN)
is particularly efficient, provided that the THz/pump phase/group velocities are
matched, for example using tilted-intensity-front pulses [143, 142] or output cou-
plers [145, 146, 148, 149]. Pulse energies of ∼ 400µJ [143] and conversion efficiencies
of 1.7 % [142] were obtained with tilted-front pulses. Waveguides [145,146] are ideal
for nJ-level pulses from laser oscillators with a record efficiency of 0.08 % in this
regime [148]; using amplified 50-µJ laser pulses, 100-nJ THz pulses were achieved at
a repetition rate of 1 kHz [149].
*This is a post-peer-review, pre-copyedit version of the article published in [102]. The final
authenticated version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00340-015-6315-6.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup. 300-µJ, 15 W femtosecond laser pulses are cylindrically focused
into a LiNbO3 slab for THz generation. EOS, electro-optic sampling.
In most of the femtosecond optical-to-terahertz converters based on LiNbO3 [143,
142, 148–151], the key limitations for efficiency are photorefractive damage of the
crystal at a pump peak intensity of about several hundred GW/cm2 [149] and, at
lower intensities [142], free-carrier absorption of THz radiation [152]. However, in
the regime of highest average power [153], LiNbO3 can additionally be thermally
damaged due to significant heat deposition caused by multi-photon absorption of
the pump [150, 151]. Even before physical damage occurs, THz generation suffers
from an increasing THz absorption coefficient at elevated temperatures [154].
Laser science has reacted to thermal challenges with disks, rods or fibers, i.e.,
shapes optimized for heat removal [155–157]. In nonlinear optics, ultrathin crystals
are in principle ideal [158], but efficient conversions generally require phase-matching
and mm-long propagation. Here, we consider a line-shaped focus in a slab-like crystal.
This geometry, featuring sideways heat removal, should in principle be as efficient
as a disk or slab laser. For THz generation with femtosecond pulses, the interaction
volume used in Cherenkov-type schemes [147,159] should therefore be ideal for heat
management at highest average power levels. This work aims at providing some first
indications.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.2. Pump pulses are obtained from a
Yb:YAG thin-disk amplifier [153] (50 kHz repetition rate, central wavelength of λ =
1030 nm and full-width-at-half-maximum intensity duration of τFWHM ≈ 1000 fs).
About 15 W of average power were available for this experiment, i.e. pulses with an
energy of up to W = 300 µJ. The y-polarized pump laser beam propagates along
the z-axis. A two-lens cylindrical telescope and another cylindrical lens are used
to magnify the beam in y direction and to focus it in x direction into a thin slab
(1× 10× 10 mm3) of stoichiometric MgO:LiNbO3 with its c-axis oriented along the
laser polarization. Optical rectification produces y-polarized THz radiation that is
outcoupled [160] by an optically contacted Si prism. The angle of the Si prism (40.4◦)
corresponds to the half-apex angle of the Cherenkov wedge [161] and therefore pro-
vides close-to-normal incidence of the generated THz radiation onto the exit sur-
face of the Si prism. The emitted THz beam (green) is collected by a 90◦ off-axis
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parabolic mirror with 50.8 mm effective focal length and focused either to a pyro-
electric power detector (Gentec-EO), beam profiler (Pyrocam-III, Spiricon Inc) or
electro-optic sampling crystal (ZnTe, 1 mm). A 25-Hz chopper periodically blocks
the incoming laser for lock-in detection in the power measurements. We also monitor
the spectrum, beam profile and power of the pump pulses as transmitted through
the LiNbO3 slab.
To determine the optimum shape of the pump laser’s line focus, we apply a
simplified analysis based on Refs. [148, 147]. Neglecting losses and dispersion, the
THz energy collected by a finite aperture with a collection half-angle θlim can be
written as
WTHz ∝ W 2 zslab
∫ θlim
0
T (θ) cos θ[
τ 2eff + w
2
y sin
2 θ/c2
]2 dθ, (3.2)
where zslab is the length of the crystal, θ is the (out-of-horizontal plane) angle of
THz emission to air, T (θ) is the Fresnel power transmission coefficient at the Si–air
interface.
τ 2eff = τ
2 + w2x
(
n2THz − n2gr
)
/c2 (3.3)
is the effective duration of the THz pulse. τ , wx and wy are the 1/e
2 optical pulse
duration (τ = τFWHM/
√
2 ln2) and sizes of the optical beam in x and y directions,
respectively. c is the speed of light, and nTHz = 5 and ngr = 2.2 are the terahertz
refractive index and the optical group refractive index of LiNbO3, respectively [147,
162]. The peak THz frequency is νTHz = 1/(piτeff) [147]. For large wy (at large enough
single-pulse energy; see below), all divergences are small and the integrand in Eq. 3.2
tends to zero at θlim. This allows to simplify Eq. 3.2 to
WTHz ∝ W 2 zslab
wyτ 3eff
. (3.4)
Hence, for a given optical pulse energy, fixed wy and zslab, the THz energy is governed
by τeff , whose lower limit is set by the pump pulse duration τ . Therefore, an optimum
focus size in x direction is given by
woptx ≈ cτ/
(
n2THz − n2gr
)1/2
. (3.5)
Basically, a smaller focus would not significantly increase the THz yield, whereas
a larger focus would restrict the output spectrum to lower frequencies [147]. The
Rayleigh length zR associated with wx approximates the applicable size of the LiNbO3
slab in z direction:
zoptslab ≈ zR = piw2xnph/λ. (3.6)
Here, nph = 2.15 is the optical refractive index of LiNbO3. Reducing wy results in
linear scaling of THz energy according to Eq. 3.4, but the peak intensity should stay
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Figure 3.3: THz power depending on focus size in x- (a) and y- (b) dimension at 80 µJ pumping.
Experimental data (diamonds, squares) is compared to the prediction given by Eq. 3.2 (solid
lines). The dashed line corresponds to the case of θlim = 90°.
below saturation level, Isat ≈ 100GW/cm2 [161,163]. We obtain
wopty =
√
8/pi3W/
(
Isatw
opt
x τ
)
. (3.7)
Basically, a smaller focus would induce too strong saturation and a larger focus would
reduce the efficiency.
For the available laser pulses, we obtain woptx ≈ 57 µm, wopty ≈ 3.2 mm and
zoptslab ≈ 21 mm. This extreme aspect ratio (∼ 100) makes the laser-excited volume
basically a plane, ideal for heat removal. In the experiment, we had a 10 × 10 mm
LiNbO3 crystal available, so zslab = 10 mm. From Eq. 3.3, we predict [147] a spectrum
peaked at νTHz ≈ 0.265 THz for optimum focus sizes.
The THz beam is a quasi-plane wave perpendicular to the Si prism’s tilted surface
and efficiently emitted if divergences are smaller than the limit of total internal
reflection at the Si–air interface, ∼ 17°. The effective source sizes in the experiment
are approximately wTHzhor ≈ zslab cos (40.4°) /2 ≈ 3.8 mm(rectangular shape) in the
horizontal plane (x–z) and wTHzy ≈ wy/
√
2 ≈ 2.4 mm (Gaussian shape) in y direction.
At 0.265 THz, the half-angle divergences in air are θhor ≈ c/
(
2νTHzw
THz
hor
) ≈ 8.5° and
θy ≈ c/
(
piνTHzw
THz
y
) ≈ 8.6° for the predicted optimum geometry. Hence, losses by
total internal reflection are negligible.
We experimentally validated the focus optimizations predicted by Eqs. 3.2-3.7
by applying 80-µJ, 50-kHz pump pulses and measuring the relative THz generation
efficiency for varying focus sizes in both dimensions (Fig. 3.3). At fixed wy (Fig. 3.3 a),
a decreasing wx leads to increasing THz output in accordance with Eq. 3.4 (solid
lines). Only at smallest wx there are some deviations due to the peak intensity
exceeding Isat. For a fixed wx (Fig. 3.3 b), the agreement with Eq. 3.4 (dashed line)
is given only at above wy ≈ 3 mm. Below this value, the THz divergence in air
exceeds the parabolic mirror’s acceptance angle (±13°). Equation 3.2 (solid line in
Fig. 3.3 b) takes this into account, providing good agreement.
The consequences of suboptimal focusing become apparent by studying the de-
pendencies of the THz output on the pump pulse energy for different focus sizes. Of
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Figure 3.4: Emitted THz single-pulse energy for different focusing sizes. Pump power is given
for the chopper-open intervals and THz energy for only the +x Cherenkov pulse (see text).
Solid lines, quadratic dependence expected for low power.
the three traces shown in Fig. 3.4, one approximates the predicted optimum con-
ditions (blue dots). The solid lines are plotted using Eqs. 3.2–3.4 and depict the
quadratic dependences expected in the low-power regime. Tighter focusing in both
directions (black, magenta) produces somewhat higher yields at low powers in ac-
cordance with Eqs. 3.2–3.4, but leads to earlier saturation.
We measured the electric field and spectrum for 200-µJ pump pulses at wx =
56 µm, wy = 3.4 mm by electro-optic sampling in a 1-mm-long ZnTe crystal. For
derivation of the electric field from the electro-optic modulation, we follow Ref. [164],
using an electro-optic coefficient of r14 = 3.8 pm/V and taking into account the
Fresnel reflection at the entrance surface of the ZnTe crystal (n = 2.78) and the
losses from the two surfaces of a Teflon lens (n = 1.43) within the sampling setup.
The relative modulation measured at the peak of the THz field was ∆I/I0 = 0.113,
where ∆I is the difference between the signals in the balanced detectors and I0 is
their sum. Following Ref. [164], this corresponds to a THz electric field strength in
air of ∼ 5 kV/cm; the additional consideration of the phase mismatch in the detector
crystal and finite probe pulse duration [165,166] yields a peak value of ∼ 7.2 kV/cm.
In the time domain, we find that the THz radiation consists of two single-cycle
pulses: a first one emitted in the +x direction (Fig. 3.5 a) and a second one emitted
in the −x direction and totally reflected. This pulse appears ∼ 15 ps later and has
the opposite polarity. The measured spectrum of a single pulse (Fig. 3.5 b) peaks at
0.26 THz, as predicted. Figure 3.5 c depicts the THz beam waist profile; the shape is
round and the full-width-at-half-maximum dimensions are 1.3 mm and 1.3 mm along
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Figure 3.5: (a) THz electric field at 10 W pump power. (b) Spectrum; the dashed line marks
the peak as predicted by theory. (c) THz beam profile at focus at 4 W pump power.
the 40.4° angled direction and y, respectively. This is close to the physical limit at
1.2 mm central wavelength, indicating good wave front quality. Assuming the same
profile at full power, we estimate a peak field strength of ∼ 30 kV/cm at the focus.
With close-to-optimum focus sizes (blue traces in Fig. 3.4) and maximum avail-
able pump power (15 W), the maximum THz output is 5.3 mW at a conversion
efficiency of 4× 10−4. The average THz power is by a factor of ∼ 100 higher than
reported before with the slab geometry [149] and 3.3 times larger than the output
achieved with a tilted-pulse geometry using the same laser [153].
The crucial advantage of this scheme, however, is an extremely efficient heat re-
moval, as we will show in the following. Figure 3.6 shows a measurement of LiNbO3’s
transmission coefficient in dependence on incoming pulse energy and focus conditions
(compare Fig. 3.4). All transmitted radiation was collected (200–1200nm). Figure 3.6
shows the results, revealing an intensity-dependent transmission decrease by up to
25 %. We attribute this to an effective four-photon absorption process [150, 151],
most likely a combination of the direct effect with sequential absorption via second
harmonic generation or intermediate states including polarons [167, 168]. Similarly
to Ref. [151], we neglect lower-order or higher-order absorption processes and ap-
proximate the optical intensity I to change with the distance z inside the crystal as
dI
dz
= −δ4phI4, (3.8)
where δ4ph is the four-photon absorption coefficient. The beam shape I (x, y) at
each z was assumed constant via wx and wy, i.e., diffraction effects were neglected.
The solid curves are the result with δ4ph = 30× 10−7 cm5/GW3. The two curves
at wx = 56 µm fit the data well; some deviations for wx = 37 µm at > 150 µJ are
attributed to aberrations in the experiment at such tight cylindrical focusing, or
shortcomings of our simplified absorption model at tightest focus conditions. The
inset shows the calculated (black line) and measured (diamonds) beam profile after
the LiNbO3 slab for wx = 56 µm, wy = 1.7 mm and 300µJ pump energy. Reasonable
agreement in both experiments indicates that an effective four-photon absorption
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Figure 3.6: Optical power transmitted through the crystal for three different focus sizes (black,
magenta, blue symbols according to Fig. 3.4) with a four-photon absorption fit (solid/dashed
lines). Inset: Diamonds, measured beam profile (intensity) at the exit surface of the crystal;
solid line, four-photon absorption fit; dashed curve, beam profile before the crystal (almost
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coefficient seems appropriate for determining the order of magnitude of nonlinear
absorption at our experimental conditions. We note that a 30 times lower δ4ph was
roughly estimated before [151].
At optimum focus and maximum power (15 W in the chopper-open intervals or
7.5 W on average), about 10 % is deposited within the LiNbO3 crystal and heats it
up (see Fig. 3.6). The pumped volume in our experiment is a very thin slab with
an aspect ratio of ∼ 60 and 180 (comparing wx to wy and zslab, respectively). We
estimate the peak temperature in our experiment by assuming that Pheat = 1.5 W
(see blue trace in Fig. 3.6) are deposited in the chopper-open intervals in the area
wyzslab (3.4× 10 mm2). Assuming a Gaussian profile along wy and a constant profile
along z provides a peak heat density of
√
2/pi/ (wyzslab) ≈ 3.5 W/cm2. Since heat
conduction along the extended dimensions y or z is negligible, a one-dimensional
model with constant temperature gradient along x predicts the peak temperature
increase:
∆Tpeak ≈
√
2/piPheatDsink
wyzslabkLN
, (3.9)
where kLN ≈ 5 W m−1 K−1 [169] is LiNbO3’s thermal conductivity; Dsink ≈ 1 mm
denotes the distance between the excitation plane and the crystal’s back surface.
The crystal is in this approximation assumed in good contact with a heat sink. We
obtain ∆T ≈ 8 K for 15 W of pump power. This low value is a direct consequence of
the line-like pump focus with high aspect ratio.
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Figure 3.7: Heat deposition in LiNbO3. (a) Thermal image of the generating LiNbO3/Si struc-
ture, viewed from above at an angle of 45°. The dashed line indicates the optical focus shape.
The temperature within LiNbO3 slab is evaluated at the diamond-marked position assuming an
emissivity of 0.95. (b) Peak temperature for increasing pump power (chopper-open intervals)
at constant, optimum focus dimensions (3.4 mm × 56 µm). The rather low temperatures are
caused by the disk-like heat removal toward the metal mount (top).
In the experiment, the crystal was mechanically pressed onto an anodized alu-
minum mount with no particular adhesion layer. Figure 3.7 a shows a thermal camera
image (SC305, FLIR Systems GmbH) taken at 7–13 µm wavelength and from 45° from
top for 300-µJ pump pulses. The thermal camera was focused approximately to the
center of the crystal in order to measure the peak temperature inside, at an estimated
accuracy of ∼ 1 K. Figure 3.7 b shows the measured peak temperature (diamond) for
different input powers, providing an approximate indication of the peak tempera-
ture inside the crystal. We note that in this experiment the average power and pulse
energy were reduced at constant repetition rate and therefore in proportion; the
measured temperature is therefore nonlinearly increasing with power. Interesting is
the last data point at ∼ 15 W: although ∼ 10 % of the applied power is deposited via
four-photon absorption, the LiNbO3 slab heats up by less than 10 K, which is the
same order of magnitude as predicted via Eq. 3.9. This agreement indicates that heat
removal in a disk-like geometry is indeed efficient. We note that the experimental
Dsink of 1 mm is much larger than necessary; it could in principle be reduced down to
2–3 times wx while maintaining proper beam propagation. According to the model,
this would reduce the peak temperature further by a factor of about 5–10.
We have now enough information for predicting the general scaling behavior of
temperature and conversion when going to much higher average power levels. An
increase of repetition rate causes a proportional increase of temperature. A factor
of ten seems tolerable, and the scheme therefore offers efficient THz conversion at
up to hundreds of kHz repetition rate. Intriguingly, at constant repetition rate, an
increase of pump pulse energy predictably causes neither efficiency decrease nor
temperature increase. Basically, woptx depends only on pulse duration and is constant
(Eq. 3.5); therefore, zoptslab is also constant (Eq. 3.6). The spot width w
opt
y increases
in proportion to the pulse energy (Eq. 3.7), and the peak intensity stays constant.
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Therefore, the deposited power via four-photon absorption is also constant per area,
and the peak temperature stays essentially unchanged (Eq. 3.9). For example, ten
times higher pulse energy and repetition rate than in the experiment, i.e., 3 mJ at
500 kHz (1.5 kW), would give woptx ≈ 57 µm, wopty ≈ 3.2 cm, zoptslab ≈ 21 mm and
∆Tpeak ≈ 80 K, which seems quite acceptable. This promising scaling law is a direct
consequence of the line focus with high aspect ratio.
In summary, high-energy THz generation in LiNbO3 with a slab geometry is
roughly as efficient as with tilted pulses in a prism [153], but offers reduced experi-
mental complexity and minimizes thermal load in a scalable way. Shaping the focus
aspect ratio appears to be a promising concept for reducing thermal effects [170–172]
in other nonlinear optical conversions as well. This concept should be generally ap-
plicable in nonlinear optics whenever the pulse energies are large enough for shaping
the focus aspect ratio at constant intensity without losing on Rayleigh length, hence
in most modern femtosecond laser applications.
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Chapter 4
All-optical control and metrology of
electron pulses
Previously, we had laid out the theoretical requirements for electron pulse compres-
sion (Chapter 2) and demonstrated a straightforward way of optically generating
single cycle terahertz pulses (Chapter 3). In the present chapter the first-time ap-
plication of terahertz transients for compression and temporal characterization of
electron pulses is described.
4.1 Preface
Ultrafast electron imaging schemes rely on short electron pulses to capture the finest
atomic dynamics in a specimen. While the generation of electron pulses by optical
means, i.e., using the photoelectric effect, is comparably simple, keeping an electron
pulse of finite energy bandwidth short is rather difficult due to intrinsic dispersion
effects (see Chapter 2). In Chapter 2 we also learned that despite these effects, it
is nevertheless possible to form very short pulses at a specific point in space (the
temporal focus) by virtue of so-called temporal lenses.
A temporal lens usually relies on the time-varying momentum transfer from an
electromagnetic wave to an electron pulse. In free space, however, electron momen-
tum manipulation is not possible using linearly polarized, electromagnetic plane
waves [68], which are a good approximation for our optically generated terahertz
transients (Chapter 3). Imposing boundary conditions as to allow for efficient parti-
cle velocity modulation is therefore crucial. Resonantly driven microwave cavities are
a conventional choice to achieve the desired electron velocity modulation [63,62], but
these devices are restricted with respect to acceleration gradients and laser synchro-
nization [66,67]. Over the course of the past decades, these limitations have inspired
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the invention of various laser-driven momentum transfer schemes, which, for exam-
ple, make use of ponderomotive effects [70, 71], localized optical near-fields [77, 78]
and dielectric or metallic interfaces [73,82,100]. But the high modulation frequencies
(> 100 THz) of direct laser driven concepts prevent longitudinally uniform pulse ma-
nipulation. Such a pulse manipulation is however possible with fields of frequencies
smaller than 1 THz, because the pulse “fits” within one half-cycle of the modulat-
ing field. As it has been shown in Chapter 3, such fields with field strengths above
105 V/m can be generated in an all-optical fashion, which ensures passive laser-
synchronicity.
In this chapter, the first-time realization of electron pulse compression with op-
tically generated terahertz fields is demonstrated. The use of a bow-tie shaped tera-
hertz resonator (see inset of Fig. 4.1) excited by our single-cycle terahertz transients
allows efficient electron momentum modulation of the entire pulse within less than
one half-cycle. As the electrons swiftly pass through the near fields inside the tilted
resonator (see Fig. 4.1), they pick up momentum depending on the phase of the
electric field inside the resonator. This concept allows to reduce the FWHM electron
pulse duration by more than an order of magnitude down to 75 fs (Fig. 4.3).
High-resolution temporal characterization of these electron pulses is achieved us-
ing another terahertz driven bow-tie resonator that basically acts as an ultrafast
oscilloscope. A particle that is incident perpendicular to the resonator plane gets de-
flected as a function of its arrival time. An electron pulse of finite duration is therefore
smeared out on the detector (see Fig. 4.2 A). From the width of this streak, the tem-
poral electron pulse shape can be reconstructed (see Appendix B and Fig. 4.3 C).
This streaking methodology is central to all following experiments described in Chap-
ters 5–7. It features few-femtosecond temporal resolution and inherent synchronicity
to the optically generated electron pulses (see Fig. 4.4). Since the first demonstration
in the original article [89], that this chapter is based on, the streaking concept has
been picked up and implemented for terahertz-based temporal characterization of
electron pulses of up to relativistic energies [95,97,98].
A precursor experiment on electron deflection from an electron-transmitting thin
foil irradiated with terahertz pulses is also contained in this chapter’s underlying
article (see Fig. 4.5).1 Even though this concept’s inherently complex angular de-
pendencies were not yet completely unveiled at this point, the results demonstrate
the possibility of a resonator-free momentum transfer scheme. In this way, the ex-
periment largely influenced and inspired this thesis’ progress. The later obtained
theoretical and experimental insights (see [173] and Chapter 6) led to the develop-
1The results of this experiment, conducted by Waldemar Schneider and Andrey Ryabov, have
not been obtained in the course of this thesis.
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ment of advanced electron pulse control schemes and culminated in the generation of
the shortest terahertz-compressed electron pulses reported to date (see Chapter 7).
The realization of terahertz-based electron pulse compression and characteri-
zation is a central result of this thesis. It has been achieved in cooperation with
Catherine Kealhofer and with assistance from Andrey Ryabov. To this end, the ex-
isting electron beamline [174] was upgraded to allow electron pulses to intersect
with the terahertz beams at the resonator structures. This upgrade required a ded-
icated redesign of the experimental setup that was performed in the course of this
thesis and which enabled its unprecedented temporal stability (Fig. 4.4). Further-
more, the electron pulse streaking technique developed here is also used in all of the
later reported electron pulse compression experiments in this thesis. Measurement
and evaluation routines, such as reconstruction of the temporal electron pulse pro-
files from streaking data (see Appendix B) and data visualization via deflectograms
(Fig. 4.3 A and B), originate from this work. The detailed study of electron pulse
compression characteristics (Fig. 4.3 C and D) and the physics of optical to electron
momentum transfer, later led to a significant improvement in compressed electron
pulse duration (Chapter 7) and novel techniques for electron pulse shaping and char-
acterization (Chapters 5 and 6). The details of the present study have first been
published in Science (Vol. 352, pp. 429–433) in 2016.2 The following text (pp. 61–72)
is the author’s version version of the article published in [89]. The supplementary
material to this article is given in Appendix B.
2Author contributions: Experiments on electron pulse compression and streaking with bow tie
resonators (Figs. 4.2–4.4) have been set up and conducted by CK and DE together with AR.
Evaluation by CK, DE, AR and PB. Simulations of compressed electron beam profiles (Fig. 4.3 C
and D) by CK. Design of bow tie resonators by AR. Realization and analysis of experiments on
electron pulse deflection at a thin metallic foil (Fig. 4.5) by WS and AR. Experimental concept
and supervision by PB and FK. All authors discussed and interpreted the results and contributed
to the writing of the manuscript.
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All-optical control and metrology of
electron pulses*
Catherine Kealhofer, Waldemar Schneider, Dominik Ehberger, Andrey
Ryabov, Ferenc Krausz and Peter Baum
Abstract
Short electron pulses are central to time-resolved atomic-scale diffraction
and electron microscopy, streak cameras, and free-electron lasers. We demon-
strate phase-space control and characterization of 5-picometer electron pulses
using few-cycle terahertz radiation, extending concepts of microwave electron
pulse compression and streaking to terahertz frequencies. Optical-field control
of electron pulses provides synchronism to laser pulses and offers a tempo-
ral resolution that is ultimately limited by the rise-time of the optical fields
applied. We use few-cycle waveforms carried at 0.3 THz to compress electron
pulses by a factor of 12 with a timing stability of < 4 femtoseconds (rms) and
measure them by field-induced beam deflection (streaking). Scaling the concept
towards multi-THz control fields holds promise for approaching the electronic
time scale in time-resolved electron diffraction and microscopy.
doi:10.1126/science.aae0003
Electron beams controlled with temporally varying electric fields enabled the first
oscilloscopes and electronic computers; today, they are essential to free-electron
lasers [46, 175], ultrafast streak cameras [135–137] and femtosecond imaging and
diffraction techniques [176, 32, 177]. Microwave technology at GHz frequencies has
been the workhorse for ultrafast electron pulse control thus far, with applications
ranging from particle acceleration to ultrafast pulse compression and high-resolution
streak cameras. Unfortunately, microwave components suffer from appreciable phase
drifts, and laser-microwave synchronization below 10 fs becomes technologically chal-
lenging [66, 178, 179]. Laser field–driven dielectric accelerator structures operating
near petahertz frequencies are being developed for next-generation particle accelera-
tors [75,120], but the short wavelength (∼ 1 µm) and oscillation period (∼ 1 fs) place
*This is the author’s version of the work. It is posted here by permission of the
AAAS for personal use, not for redistribution. The definitive version was published in [89]
doi:10.1126/science.aae0003.
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extreme requirements on the input beam emittance and pulse duration [75, 120]. In
between, there is the regime of THz frequencies. Femtosecond-laser–generated plasma
waves exhibit THz longitudinal fields, which can accelerate electrons efficiently to the
relativistic and ultrarelativistic energy domain [180]. However, the excessive energy,
divergence and insufficient timing control of the resultant several-to-multi–MeV elec-
tron pulses impair their utility for most of the above applications and particularly
for ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy.
Pulsed THz fields can be generated in a much more controlled way from the co-
herent nonlinear polarization of matter, e.g., by optical rectification [88]. The pulses
can reach field strengths on the order of 1010 V/m [141], and their half-cycle durations
ideally match practical electron bunch dimensions (fs-ps in time and µm-mm in diam-
eter). In addition, THz control fields derived from a single ultrafast laser via nonlinear
optics result in near-perfect (potentially sub-femtosecond) temporal synchronization,
offering the potential to substantially surpass the performance of microwave-laser
synchronization and obviating the need for locking electronics. Therefore, THz and
infrared radiation generated from laser-driven coherent nonlinear polarization is ide-
ally suited for controlling electron pulses, as indicated by simulations [56, 91–94]
and recent experiments on controlling nanoscale photoemission [181] and electron
acceleration in a dielectric waveguide [90].
4.2.1 Concept and implementation
Figure 4.1 depicts the experimental implementation of our THz-field–controlled elec-
tron beamline consisting of two functional units, one for pulse compression and one
for temporal characterization by streaking [182, Appendix B]. Near-1-ps pulses from
a Yb:YAG-based regenerative amplifier [153] drive two optical rectification stages
for generating few-cycle THz pulses. With the same laser, electron pulses with on
average ∼ 1 electron per pulse are generated by two-photon photoemission from a
gold thin-film photocathode and electrostatically accelerated to 70 keV. The optical
rectification stages produce near-single-cycle pulses at a carrier frequency of 0.3 THz
with pulse energies up to 40 nJ, implying field strengths of up to ∼ 106 V/m under
gentle focusing conditions. These are used to control the electron pulse’s momentum,
energy, duration or timing.
We use butterfly-shaped metal resonators (inset to Fig. 4.1) to mediate the in-
teraction between the electrons and the terahertz fields. The THz electric field is
enhanced in the plane of the resonators and confined to sub-wavelength dimensions
so that energy and momentum conservation in the electron-photon interaction can
be satisfied [183].
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup. A 1-ps laser pulse from a Yb:YAG regenerative amplifier
is frequency-doubled and generates electron pulses from a thin-film gold photocathode. The
laser also drives two optical-rectification stages, each generating single-cycle THz pulses with
energy of up to 40 nJ. THz resonator structures are laser-machined in a 30-µm-thick aluminum
foil (inset). A first element, used for compression, is oriented at 45◦ to the electron beam,
providing time-dependent longitudinal forces on the electrons. The second THz resonator, used
for streaking, is oriented normal to the beam, resulting in time-dependent transverse deflection.
Electrons passing through the resonator structures experience a net change in
momentum that corresponds to the integral of the Lorentz force along their trajec-
tories. This change varies periodically as a function of arrival time of the electron in
the THz field. The first THz control stage uses a tilted resonator to provide force
components longitudinal to the electron beam for temporal compression. The sec-
ond THz control stage, oriented normal to the beam, provides a delay-dependent
deflection for temporal characterization.
The root-mean-square (rms) electron beam radius is 3µm at the compression
resonator and 11µm at the streaking resonator, at least 8 times smaller than the
resonator mode dimensions. Because the electron pulse from the source is shorter
than 1 ps and hence shorter than the half cycle of the THz field, the latter exerts a
uniform but time-dependent force on the electron wavepacket in all dimensions. This
force imparts acceleration and/or compression at the first stage and time-dependent
deflection (i.e., streaking) at the second stage. As a result, the pulsed electron beam
is entirely under control of a single intense-pulse laser system and its optical fields.
4.2.2 Electron pulse compression
Even without any space charge, electron pulses unavoidably have a finite duration
after acceleration due to dispersion [57]. Electron pulse compression is therefore
indispensable for reaching sub-phonon or electronic timescales in diffraction [64].
Electron pulse compression requires deceleration and acceleration of the electron
when arriving before or after the mean electron arrival time, respectively. For pulse
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compression with THz fields, the first butterfly microstructure is oriented at an angle
of 45° with respect to the electron beam. THz pulses are incident at an angle of 45°
at the metal surface and hence normal to the electron beam (Fig. 4.1), so that
the THz-excited resonance provides time-dependent force components parallel to
the electron beam. In analogy to microwave compression, the time-dependent fields
permit compression of the electron pulse substantially below its initial duration [64]
and hence down to attosecond duration in the absence of space charge [57]. Note
that in the limit of one- or few-electron pulses, the pulse duration is understood as
the ensemble distribution of electron arrival times with respect to the laser reference.
The effective strength of the compression stage is quantified by gE, the energy
imparted to the electrons in the forward direction with changing delay time. In
the experiment, gE is proportional to the incoming THz peak field strength divided
by the cycle period. After the interaction, the electron pulse becomes shorter as it
propagates, reaching a minimum duration at a distance
fc = me (γβc)
3 /gE (4.1)
where c is the speed of light, me is the mass of the electron, β is the ratio of the
electron speed to the speed of light, and γ = 1/
√
1− β2. Localized THz fields en-
hanced to merely 106 V/m are sufficient to yield a gE of 50 eV/ps and hence produce
a convenient temporal focus at a distance of tens of centimeters from the compression
stage, depending on central energy [182, Appendix B].
4.2.3 Temporal characterization
To measure the temporal profile of the electron pulse, the second stage is configured
to provide a terahertz-driven delay-dependent deflection, which we dub streaking, in
analogy to microwave-driven and laser-field–driven devices. We first tested the tem-
poral characterization with the uncompressed pulse. The time-dependent deflection
of the beam yields a deflectogram (Fig. 4.2 B), i.e. the beam profile (in the plane
of deflection) plotted vs. delay of the electron pulse with respect to the THz field.
At the zero crossings of the field, the deflection is a steep function of time, and the
beam width increases due to the finite-duration electron pulse. Raw images of the
electron beam were recorded on the phosphor-covered camera with the THz deflect-
ing field switched on and off and timed to yield maximum streaking of the beam
(Fig. 4.2 A). At the maxima and minima, minimal spreading occurs. The electron
pulse duration and the time-dependent optical forces are determined by fitting the
data of Fig. 4.2 B assuming an instantaneous momentum transfer transverse to the
electron beam induced by the THz field as a function of the electron arrival time.
The deflection is proportional to the integral of the Lorentz force along the elec-
tron’s trajectory and closely follows the electric field’s temporal profile inside the slit
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Figure 4.2: All-optical THz streak camera. (A) Images of the electron beam on the camera
with and without the THz field. The full width at half maximum of the streaked beam is ∼ 50
times larger than that of the unstreaked spot. (B) Time-dependent deflection (deflectogram)
measured by varying the delay between the electron pulse and the streaking THz. Images of the
beam are integrated along the unstreaked direction to determine a one-dimensional profile at
each time-delay. (C) Simulated deflectogram, result of a fit simultaneously characterizing the
electron pulse duration and the streaking field, dotted line. The fitted electron pulse duration
is 930 fs. (D) Streaking speed vs. input THz field strength; the linear relationship supports a
direct, field-driven interaction.
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due to near field confinement, as a consequence of the electron traversing the field-
enhanced region within a tiny fraction of the field oscillation period. This is in sharp
contrast with attosecond streaking, which operates in the opposite limit (transit
time much longer than the streaking field duration) so that the streaking spectro-
gram mimics the vector potential of the streaking field [184]. A spline interpolation
through four support points per picosecond is used for modelling time-dependent
deflection, and a Gaussian temporal profile is assumed for the electron pulse. Fig-
ure 4.2 C shows the calculated deflectogram with the fitted time-dependent deflection.
The electron pulse duration is 930 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM), consistent
with a propagation-induced temporal spread resulting from a 0.6-eV initial energy
spread of the electron pulse.
The deflectogram displays sustained deflection oscillations far beyond the dura-
tion of the near-single-cycle incident THz driving pulse. The best fit yields a reso-
nance frequency of 0.29± 0.01 THz of the resonator with a decay rate of 4.5± 0.4 ps
resulting from radiative and resistive damping.
Figure 4.2 D shows the resultant maximum streaking speed as a function of in-
cident peak THz field strength in this range. The highest value measured exceeds
8 µrad/fs, corresponding to a streaking speed of 4.4 µm/fs at the camera in our ex-
perimental geometry. The distance over which all momentum change accumulates
is determined by the THz near-field decay length (∼ 100 µm) and the foil thickness
(∼ 30 µm). The resulting interaction length is some 100 times smaller than in conven-
tional streak cameras [135, 136], removing a significant limitation of their temporal
resolution.
In the THz field–driven streak camera, temporal resolution is dictated by the
beam quality and signal-to-noise ratio. At an incident THz field strength of 1.3 ×
106 V/m, the root mean square (rms) beam width on the camera of 1.6 pixels (25 µm)
corresponds to 6-fs resolution (rms). With ∼ 1000 detected electrons, the beam qual-
ity and signal-to-noise allow detection of displacements or spot width changes of
0.1 pixels (1.56µm). A displacement of 0.1 pixels corresponds to 0.4 fs accuracy of
arrival time measurements, whereas a 0.1-pixel increase of the spot size from the
unstreaked value corresponds to a 2 fs (rms) or ∼ 4.5-fs (FWHM) pulse duration.
These resolutions are achieved with a signal accumulation time of 6 s and improve
with longer integration. These values represent a near-two-order-of-magnitude im-
provement over the state-of-the-art of microwave streak cameras [135,136], obtained
already at THz fields of ∼ 106 V/m as opposed to 1010 V/m available [141]. As a
consequence, our THz streaking concept may allow the direct measurement of sub-
femtosecond electron pulses [59, 78] and their timing drifts.
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4.2.4 Compression and measurement
Figure 4.3 A and 4.3 B show streaking deflectograms with and without THz field
compression, respectively. In the latter, the THz field strength of the compression
stage has been adjusted to produce a temporal focus at the streaking stage. A pro-
nounced sharpening of the trace can be seen in the vertical (streaking) direction,
indicating a substantial reduction in electron pulse duration.
Figure 4.3 C shows the systematic evolution of measured electron temporal pro-
file for a varying compression strength gE [185]. The deflection as a function of
time is reconstructed and used to perform the nonlinear transformation between
the spatial profile of the streaked pulse and the underlying temporal profile of the
THz-field–manipulated incident pulse [182, Appendix B]. The dotted lines depict the
results of three-dimensional electron trajectory simulations [185].
The electron pulse (blue) first shortens to a minimum duration (5th trace) and
afterwards lengthens again, with a double-peaked shape that is characteristic of
over-compression by a sinusoidal field [59]. Figure 4.3 D shows the experimental and
theoretical pulse durations versus THz-field strength and average power of the driving
laser. The shortest pulse (inset to Fig. 4.3 D) has a FWHM duration of 75 fs, in
excellent agreement with the simulation and a factor of 12 shorter than the original,
930-fs pulses and shorter than the half period of many fundamental phonon modes
and molecular vibrations. Comparison of the shortest measured pulse shape with a
Gaussian profile (dotted line) reveals a deviation; this is a consequence of the THz
field’s residual curvature over the time scale of the incoming, uncompressed electron
pulse. Optimized electron sources with sub-100-fs duration [106] will reduce this
effect; the particle-tracing simulations [182, Appendix B] show that 3-fs (FWHM)
compressed pulses can be generated with a smaller source size and the 100-fs incoming
pulses achievable if the photoemission energy is matched to the work function [32,
57]. This would be an order of magnitude shorter than the 28-fs (FWHM) pulses
generated in the single-electron regime so far [64] and allow the study of light-driven
electronic motion via sub-cycle diffraction [28,48].
4.2.5 Electron-laser timing metrology
Femtosecond pump-probe crystallography with electrons [32] or with x-ray free-
electron lasers [46,175] suffers from laser-electron timing jitter at the sample location,
typically caused by imperfect laser-microwave synchronization [178,179]. In contrast
to the statistical electronic processes in the photodiodes used for microwave synchro-
nization [66], laser-generated THz fields are, within the attosecond response time of
the underlying nonlinear polarization, perfectly locked in time to the intensity pro-
file of the pump pulses. Timing jitter/drift between the laser pump pulse and the
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Figure 4.3: THz-driven electron pulse compression. Comparison of deflectograms for (A) un-
compressed (930 fs) and (B) compressed (75 fs) pulses at time-steps of 200 fs and 10 fs, re-
spectively. The deflectograms were measured sequentially and have a temporal resolution of
∼ 9 fs (rms). (C) Measured temporal profiles of the electron pulses (blue traces) as the com-
pression strength is increased (black arrow), taking into account for long pulses the curvature of
the time-dependent deflection. Simulated temporal profiles (104 particle trajectories) [182, Ap-
pendix B] are superimposed (dotted black lines). Differences between the measured and simu-
lated pulses are due in part to the curvature of the streaking field, which reduces the streaking
time-resolution at times far from zero. (D) Electron pulse duration (FWHM) vs. incident THz
field strength. The measured values are plotted as blue diamonds, and the simulation is shown
as a dotted black line. The inset shows the shortest measured pulse profile (5th trace from the
bottom of part (C)).
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Figure 4.4: Passive few-femtosecond synchronization. (A) Concept for measuring arrival-time
drifts between the uncompressed electron pulses and the optical streaking field. (B) Systematic
coupling of laser fluctuations to timing drifts. Measuring shifts in the THz zero-crossing time
with increasing laser pump power reveals a slope of less than 1 fs per 1 % change in laser power in
a wide range of operation conditions. (C) Measured timing drift between photoemitted electron
pulses and the THz field cycles at 10-s intervals. The integration time for each data point is
1 s. (D) Concept for measuring the arrival-time drift between THz-compressed electron pulses
and the streaking field cycles. (E) Result with 6-s integration times reveals passive longer-term
synchronization. The jitter values in (C) and (E) are rms deviations; statistical errors are 3.5 fs
and 2.7 fs, respectively.
electron probe pulse can only originate from extrinsic effects, such as fluctuations in
path lengths or laser pulse energy.
Experimentally, we studied drifts of the electron pulse with respect to the THz
field by setting the near-field–enhanced streak camera to a constant delay and record-
ing the beam deflection over time (Fig. 4.4 A). First, we scrutinized a possible role
of amplitude-to-timing conversion in the nonlinear optical rectification process. Fig-
ure 4.4 B shows the change in electron–THz-field timing when varying the laser pump
pulse intensity before the THz generation crystal. We observe a systematic change in
timing, but the slope at the operation conditions (7 W) is only 1.0 fs per one percent
change in laser power, which is negligible for our laser system, whose intensity drifts
and shot-to-shot energy fluctuations are below 2 % [153].
In a second experiment, we measured drifts of the photoemission electrons with
respect to the streaking THz field by turning the THz control field off. For periods
longer than 1 s we obtain 4.6 fs (rms) over 15 min (Fig. 4.4 C). Finally, we repeated
this measurement with the THz-driven pulse compression activated, with integration
times of 6 s and after ∼ 2 h of laboratory thermalization, measuring 3.7 fs rms over
three hours (Fig. 4.4 E). This vastly outperforms the long-term stability of state-of-
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the-art laser-microwave synchronization with feedback loops [32] and also compares
favorably to the record value (5 fs rms) achieved with direct microwave extraction
from a laser pulse train and data post-processing [66]. We expect that the measured,
residual 3.7-fs drift could be further decreased by minimizing the (currently meter-
scale) optical path lengths and/or stabilizing them interferometrically. We note that
synchronization in the all-optical scheme is entirely single-pulse-based and therefore
few-femtosecond stability can be maintained at any—and especially at very low—
laser repetition rate. A clock or master oscillator is not required.
4.2.6 Direct THz-electron interaction at a foil: a THz cath-
ode-ray-tube oscilloscope
Enhancement of the THz field by a microstructure resonator has proven highly ben-
eficial for electron pulse control and metrology, but some experiments might require
more direct control, avoiding the localization and limited spectral response inex-
tricably linked to resonators. For a direct electron-THz interaction, we realized a
resonator-free interaction geometry based on a symmetry-breaking surface [82, 81].
In the depicted concept (Fig. 4.5 A), a thin metal foil (70-nm aluminum) acts as a
mirror for THz radiation, and electrons transmitted through it experience an abrupt
extinction of the electromagnetic field, leading to net deflection. The combination of
angles is chosen such that extended beam profiles experience a homogeneous time
dependence owing to lateral phase matching [82].
Fig. 4.5 C and 4.5 D depict measured and calculated streaking deflectograms of an
uncompressed electron pulse at an energy of 90 keV, exhibiting excellent agreement.
Although the peak deflection is smaller than for the resonator-based setting, the de-
flectogram clearly exhibits single-cycle behavior, preserving the incident THz pulse’s
ultrabroadband spectrum without alteration [153]. Fig. 4.5 B shows the peak-to-peak
deflection as a function of the incoming THz field strength, revealing the expected
linear dependence. Electrons delivered in a nearly collimated beam are directly (and
spatially uniformly) deflected directly with the field cycles, advancing the century-
old cathode-ray-tube oscilloscope to the terahertz domain. Owing to the 1-fs-scale
timing accuracy of the sampling electron pulse, the cut-off frequency of this THz
cathode-ray oscilloscope is dictated by the inverse electron pulse duration, > 10 THz
with the demonstrated compressed pulses, > 100 THz with the few-fs electron pulses
predicted by the simulations, and >PHz with the isolated attosecond electron pulses
feasible with multi-stage compression (see below).
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Figure 4.5: Resonance-free single-cycle streaking. (A) Resonator-free concept for mediating
the electron-THz interaction using an ultrathin THz mirror. The angles of the THz beam and
the foil are chosen for lateral phase matching across arbitrarily large electron and THz beam
profiles. (B) Measurement of peak deflection vs. incident THz field strength. (C) Experimental
deflectogram revealing single-cycle behavior. (D) Simulated deflectogram with an electron pulse
duration of 800 fs.
4.2.7 Conclusions and outlook
Our demonstrated generic and scalable all-optical methodology for the control and
characterization of ultrafast electron pulses used laser-generated sub-cycle THz tran-
sients for twelve-fold electron pulse compression, followed by a temporal profile char-
acterization with a 10-fs resolution. Electron-transparent foils mediating the electron-
field interaction permit time-energy phase-space manipulation of collimated electron
beams of any size and, conversely, the temporal characterization of optical field
transients up to frequencies only limited by the electron pulse duration, which – as
opposed to the photon pulse in electro-optical sampling – may be shortened to less
than 1 fs [57]. Alternatively, resonant structures dramatically lower the THz power
by a factor > 1000 for effective compression and characterization of ultrashort elec-
tron pulses. Whereas the former opens the prospect of a PHz-bandwidth cathode-ray
oscilloscope as an alternative to attosecond photon-pulse metrology [184], the lat-
ter may lead to unprecedented spatio-temporal resolutions in pump-probe electron
diffraction and imaging.
The moderate field strengths applied in our experiment offer the potential for
increasing the interaction strengths by more than two orders of magnitude, lim-
ited by the high values of electrical breakdown at THz frequencies. This will result
in correspondingly reduced propagation distances between subsequent THz control
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stages, which, in turn, should improve the passive few-fs timing stability into the sub-
femtosecond regime. Simultaneous compression of 100-fs-scale input electron pulses
to near-1-fs duration will permit spatiotemporal imaging of the fastest structural
and infrared-field–driven electron dynamics in molecular systems [48] as well as con-
densed matter [28] by single-electron diffraction [112] or microscopy [176] and allow
measuring microscopic/atomic scale electric field waveforms up to frequencies of vis-
ible light.
The demonstrated all-optical control may also be helpful for manipulating ultra-
bright multi-electron bunches. Compact electron guns have demonstrated sub-200-
fs electron pulses with sufficient charge for single-shot structural dynamics studies
[32]. Our concept is directly applicable to them as well. Alternatively, single-shot
ultrafast electron diffraction may be advanced into the few-femtosecond regime and
possibly beyond by THz-streaking 100-fs-scale probe pulses after passage through
the sample [136]. The unprecedented temporal resolution of the THz-driven streak
camera could also be used to characterize electron micro-bunching in free-electron
lasers, supplementing THz-based diagnostics for the X-ray output [186, 187]. The
demonstrated concept is scalable to higher THz frequencies and multiple stages,
offering the potential for cascaded compression into the sub-femtosecond regime or
direct injection into a single optical cycle of a laser-field accelerator [75]. This may,
in the long run, lead to isolated attosecond electron pulses for recording dynamic
changes of electron distribution in complex systems, including biological molecules
and solid-state nanostructures.
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Chapter 5
Electron energy analysis by phase-space
shaping with THz field cycles
In the previous chapter, a terahertz-based streak camera was introduced, featur-
ing few-femtosecond temporal resolving power of electron pulse arrival times. This
concept not only enables temporal characterization of electron pulses with unprece-
dented resolution (see Chapters 4, 6 and 7), its precision can also be used to retrieve
electron energy spectra of femtosecond electron pulses. The realization of a method
to do so is the subject of this chapter.
5.1 Preface
Ultrafast electron diffraction techniques usually rely on the signal of elastically scat-
tered electrons from a sample under investigation, but the inelastically scattered
electrons also carry valuable structural information that is contained in their energy
spectrum. Access to the spectral information of keV-electron pulses is usually ob-
tained using magnetostatic electron energy analyzers, which, due to their elaborate
electron optics, impose stringent constraints on electron beam quality.
An alternative technique for the retrieval of electron spectra is based on time-of-
flight (ToF) measurements. Determining the arrival time of a particle at a certain
position relative to another particle which started from the same position at the same
time, allows inferring their difference in velocity and, consequently, in kinetic energy.
However, the higher the overall kinetic energy of the particles, the smaller their
separation in time for a given propagation distance and energy difference. Therefore,
ToF techniques are usually employed in the low electron energy regime of tens to
hundreds of eV, where the arrival time differences are typically in the nanosecond
range and can be read out by conventional electronics.
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The few-femtosecond arrival time resolution of the terahertz-driven streak cam-
era (Chapter 4) pushes the capabilities of the ToF concept towards new frontiers.
Its combination with phase-space manipulation techniques via temporal lenses (see
Chapter 2), as demonstrated in this work, allows to bring the energy resolution of
the technique to the cathode limit, that is the intrinsic energy resolution given by
the energy spread at the electron source, and potentially beyond (see also [188,133]).
This chapter provides a detailed study of the capabilities of a terahertz-based,
all-optical time-of-flight electron energy analyzer (THz-ToF). By virtue of the unique
combination of terahertz-based electron pulse compression and streaking (see Chap-
ter 4)1, electron energy loss spectroscopy [131] of a thin aluminum sample using
70-keV electron pulses is demonstrated with few-eV resolution (Fig. 5.2). Note, that
at the time the experiment was conducted, the energy resolutions was mainly limited
by restrictions in electron pulse compression using bow-tie resonators (Chapter 4).
Using the improved electron pulse compression scheme described in Chapter 7, a
resolution of below 1 eV (rms) is expected, only limited by the energy spread at the
electron source.
Simulations shown in this chapter reveal that this limit can be circumvented by
adding another temporal lens, which spreads the electron pulse in time prior to the
sample and the subsequent compression of the pulse (see Fig. 5.3). Even though by
doing so the electron pulse gains energy spread, the uncorrelated energy bandwidth
reduces upon propagation. For a highly correlated electron pulse being compressed
after the interaction with the sample, the energy resolution is improved in proportion
to its increase in duration. This concept, as originally proposed in [133], is a variation
of the dynamic monochromator scheme introduced in Section 2.7 of Chapter 2. In ad-
dition to this thesis’ previous theoretical treatment, the simulations shown here also
account for the nonlinearities and single-cycle behavior of the compressing terahertz
field.
In the course of this thesis, the setup built for the electron pulse compression
experiments of Chapter 4 has been extended to perform all-optical electron energy
analysis as detailed in the following article. A proof-of-principle spectroscopic study
has been conceived and realized along with phase-space simulations, which show a
way to increase the energy resolution of the scheme. The results are published in
Structural Dynamics, Vol. 5, p. 044303 in 2018.2 The following text (pp. 75–86) is a
reprint of the original article [103].
1The setup is nearly identical to the one described in Chapter 4, with the only addition being
the sample from which the electron energy loss spectra were obtained (see Fig. 5.1).
2Author contributions: Setup by DE and CK. All experiments and data evaluation performed
by DE under the supervision of PB and with assistance by CK. Numerical study by DE in discussion
with PB and CK. All authors discussed the results and wrote the manuscript based on a first draft
by DE.
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Electron energy analysis by phase-space
shaping with THz field cycles
Dominik Ehberger, Catherine Kealhofer, Peter Baum
Abstract
Time-resolved electron energy analysis and loss spectroscopy can reveal a
wealth of information about material properties and dynamical light-matter
interactions. Here, we report an all-optical concept for measuring energy spec-
tra of femtosecond electron pulses with sub-eV resolution. Laser-generated
terahertz radiation is used to measure arrival time differences within electron
pulses with few-femtosecond precision. Controlled dispersion and subsequent
compression of the electron pulses provide almost any desired compromise of
energy resolution, signal strength, and time resolution. A proof-of-concept ex-
periment on aluminum reveals an energy resolution of < 3.5 eV (rms) at 70-keV
after a drift distance of only 0.5 m. Simulations of a two-stage scheme reveal
that pre-stretched pulses can be used to achieve < 10 meV resolution, indepen-
dent of the source’s initial energy spread and limited only by the achievable
THz field strength and measuring time.
© 2018 Author(s). Reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons At-
tribution 4.0 International license.
doi:10.1063/1.5045167
5.2.1 Introduction
Ultrashort electron pulses of femtosecond and attosecond duration allow direct visu-
alization of the fastest atomic and electronic processes in matter with simultaneous
resolution in space and time [31, 33]. Diffraction patterns of crystalline materials
or real-space images of complex morphologies obtained in a pump-probe way have
already elucidated numerous ultrafast phenomena in gaseous, solid, and liquid envi-
ronments [189,34,8,190,42,41], and researchers are continuing to explore even more
fundamental processes [130] or more complex materials [39].
Besides the tremendous spatial and temporal resolution offered by the latest tech-
nology advances [108, 89, 43–45, 65], there is also much useful information hidden in
the energy distribution of the probing electrons. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
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(EELS; see Ref. [131] for a review) is therefore a widespread method to obtain fun-
damental chemical and structural information from complex materials. For example,
plasmonic [191] or vibrational excitations [192] can be probed with spectral and
spatial resolution of ∼ 10 meV and < 1 nm at the same time [192]. Recently, the ca-
pabilities of EELS have also been extended to the femtosecond domain [193]. Even
core-loss spectra can be recorded with nanosecond temporal resolution [194].
An energy analyzer for electrons at energies of tens to hundreds of keV is central
to these types of experiments. The desired resolution is < 1 eV for studying laser-
electron interactions [77,82,78,76] and ideally meV for studying phonon excitations
[192, 195] or details of plasmonic effects. Such resolution is typically achieved by
rather bulky and expensive analyzers based on deflection magnets and chicanes. Also,
those magnetostatic analyzers put stringent restrictions on the beam quality that are
difficult to meet with laser-generated ultrashort electron pulses such as required for
time-resolved investigations.
Time-of-flight (ToF) energy analyzers, on the other hand, measure the relative
arrival times of particles in a beam after some drift distance and are, in principle,
not limited by finite emittance. However, the nanosecond-scale response of state-of-
the-art electronics has restricted the applicability of the ToF concept to rather low
electron energies in the sub-keV regime [196]. Recently, 0.5-eV resolution of 30-keV
pulses has been achieved by deceleration of the beam to a drift energy of only a few
eV [197].
The close relation between time and energy in femtosecond electron pulses offers
another, dynamical approach for energy analysis [188]. The idea is to measure ar-
rival time differences with femtosecond instead of nanosecond resolution. Addition-
ally, smart phase-space shaping prior to temporal detection allows for substantial
improvement of the energy resolution at cost of time resolution [198]. A first demon-
stration of such type of ultrafast time-of-flight analysis was made with a series of
microwave cavities [188,198] that are synchronized to each other.
Here, we apply all-optically generated THz pulses for time-of-flight electron en-
ergy analysis. This approach avoids the need for temperature stabilization [66] or
active synchronization [64,67] to a femtosecond laser for pump-probe investigations.
Throughout the experiment, the mean electron energy is left unaltered and thus no
deceleration into a drift stage is required. The necessity of a magnetically shielded
environment is largely reduced, because magnetic beam deflection scales inversely
with the electron velocity. In addition, THz pulses are naturally synchronized to
femtosecond lasers [89], facilitating high-resolution pump-probe investigations.
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5.2.2 Concept for THz-based time-of-flight detection
Figure 5.1 a depicts the principle of operation of our THz-ToF detector and its es-
sential components. An initial electron pulse (purple) from a laser-triggered photo-
cathode interacts with a sample (grey) and thereby modulates the spectrum of the
electron pulses in a material-specific way (green and orange pulses). Subsequently,
the energy-modulated parts of the pulse travel at different mean velocities. The
resulting arrival time differences are detected after a certain drift distance with fem-
tosecond accuracy via streaking with THz-pulses [89]. As compared to conventional,
electronic time-of-flight detectors, we have here 103–104 times better resolution. This
enhancement allows us to avoid any deceleration and few-eV drift stage.
Compression of the electron pulse in time can further enhance the resolution,
because shorter electron pulses can better be detected in time. For compression, the
electrons pass through a bow-tie shaped metal resonator (grey) again driven by THz
field cycles. They obtain a longitudinal momentum kick, which varies in strength as
a function of arrival time. By setting the timing such that earlier electrons in the
pulse are decelerated and later ones accelerated, the resonator acts as a focusing lens
in time [89]. It creates a correlation between a particle’s position within the pulse
(proportional to time) and its forward momentum (approximately proportional to
energy). There is an analogy to optical lenses which establish a correlation between
transverse beam position and angle with the optical axis [126]. Accordingly, a tempo-
ral focus—defined as the point in space of minimum pulse duration—is obtained at
some drift distance from the compression element. If the electron spectrum is mod-
ulated, each part is focused approximately to the same temporal focus, but arriving
at a different time. This temporally mapped spectrum is detected by the streaking
of the beam with a second bow-tie resonator [89]. In the end, on a screen behind
the streaking element, we detect a distribution of particle positions that reveals the
energy spectrum.
Figure 5.1 b shows a phase-space representation of the concept. We start with an
electron pulse with a zero loss peak and two different energy loss peaks (1). Next,
there is the phase space transformation by the temporal lens for compression (2).
Earlier electrons are slower than later ones. Next, the phase space distribution shears
under propagation (3) until it is rotated by 90° with respect to its initial state. This
position is the temporal focus (4). Here, measurements of distributions of electron
arrival times via streaking become measurements of the initial energy distribution.
Figure 5.1 c depicts the evolution of the temporal profile on the pulses’ way to the
temporal focus. At this position, the energy loss peaks are well separated from the
zero loss peak.
Conversion from time to energy is approximated by linearization of the kinematic
equations for relativistic electrons. The approximation is valid if the energy loss δE
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Figure 5.1: Setup and concept. (a) An electron pulse (purple) is modulated in energy via
interaction with a sample (1). The pulse passes through a bow-tie resonator irradiated with a
THz pulse and obtains a time dependent, longitudinal momentum modulation (2) that leads to
compression upon further propagation (3). Electrons with different forward velocities (green, or-
ange) are separated in time while being compressed. Temporal characterization in the temporal
focus via streaking with a THz-illuminated bow-tie resonator (4) allows discriminating electrons
of different initial energy on a screen (right panel; scale bar corresponds to 0.5 mm; linear color
scale from 0 to 1 in arbitrary units). (b) Energy-time phase-space picture of this time-of-flight
electron energy analysis with temporal lenses. Dotted lines indicate the compression slope. (c)
Simulated evolution of the temporal profile of a 250-fs electron pulse with hypothetical energy
losses of 5 eV and 10 eV. The initial energy spread of the source is set to 1 eV FWHM and we
assume linear phase space transformations and no electron-electron interactions. The temporal
focus is 46.8 cm behind the compression element, as in the experiment.
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(typically < 100 eV) is much smaller than the mean kinetic energy E0 of the beam
(typically 30–300 keV). Using the Lorentz factor γ = (1− β2)−1/2 = 1 + E/(mec2),
the electron velocity v = βc = c
√
1− γ−2, the speed of light c, and the electron
mass me, we obtain
dv
dE
=
∂v
∂γ
dγ
dE
=
c
βγ3
1
mec2
(5.1)
and
dt
dv
= − d
v2
. (5.2)
With knowledge of E0 and the distance d between compression and streaking, we
can convert arrival time differences δt to differences in energy via
δE ≈ β
3
0γ
3
0c
3me
d
δt, (5.3)
where γ0 = γ(E0) and β0 = β(γ0).
Equation 5.3 also holds if there is a finite propagation distance between the
sample and the compression element. Although the energy loss pattern (1) further
disperses in time, the compressor offsets this effect. If electrons at a given energy
arrive earlier or later, they obtain a correspondingly greater or lower longitudinal
momentum kick and always arrive at the temporal focus at the same time [57].
Basically, the distribution (2) just shifts along the dotted lines. The analogy to the
optical lens is apparent: it does not matter at which transverse position (time) the
lens is hit, only the angle (energy) determines the transverse position of (arrival time
at) the focus (temporal focus).
5.2.3 Experimental setup
In the experiment, we use frequency-doubled laser pulses from a 1-ps, Yb:YAG thin-
disk laser with a central wavelength of 1030 nm (Ref. [153]) at 50 kHz to trigger
electron emission from a back illuminated flat gold cathode that is held at −70 keV
with respect to a grounded anode that is 25 mm apart [111]. The same laser source
is used to generate single-cycle THz pulses at 0.3 THz central frequency [153,102] for
compression and streaking with bow-tie resonators [89]. Both resonators are designed
to resonantly match the central frequency of the driving THz pulses. In the center, the
resonators have a clear aperture of 80µm. Two magnetic solenoid lenses, one before
and one after the compression element are used to steer the electron beam through the
resonators without clipping. Space charge effects are largely circumvented by using
less than 10 electrons per pulse. The electron pulses first pass through a ∼ 70 nm
thick freestanding Al foil where they lose energy by inelastic plasmon scattering; the
total transmission through the foil is ∼ 30 %. After propagation for 2 mm, the pulses
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arrive at the first bow-tie resonator which serves as compression element. It is rotated
by ∼45° around the y axis (see Fig. 5.1 a). The electron and the THz beams cross
approximately at right angle. This configuration provides a non-zero component of
the electric field along the electrons’ trajectory [89]. The THz peak field strength
impinging onto the first resonator is ∼ 5× 105 V/m in order to let the temporal
focus coincide with the position of the second resonator used for streaking at a drift
distance of d = (46.8 ± 0.5) cm. The THz peak field strength driving the second
resonator is ∼ 1× 106 V/m. The streaking resonator is excited collinearly with the
electron beam. This configuration leads to a sideways deflection of the electron beam
which is detected by a camera equipped with a scintillator screen [113]. In order to
enhance the streaking resolution, we placed an aperture of 50 µm diameter between
compression and streaking stage.
Streaking profiles are obtained by integration of the screen images along the un-
streaked dimension (x-axis, see Fig. 5.1 a). Alternatively, this screen direction could
also be used for position-dependent EELS imaging. Figure 5.2 a shows a series of
the measured streaking profiles as a function of the delay of the streaking THz field
with respect to the electrons. We call such a representation a deflectogram [89]. The
center of mass of the deflected electron pulse follows the streaking field inside the
resonator. Around the zero crossing (dotted rectangle in Fig. 5.2 a), we measure a
temporal resolution of 12 fs (rms). Via Eq. 5.3, this time resolution corresponds to
an energy resolution of 0.6 eV.
5.2.4 Results
In the deflectogram of Fig. 5.2 a, we see a prominent zero loss deflection trace in
addition to several weaker traces that are each delayed by roughly 300 fs. Figure 5.2 b
shows a close-up of the region around the zero-crossing in Fig. 5.2 a that is marked
with a dotted rectangle. We clearly see three distinct features that are delayed in
time. Averaging along these traces and application of the time-energy conversion
according to Eq. 5.3 yields the energy spectrum depicted in Fig. 5.2 c. We find two
energy loss peaks at (14.9± 0.2) eV and (29.9± 0.3) eV. A third peak may be hidden
in the background.
Aluminum’s bulk plasmon has an energy of 15.0 eV [131]. The two observed EELS
peaks are therefore the first-order and second-order plasmon losses in Al. From the
width of the measured zero-loss peak, as shown in Fig. 5.2 c, we infer an upper
limit for the energy resolution of 3.5 eV (rms) of our THz-ToF, which corresponds
to a relative accuracy of 5× 10−5. Earlier measurements of electron pulse duration
without the aluminum sample [89] indicate an energy resolution in our setup of down
to 1.7 eV (rms). The electron pulse duration at the Al sample is in the femtosecond
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Figure 5.2: Experimental results. (a) Deflectogram of the compressed electron pulses after
passage through a ∼ 70 nm thick aluminum sample. The two shadow traces indicate the energy
loss due to inelastic plasmon scattering. (b) Details of the deflectogram. The loss traces are
each delayed by ∼ 300 fs. (c) Measured electron energy loss spectrum of the Al foil. There are
peaks at multiples of 15 eV, corresponding to the bulk plasmon energy.
regime and therefore the setup would, in principle, allow femtosecond pump-probe
investigations.
5.2.5 Discussion
In the configuration presented above, the energy resolution is fundamentally limited
by the bandwidth of the electron source (see Fig. 5.1 b). The typical bandwidths
of laser-driven electron sources are 0.5–1 eV (Ref. [82]) or larger, depending on the
amount of space charge. For flat cathodes, the initial energy spread can be reduced
by matching the cathode material’s work function to the triggering photon energy
[111, 110], which, in principle, allows for a resolution of ∼ 0.1 eV. Electron beam
monochromators like used in state-of-the-art electron microscopes [132] would help
to improve the resolution even further. Practically, the resolution in our scheme is
limited by the ability to compress the electron pulses. While timing problems due to
jitter are largely avoided by our all-optical approach [89], nonlinearities of the phase
space transformations and spatiotemporal distortions arising from magnetic solenoid
lenses [199] are responsible for energy resolution imperfections. These temporal lens
aberrations can be overcome by careful lens alignment [200], using shorter initial
electron pulses, and by compression elements that allow for velocity matching [82,
100].
The finite cycle duration of the streaking THz field restricts the energy range
that can be measured. For our experiment, the measurement window is ∼ 80 eV,
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considering the turning points of the streaking trace as the main limiting factor. This
range is already enough for most experiments on plasmons or optical modulations,
but if necessary it can be improved by decreasing the drift distance d and increasing
the compression and streaking field strengths. The spectral features will be denser in
time and thus a broader energy range will be covered by a single streaking half-cycle.
Such an increase in detection range would, for example, allow femtosecond core-loss
spectroscopy with keV-scale energy losses.
The potential compactness of our THz-ToF is one of its most prominent features.
The length of the necessary beam line is solely determined by the available THz field
strength. The drift distance is determined by the shortest achievable temporal focal
length and the energy resolution scales with the THz power at the streaking element.
Electron beam modulation has been demonstrated with THz peak fields exceeding
107 V/m [95], about 20 times larger than in our experiment. With such sources, our
THz-ToF could reach a length of merely centimeters.
5.2.6 Multi-stage THz-ToF for energy resolution beyond the
cathode limit
An energy resolution even better than the initial energy spread of the electron source
can be achieved by adding one more THz-electron interaction stage, as originally
proposed by Verhoeven et al. for microwave cavities [198]. This THz stage acts a
stretcher, that is, a negative temporal lens that accelerates the leading part of the
pulse and decelerates its trailing part. A phase-space representation of this process
is depicted in Fig. 5.3 a. Such a stretcher can, for example, be implemented with the
well-established methods for compressors [89] but with THz cycles of opposite slope.
During subsequent propagation, the electron pulse spreads in time much faster than
without the stretcher. If such a chirped electron pulse loses energy in an inelastic
scattering process, the parts with the loss are also chirped in the same way. After
compression and streaking, the energy resolution is enhanced by factor that depends
on the amount of additional electron chirp. However, in this case, nonlinearities of
the THz field cycles have to be considered.
In order to investigate this possibility, we simulated the evolution of an EELS
dataset with a hypothetic 100-meV modulation (for example, phonon excitations) as
a function of stretcher field strength. We assume single-cycle THz pulses at a central
frequency of 0.3 THz. The electron pulses have an energy of 100 keV, 100 fs initial
duration, and 1 eV energy spread (both FWHM). The distance between stretcher
and sample is 0.25 m.
The simulation employs a Monte-Carlo algorithm, which calculates the final ar-
rival times of 107 classical particles after passing through the experiment. Each par-
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Figure 5.3: Simulation of a two-stage THz-ToF for increased energy resolution. (a) Sequence of
phase space transformations. Here, nonlinearities of the THz fields at the compression stage are
taken into account by assuming a single-cycle, sine-like velocity modulation. The compression
therefore becomes, in part, nonlinear for strongly stretched pulses. (b) Electron energy loss
spectra of hypothetical 100-meV features in an electron energy loss spectrum for different
stretcher field strengths. The beam energy is 100 keV and modulation is made by single-cycle
THz pulses with a central frequency of 0.3 THz. The source’s initial energy spread and pulse
duration are 1 eV and 100 fs (FWHM), respectively. The drift distance between stretcher and
compressor is 0.25 m. (c) Resulting energy spectra for different stretcher field strengths as
indicated by color. (d) Useful EELS signal (relative) and energy resolution (FWHM) as a
function of the stretcher field strength. (e) Effective temporal resolution, ∆T , defined as the
FWHM of the longitudinal electron distribution at the sample within the FWHM of the EELS
peaks.
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ticle is defined by its velocity and longitudinal position and obtains a nonrelativistic
velocity kick at the stretcher and compressor, which varies as a function of the arrival
time. The strength of this sinusoidal modulation at the stretcher is varied and the
strength of the compressor is chosen such that the temporal focus remains at 0.5 m.
Energy loss at the sample is modeled by random, and uncorrelated velocity changes
corresponding to the assumed fundamental energy loss and its multiples. Coulomb
interactions between the particles are neglected.
Figure 5.3 b shows the simulation results, plotted as the effective electron energy
loss spectrum as a function of the stretcher strength. We observe distinct spectral
features to become visible above a stretcher field strength of ∼ 107 V/m. Below that
value, only the envelope of the spectrum is visible without the details. The higher the
stretcher strength, the finer the resolution, but the total number of useful electrons
in the spectrum decreases. Figure 5.3 c shows cuts through Fig. 5.3 b at four selected
THz field strengths. We see an improvement of resolution as well as a decrease in
signal.
The increase in resolution is a consequence of the sheared phase space shape cre-
ated by the stretcher (see Fig. 5.3 a). The decrease in electron count is caused by the
finite cycle duration of the compressing THz pulse. The stronger the stretching, the
longer the electron pulses become at the compressor. If they are longer than one THz
half-cycle, some parts of the electron pulse are not compressed and arrive continu-
ously at the temporal focus (see Fig. 5.1 a). Hence, there is in the final EELS data a
constant background in energy (see Fig. 5.3 b) at highest field strength]. Nevertheless,
depending on the required measuring times for achieving a sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio, down to 10 meV resolution can be realized for the given parameters.
Figure 5.3 d summarizes these results. The energy resolution is taken from the
simulations as the width of the zero-loss peak. We define the useful EELS signal
as the number of electrons within the full-width half-max of the zero-loss peak and
compare it to the case of perfectly linear phase space transformations for which
there is no loss in signal. We see that the useful signal (blue) decreases in a nonlinear
way with increasing stretcher field strength. The energy resolution (orange, FWHM)
increases accordingly. A simple adjustment of the THz field strength at the stretcher
can therefore be used to achieve the best compromise between signal strength and
resolution for a given sample system.
Interestingly, the time resolution ∆T of a potential pump-probe experiment does
not significantly depend on such an alignment. The reason is that the single-cycle
pulses used for compression act as a temporal filter that only compresses such elec-
trons that arrive within the linear slope of the field around the zero crossing of the
central half cycle. All other electrons only produce a constant background with nei-
ther energy nor time resolution. Figure 5.3 e depicts the effective time resolution
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that can be expected for the chosen parameters. We see that for negligible stretching
(< 105 V/m), the time resolution remains 100 fs, the initial electron pulse duration
after the gun. For stronger stretching, ∆T becomes worse as the energy resolution
improves (compare Fig. 5.3 d, orange line). Interestingly, if the stretching is further
increased, the time resolution again improves, now mainly at cost of the reduction
of signal strength (compare Fig. 5.3 d, blue line). This effect is different as compared
to microwave approaches [198] and a direct consequence of the pulsed, single-cycle
nature of our THz fields. Summarizing, it means that in our case, adjusting the en-
ergy resolution far beyond the cathode bandwidth limit always comes at the cost of
signal strength. However, in situations where low signal is tolerable, the approach
allows to have extraordinary high resolution in both energy and time, fundamentally
limited only by the uncertainty principle.
5.2.7 Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion, we have shown an all-optical approach to measure energy spectra
of femtosecond electron pulses via THz-based time-of-flight measurement in a tem-
poral focus. The inherent synchronization of THz pulses with a pump laser pulse
renders the scheme as a useful tool for time-resolved EELS measurements on fem-
tosecond and potentially attosecond time scales. In contrast to magnetic chicanes
or related approaches, our concept is largely independent of the electron beam’s
transverse emittance. It can therefore well be combined with high-brightness, flat
emitter sources [33] which are useful for many pump-probe investigations of com-
plex materials. In dense multi-electron pulses, linear stretching can be generated via
the space charge expansion of elliptical electron packet shapes [124] instead of the
THz-stretcher used here.
In practice, the presented concept offers a compact, simple, high-resolution pump-
probe electron energy loss or gain spectrometer with table-top dimensions and with-
out need for microwave electronics. One can conceive upcoming applications in con-
current research on, for example, time resolved electron spectroscopy [193,201], quan-
tum metrology of electron pulses [78], attosecond pulse generation [43–45], or photon
induced near-field microscopy [77]. In waveform electron microscopy [99], where elec-
trical field vectors are detected in space and time, an additional energy resolution
such as achievable with the presented approach could reveal, in addition, the longi-
tudinal field components in a direct way.
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Chapter 6
Tilted electron pulses
Thus far in this thesis we have been mainly concerned with one-dimensional elec-
tron pulse control. In that sense we have pictured electron pulse manipulations for
compression as mainly longitudinal and treated spatial inhomogeneities and time
dependent deflection as unwanted effect. However, the defined interplay of time-
dependent transverse and longitudinal momentum transfer offers new possibilities
for multidimensional electron pulse control as demonstrated in this chapter by the
deliberate generation of tilted electron pulses.
6.1 Preface
Tilted electron pulses are defined by having a non-zero angle between their propaga-
tion axis and current density normal, which is in analogy to their optical counterpart.
However, in contrast to tilted laser pulses, which are ubiquitous in modern laser ap-
plications (see for example dielectric laser acceleration [202], X-ray lasing [203,204],
terahertz pulse generation [159], parametric amplification [205], quantum optics [206]
or non-isotropic material processing [207]), tilted electron pulses are largely absent
from research literature. This is even though they are expected to boost the per-
formance of free-electron lasers [208] and allow for highest temporal resolution us-
ing them as probe in ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy experiments (see
Fig. 6.5).1
The central element of the following experiments, which allows us to introduce
a novel tool for terahertz-based electron pulse shaping, is an ultrathin, electron-
1Temporal mismatch between excitation and probe pulses in a non-colinear configuration can
also be avoided by tilting the optical excitation pulse [209, 8, 42]. However, for investigation of
laser-induced sub-cycle dynamics with electrons [48, 28], the probe pulse must be tilted, because
the phase front of an optically tilted pulse overall remains perpendicular to the propagation axis.
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transmitting and optically reflecting mirror (Fig. 6.1 a). Due to an electron’s abrupt
passage through the mirror irradiated by an electromagnetic wave, the particle in-
teracts with a field that is truncated in time. Thus, the Lorentz force this electron
experiences does not average to zero in general and a net momentum transfer remains
which leads to its deflection, acceleration or deceleration.
Experiments on electron beam manipulation in such a configuration featuring
electromagnetic waves at a planar interaction element, have been pioneered by Plet-
tner et al., who used it in combination with visible radiation to accelerate relativistic
electrons [81]. Almost a decade later a similar scheme has been used to generate
sidebands in energy spectra of nonrelativistic electron pulses for their temporal char-
acterization [82]. Using an optical double-pulse excitation in this configuration, the
control over the electron spectrum has recently been refined [83]. Furthermore, it
has been shown that attosecond electron pulse trains can be generated using near-
infrared radiation at a dielectric planar membrane [44]. Even though the latter work
involves no reflective element, the momentum transfer scheme is conceptually similar
as all of these experiments rely on the asymmetry in electric field imposed by the
planar element, which the particle experiences when it crosses the boundary.
This chapter deals with the extension of the semi-infinite interaction scheme [81]
to the terahertz regime, using single cycle terahertz transients (see Chapter 3) as
control fields. Those, in contrast to the other reported experiments, allow us to ma-
nipulate a whole electron pulse of few-hundred-femtosecond duration in an all-optical
fashion on a sub-cycle time scale. Other than in Chapter 4, where a similar element
was used solely to deflect the electron beam (see Fig. 4.5), here, we investigate and
apply the more complex angular dependency of the interaction between optical field
and particle beam.
For this purpose, closed-form expressions of the time-dependent electron momen-
tum change are given, including its explicit dependencies on incidence angles, optical
field strength and optical frequency (see Eqs. 6.1–6.3). These relations, as derived by
coauthor Andrey Ryabov [173], predict a vanishing transverse momentum transfer
component, i.e. no electron beam deflection, if the interaction is velocity matched
(see also [100]).2 This coincidence of absent deflection and velocity-matching is par-
ticularly surprising because the two concepts are based on independent premises.
Time-dependent deflection is a consequence of the integrated Lorentz force acting on
the particle as it crosses the mirror [173], but velocity-matching is a purely geomet-
rical consequence of the electron pulse group velocity, the terahertz phase velocity
and the respective incidence angles (see Fig. 6.2 b). As it turns out, there is a non-
2The velocity matching condition (Eq. 6.4) is fulfilled if the mirror element is oriented such
with respect to both electron and optical beams, that all electrons in a plane perpendicular to their
propagation axis experience the same phase of the electromagnetic wave.
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Figure 6.1: Generation of tilted pulses. a) Velocity mismatch between a terahertz transient
and an electron pulse at a mirror element in a compression configuration leads to the formation
of a tilted electron pulse. Insets show the amount of momentum transfer for different parts
of the beam. The time dependency of the momentum kick is shifted by pi/2 with respect
to the incident terahertz wave (see text on p. 95). b) Generation of titled optical pulses at a
prism, which introduces angular dispersion. Different colors are deflected and delyed by different
amounts. This figure is inspired by the viewpoint article [210].
trivial underlying principle connecting these two concepts, which was revealed and
substantiated by measurement in the course of this thesis.
In order to understand the governing principle, we need to consider the conse-
quences of a velocity-mismatched interaction between an electron beam and a ter-
ahertz wave. This situation is depicted in Fig. 6.1 a. If there is velocity mismatch,
the electron pulse experiences different phases of the terahertz wave across its lateral
beam profile (see insets). These different lateral parts of the electron beam obtain a
velocity offset (black arrows), which delays their arrival time across the transverse
beam profile. Upon further propagation, the pulse develops a tilt with respect to its
propagation axis, while in addition it is being compressed in time. Hence, velocity
mismatch is expected to cause tilted electron pulses.3
The electron pulse tilt as a result of transverse delay can be measured by a modifi-
cation of the all-optical streaking concept introduced in Chapter 4. This modification
adds spatial resolution along the unstreaked axis of the beam and has been developed
in the course of this thesis. With this metrology, arrival times of electrons having
passed through different parts of the mirror can be traced back experimentally (see
lower part of Fig. 6.2 a and Appendix C). Measuring the electrons’ transverse arrival
3The concept of tilted electron pulse formation caused by velocity mismatch is also mentioned
in Ref. [100] in the context of attosecond electron pulse train generation at a dielectric membrane.
There, however, not the pulse envelope, but rather the substructure appears tilted, due to the
electron pulse covering multiple cycles in time.
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time delay as a function of the angular configuration (see blue points in Fig. 6.3 c)
shows that isolated and compressed electron pulses can be controlled to have a de-
fined tilt angle at a target. As expected from theory, the tilt angle in the temporal
focus is set by the angular configuration of the interaction element only (Eqs. 6.5
and 6.6) and equals zero for velocity matching.
Still, these findings do not explain the apparent connection between velocity-
mismatch and the strength of time-dependent deflection at the mirror membrane
(see Fig. 6.3 c), which was measured in a second, independent measurement. To
understand this, we borrow from an optical concept, which relates pulse front tilt to
angular dispersion [211]. In optics, angular dispersion can be understood as the rate
with which deflection changes per wavelength. It is intrinsic to the optical element
that is used to generate tilted pulses, as for example gratings or prisms (see Fig. 6.1 b).
It has been found in the course of this thesis, that the connection between angular
dispersion and tilt angle seems also to hold for electron pulses, where the optical
wavelength is substituted for the electronic de Broglie wavelength (Eq. 6.7). As it
is shown here, the angular dispersion of our terahertz-irradiated mirror membrane
is proportional to the ratio of transverse to longitudinal momentum modulation
strength (black and magenta arrows in Fig. 6.1), which is given by Eqs. 6.2 and 6.3.
Coincidentally, the tangent of the tilt angle is also given by this ratio (see Appendix
C). Hence, pulse front tilt of electron pulses is intrinsic to the physics of momentum
transfer at the mirror even without the geometrical notion of velocity mismatch.
These theoretical considerations are backed by measurement data (Fig. 6.4 a) of the
experiments conceived and performed in the course of this thesis, as well as quantum
mechanical simulations by Peter Baum (Fig. 6.4 b).
Conclusively, the fundamental principle connecting angular dispersion and tilt
angle, which is expressed in Eq. 6.7, forbids tilted electron pulses to form without
(time-dependent) deflection in our scheme. And because here, tilted electron pulses
require velocity mismatch at the mirror, there is no deflection in a velocity-matched
configuration (see above).
In summary, this chapter demonstrates the controlled, all-optical generation and
characterization of isolated, tilted electron pulses using experimental tools devel-
oped in the course of this thesis. This work furthermore provides the theoretical
background required to understand the intrinsic connection between electron pulse
tilt and angular dispersion of matter waves, that also governs the formation of tilted
optical pulses. The capability to tilt compressed electron pulses will facilitate and
improve time resolved electron diffraction and imaging experiments (see Fig. 6.5) and
shows the versatility of the terahertz-based pulse compression schemes demonstrated
in this thesis.
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The experimental results, the methodology and the theory behind it are given in
the following as a reprint of the original article published in Physical Review Letters
(Vol. 121, p. 094801) in 2018 [104].4 Details on the theoretical background and the
measurements are given in Appendix C as a shortened version of the original article’s
supplemental material.
4Author contributions: Concept for tilted electron pulse generation and characterization by DE
and PB. Theoretical treatment of momentum transfer at a perfect mirror by AR. Experimental re-
alization and data evaluation of electron pulse front tilt measurements by DE. Quantum mechanical
simulations and supervision of the experiments by PB. Theory behind electron pulse front tilt and
angular dispersion by DE in close discussion with AR and PB. All authors interpreted the results
and contributed to the writing of the manuscript based on a first draft by DE.
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Tilted electron pulses
Dominik Ehberger, Andrey Ryabov, Peter Baum
Abstract
We report the all-optical generation and characterization of tilted electron
pulses by means of single-cycle terahertz radiation at an electron-transmitting
mirror at slanted orientation. Femtosecond electron pulses with a chosen tilt
angle are produced at an almost arbitrary target location. The experiments
along with theory further reveal that the pulse front tilt in electron optics is
directly connected to angular dispersion. Quantum mechanical considerations
suggest that this relation is general for particle beams at any degree of co-
herence. These results indicate that ultrashort electron pulses can be shaped
in space and time as versatilely as femtosecond laser pulses, but at 105 times
finer wavelength and subnanometer imaging resolution.
© 2018 American Physical Society
doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.094801
Ultrashort electron pulses allow the direct visualization of atomic and electronic mo-
tion during matter transformations in space and time. For generating the necessary
few-femtosecond and attosecond electron pulses, technology is currently progressing
from microwave electronics to an all-optical control regime, where the optical cycles
of laser-generated radiation are used to steer the electrons in a direct and jitter-free
way, obviating the need for active synchronization electronics. So far, ultrashort elec-
tron pulses have been accelerated [90], compressed [89, 96], energy-modulated [77],
and streaked [89, 44] by all-optical approaches, but many applications require more
complex phase-space correlations involving multiple dimensions.
Here, we report a multidimensional, dynamical control of electron pulses by all-
optical means, exemplified by the generation and characterization of tilted electron
pulses. Such pulses, propagating non-normally to their pulse front, promise to im-
prove free-electron laser performance [208] and enable pump-probe experiments in
which optical cycles are used for sample excitation [48,28].
Our concept (Fig. 6.2 a) is based on the controlled phase-space modulation of a
beam of electrons (blue) by the cycles of electromagnetic radiation (red). The inter-
action is mediated by an ultrathin metal mirror (dark gray) in an off-angle geometry.
Electrons can pass through, but radiation is reflected. The electrons therefore obtain
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Figure 6.2: All-optical generation of tilted electron pulses. (a) Concept and experiment. Elec-
tron pulses (blue) pass through a mirror (dark gray) that is irradiated by single-cycle terahertz
radiation (red). A traveling interference pattern along the mirror surface converts the electrons
into compressed and tilted pulses. (Lower) If the electron beam is focused with the magnetic
lens, the tilt angle increases with decreasing beam size, with the opposite sign after its waist. A
terahertz-driven resonator (orange) and a phosphor screen (green) provide the necessary metrol-
ogy to reveal this tilting dynamics by experiment. (b) Definition of angles for the analytical
derivations. (c) Amplitude of the longitudinal momentum change as a function of the geometry.
(d) Amplitude of the transverse momentum change. (Dotted lines) Angle combinations applied
in the experiments; (solid lines) zero-deflection conditions.
a net momentum change from the optical cycles due to their passage through the
mirror material within subcycle time [82]. For generating tilted electron pulses with
multidimensional correlations in space and time, we place the mirror in such a way
in the optical beam that different lateral slices of the electron beam are accelerated
or decelerated with a constant gradient across the beam. Simultaneously, we ensure
that the entire beam is uniformly compressed in time [89]. Therefore, we expect
ultrashort and tilted pulses on a target after free-space propagation.
In order to find the appropriate geometry, we treat the electron beam classically
and assume a point charge e of initial velocity ve = βc along the z axis (initial
momentum pz and py = 0) that is passing through a perfect mirror ( y = z = 0)
irradiated with a p-polarized plane wave (angular frequency ω, peak field strength E0
at y = z = t = 0) as an approximation for the fields in the waist of a Gaussian beam
(full width at half maximum w0, Rayleigh length zR; zR  w0 ). The mirror reflec-
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tion causes a moving interference pattern with magnetic and electric contributions.
An analytic derivation (see Supplemental Material [212, Appendix C]) provides the
transverse and longitudinal momentum transfer components ∆py and ∆pz after the
interaction
∆py,z = eE0Ay,z(θe, θTHz, β)
sin(ωt)
ω
. (6.1)
Here, t is the arrival time of the electron at the mirror. The amplitude of this sinu-
soidal momentum modulation depends on the angles θe and θTHz (see Fig. 6.2 b) via
the geometry factors
Ay = ±
(
cos(θe + θTHz) + β
1 + β cos(θe + θTHz)
− cos(θe − θTHz)− β
1− β cos(θe − θTHz)
)
, (6.2)
Az = ±
(
sin(θe − θTHz)
1− β cos(θe − θTHz) −
sin(θe + θTHz)
1 + β cos(θe + θTHz)
)
, (6.3)
where the positive (negative) sign is for the same (opposite) incidence of the electrons
and the plane wave with respect to the mirror. The momentum gain is assumed to
be small compared to the initial momentum (∆py,z  pz) and ponderomotive effects
are neglected. Under these assumptions, Eqs. 6.1–6.3 hold for relativistic particles,
too.
We find that acceleration and deflection are in phase with each other, regard-
less of the angles. Furthermore, both momentum changes are phase shifted by pi/2
with respect to the incident electromagnetic wave. Therefore, cosinelike optical pul-
ses (carrier-envelope phase of zero) lead to sinelike electron momentum modulation
(carrier-envelope phase of pi/2) and vice versa. Terahertz pulses from optical rectifica-
tion typically have a carrier-envelope phase of zero in a focus [102,153] and therefore
provide a sinusoidal momentum modulation. This time dependency of ∆pz causes
pulse compression by deceleration of the incoming pulse’s earlier parts and accelera-
tion of the later parts. Thus, only half an optical cycle is responsible for compression,
and in case of pulses, the relevant part of the momentum kick can be approximated by
a modulation with a single frequency ω (see Supplemental Material [212, Appendix
C]). If an incoming electron pulse is shorter than the optical half-cycle, we obtain
isolated electron pulses [89], otherwise pulse trains [44, 43, 45]. The minimum pulse
duration is achieved at the temporal focus ftemp = (β
2γ3/AzE0)(mec
2/e) (see Sup-
plemental Material [212, Appendix C]); me is the electron mass and γ is the Lorentz
factor. Analogously, there is a time-dependent sideways deflection via ∆py ∝ Ay,
which allows us to realize a cathode ray oscilloscope at optical frequencies [89,44].
The geometry factors Az and Ay are plotted in Figs. 6.2 c and 6.2 d for electrons
with a kinetic energy of 70 keV. We find that there are certain combinations of angles
for which ∆py = 0, that is, no net deflection after interaction. This effect is due to
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cancellation of electric and magnetic contributions and occurs for sin θTHz = β sin θe
and sin θTHz = β
−1 sin θe (Figs. 6.2 c and 6.2 d, solid lines). For most other angular
configurations, we find that deflection and acceleration occur simultaneously, pro-
viding opportunity for multidimensional control. The dotted lines mark a convenient
region for pulse front tilting experiments, because the deflection is weak there and
the compression strength is roughly constant when varying the slant angle of the
mirror. The position of the temporal focus is therefore approximately independent
of angular adjustments.
For electron beams with a finite diameter, certain angular configurations provide
velocity matching [82], that is, all electrons have the same relative delay to the optical
cycles regardless of their position within the beam (Fig. 6.2 b). Velocity matching is
achieved if
c
sin θTHz
=
ve
sin θe
, (6.4)
that is, if the superluminal phase velocity of the optical interference pattern along
the mirror surface equals the surface velocity of the electron pulse’s point of inci-
dence. In order to generate tilted electron pulses, we rotate the mirror away from
this velocity-matching condition. This simple adjustment produces a lateral timing
mismatch ∆T = ∆tTHz − ∆te between the optical cycles and electrons of different
beam positions ∆Y (Fig. 6.2 b). Considering the geometry depicted in Fig. 6.2 b, we
obtain
∆T
∆Y
=
sin θTHz/c− sin θe/ve
cos θe
. (6.5)
If the position-dependent delay is smaller than a half-period of the optical radiation,
the momentum modulation is nearly linear in space and time. Therefore, incom-
ing electron pulses obtain a position-dependent overall acceleration or deceleration
in addition to the time-dependent longitudinal momentum modulation that causes
compression. Consequently, there is a constant velocity-gain gradient along the trans-
verse beam profile (Fig. 6.2 a) and different slices of the beam profile arrive earlier or
later at the target, that is, as tilted pulses. The lateral arrival time difference of δt/δy
results in a tilt angle α = tan−1(veδt/δy) for a collimated beam (Fig. 6.2 a). At the
temporal focus, we find δt/δy = ∆T/∆Y (see Supplemental Material [212, Appendix
C]) and thus
tanα = ve
∆T
∆Y
. (6.6)
We see that the tilt angle in the temporal focus is solely determined by the combined
sweeping dynamics of the electrons and the terahertz cycles across the mirror and is
not dependent on the applied optical field strength or its wavelength. According to
Eq. 6.6, compressed electron pulses can be produced at almost arbitrary tilt angle
α and position ftemp, simply by rotating the mirror for the tilt and adjusting the
optical field strength for the temporal focus position.
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In the experiment, we use single-cycle terahertz pulses (central frequency 0.3 THz
[102]) as control fields. The mirror element is a 10-nm Al layer on a 10-nm SiN
membrane (size 1.5× 1.5 mm2) with a reflectivity of > 90 % [213]. The transmission
of our 70-keV electron pulses [111] is ∼ 70 %. Space charge effects are avoided by
using < 5 electrons per pulse [116] at a repetition rate of 50 kHz. We let the terahertz
beam cross the electron beam approximately at 90° (see Fig. 6.2 a). Finite transverse
beam size effects of the electromagnetic wave can be neglected, because the electron
beam diameter (< 1 mm) is much smaller than w0 (∼ 3 mm) or zR (∼ 2 cm) of the
terahertz pulses. The incident peak electric field strength is ∼ 2× 105 V/m, which
produces a temporal focus at ftemp ≈ 0.5 m and compresses the electron pulses from
1 ps to ∼ 100 fs. For pulse tilt characterization, we use a magnetic solenoid lens that
creates an intermediate waist (Fig. 6.2 a, lower panel) and therefore a shadow image
of the mirror on the screen (green). The half-angle divergence of the electron beam
at the mirror is ∼ 1 mrad. A butterfly shaped metal resonator (orange) is placed
at the waist position, which coincides with the temporal focus. It is illuminated
with a second terahertz pulse [153] at ∼ 9× 105 V/m peak field strength and serves
as a streaking element, that is, it deflects the electrons along the x axis (out of
the plane in Fig. 6.2 a) as a function of arrival time [89]. This streaking metrology
in combination with the shadow imaging allows us to determine the arrival time
differences δt between different parts of the beam profile along y, in order to measure
the pulse front tilt of a collimated beam (Fig. 6.2 a, upper panel).
Figure 6.3 a shows raw screen images (each at a zero crossing of the streaking
field) for different slant angles of the mirror. The apparent shear in the data directly
demonstrates the predicted arrival time differences between electrons originating
from different points of the foil (dashed lines) and thus shows that tilted electron
pulses are produced.
A quantitative analysis is obtained by recording a series of screen images while
scanning the streaking delay (for details see Supplemental Material [212, Appendix
C]). This metrology reveals a time-dependent streaking trace for each position y in
the electron beam (Fig. 6.3 b). We see that each slice of the beam deflects with a
sinusoidal dependency in time, following the half-cycle of the terahertz streaking field
with a position-dependent delay (see inset). The slope of this measured delay is δt/δy
for the chosen mirror angle (θe = 11.3° in the figure). Repetition of this procedure for
all angles provides the blue dots in Fig. 6.3 c, showing the measured lateral arrival
time differences δt/δy as a function of θe and θTHz.
In a second, independent experiment, we determine the relative strength of the
transverse momentum kick ∆py as a function of the mirror angle. To this end, the
streaking element is removed and beam position changes are recorded as a function
of the terahertz delay at the mirror. An aperture close to the foil (diameter 50µm)
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Figure 6.3: Experimental results on tilted electron pulses. (a) Screen images for different mirror
slant angles at the zero crossing of the streaking field. Scale bar, 1 mm. The pulse front tilt is
evident from the measured lateral arrival time differences (dashed line, time axis). (b) Streaking
traces (dots and diamonds) for different y positions within the beam profile and sinusoidal fitting
curves (solid). (Inset) Time zero of the streaking traces. (c) Measured arrival time difference
(blue dots) and deflection amplitude (red dots). Red line, fit by Eq. 6.2; squares are excluded.
Blue line, prediction by Eq. 6.5. Error bars indicate one standard deviation. (d) Time-dependent
deflection measurements (deflectograms) for different mirror slant angles.
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decreases the beam diameter and a peak field strength of ∼ 4× 105 V/m further en-
hances the resolution. Figure 6.3 d shows a subset of the measured deflectograms [89]
as a function of the mirror angle. The observed time-dependent deflections are pro-
portional to δpy(t). We see that all traces are single cycle and sinelike, as expected
from our cosinelike terahertz pulses [102] via the considerations above. The peak-
to-peak amplitude is proportional to the geometry factor Ay for sideways momen-
tum transfer and shows a strong dependency on the mirror slant angle (red dots
in Fig. 6.3 c). A least-squares fit to the data with Eq. 6.2 reveals the precise angle
∆θ = θTHz + θe between the electrons and the terahertz beam in the experiment, as
well as a proportionality constant C that includes the screen distance and electric
peak field strength. We obtain ∆θ = (93.4 ± 0.8)◦. The result is plotted as a red
solid line in Fig. 6.3 c, which compares very well to the measured data and confirms
the validity of the analytical expressions for sideways deflection (Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2).
Using ∆θ, we compare the measured tilt parameters δt/δy (blue dots) to ∆T/∆Y via
Eq. 6.5 (blue solid line). We observe a good agreement; deviations at larger angles
are attributed to residual shifts of the temporal focus by nonconstant ∆pz(θe, θTHz),
which is neglected here (see Fig. 6.2 c, dotted line). The agreement of the measured
tilt data to the theory shows that tilted electron pulses are generated as predicted
by Eq. 6.6.
The two separate experiments on tilt and deflection (blue and red data in Fig. 6.3 c,
respectively) reveal a nontrivial coincidence between the velocity-matching condition
and absent deflection. Both data traces cross zero at the same angle θ0e , which hap-
pens to be the velocity-matching angle according to Eq. 6.4. It follows that planar
elements, if oriented according to Eq. 6.4, allow compressing electron pulses of ar-
bitrarily large beam diameter by means of all-optical control without any unwanted
time-dependent deflections.
Furthermore, we see from Fig. 6.3 c that the measured pulse front tilt appears
to be linked to the measured deflection strength: larger tilt angles imply stronger
sideways effects. In optics, there is a direct relationship between pulse front tilt and
angular dispersion via tanα = λ¯dε/dλ [211], where α is the pulse front tilt, λ¯ is
the spectral mean, and dε/dλ is the angular dispersion (change of deflection angle ε
per wavelength λ). Our two experiments reveal a similar relation for electrons. We
define the angular electron dispersion analogously to the optical case as dε/dλdb,
where ε is the electron deflection angle (Fig. 6.3 b) and λdb ≈ h/pz is the elec-
tron de Broglie wavelength. In order to evaluate dε/dλdb from the data, we assume
py  pz (paraxial approximation) and constant angular dispersion. Differentiating
ε = py/pz and λdb yields dε = (1/pz)[dpy − (py/pz)dpz], dλdb = −(λdb/pz)dpz, and
dε/dλdb = −(1/λdb)[(dpy/dpz)− (py/pz)]. For λdb = λ0db, where λ0db is the initial de
Broglie wavelength of the not-deflected electron (ε = 0), we obtain −λ0db(dε/dλdb) =
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Figure 6.4: Pulse front tilt vs angular dispersion for electrons, and quantum simulations.
(a) Measured angular dispersion in electron pulses as a function of tilt angle (blue) in comparison
to this Letter’s conjecture (Eq. 6.7, magenta). Error bars indicate one standard deviation and are
omitted when smaller than a data point. Unequal scanning ranges of the raw data (Fig. 6.3 c)
are accounted for by linear interpolation. (b) Quantum simulation of an electron wave packet
ψ(z, y, t) with initial position-momentum correlation (left) propagated to the temporal focus
ftemp (right). We assume a coherence time of 8 fs, a beam waist of 20 nm, and a linear transverse
change of forward momentum, as from the experiment (black arrows). The electron energy is
1 eV in order to make the de Broglie wavelength visible in the results. The phase fronts remain
approximately perpendicular to the propagation direction, but the envelope becomes tilted.
Angular dispersion is indicated by the black circles and constant throughout the simulation.
∆py/∆pz = [Ay(θe, θTHz)/Az(θe, θTHz)], Ay is obtained from the measured deflection
amplitude (red dots in Fig. 6.3 c), and Az is calculated via Eq. 6.3 by using ∆θ and
C from the calibration of the setup.
The result of this conversion is reported in Fig. 6.4 a, where we plot λ0db(dε/dλdb)
(evaluated angular dispersion) against tanα (measured tilt strength). We see that
all data points are close to a straight line with a slope of unity (magenta). This
experimental finding motivates the conjecture
tanα = λ0db
dε
dλdb
(6.7)
for electron pulses in a temporal focus, where all energy components overlap in space
and time. Equation 6.7 is the matter wave analog to its optical counterpart [211].
In contrast to laser pulses, our electron pulses in the experiment have a 105
times shorter wavelength, a rest mass, and sublight speed. The beam is also rather
incoherent and the electrons behave almost like point particles due to their low degree
of coherence of ∼ 10−4 in space and ∼ 10−2 in time [116]. Furthermore, our way of
generating tilted electron pulses is different from the optical approach, namely, by
applying a position-dependent acceleration or deceleration instead of using a passive
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Figure 6.5: Potential applications of tilted electron pulses. (a) Subcycle/attosecond electron
diffraction [44]. A crystalline sample (green) is oriented along a zone axis for generating multiple
Bragg spots. The laser phase front (violet) has a polarization along the crystal surface. Tilted
electron pulses (blue) propagate with sublight speed, but probe the sample in synchrony with the
field cycles. (b) Subcycle low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). Laser cycles (violet) illuminate
a sample material (green) at an angle due to practical space restrictions [214]. Tilted electron
pulses (blue) can probe every part of the surface with the same delay with respect to the field
cycles. (c) Subcycle electron microscopy. A transmission electron microscopy grid (TEM grid)
can usually not be tilted a lot with respect to the twin lens in a high-resolution microscope.
Nevertheless, a combination of tilted electron pulses (blue) and diagonal laser incidence (violet)
can provide a uniform subcycle-level delay over the entire illuminated TEM grid area.
dispersive element like a prism or a grating. The fact that there is nevertheless an
apparent connection between tilt and dispersion in the experiment (see Fig. 6.4 a)
suggests that Eq. 6.7 might be general for any type of matter wave at arbitrary
degree of coherence.
A simulation of a fully coherent electron wave packet with a transverse momen-
tum modulation is depicted in Fig. 6.4 b, motivated by recent experimental advances
in laser-triggered high-coherence electron sources [107]. We assume an initial electron
wave function ψ(y, z) = exp[−z2/(2z20)− y2/(2y20) + i(k0 + cyy)z+ iczz2], where z0 is
the pulse length, y0 is the wave packet width, k0 is the mean wave vector, cz is the
chirp coefficient, and cy is a y-dependent longitudinal momentum change. Free-space
propagation in a nonrelativistic approximation is calculated via Fourier transforma-
tion, multiplication with the propagator exp[i~k2t/(2me)], and backtransformation;
t is the propagation time and k is the electron wave vector. We see (Fig. 6.4 b) that
the phase fronts are angled to the pulse shape, and different wavelengths travel at
different angles (black circles). These simulations support Eq. 6.7 for the case of fully
coherent electron wave packets.
In conclusion, our results show that tilted and compressed electron pulses can
efficiently be generated by all-optical means and simple interaction elements. Tilted
electron pulses allow for ultrafast pump-probe diffraction and microscopy in which
the optical cycles are used for sample excitation or control (see Fig. 6.5). In exper-
iments where the electron pulses are longer than an optical period [77, 44, 43, 45],
the energy sidebands [77, 82] will be coupled to the deflection angles [89, 44], po-
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tentially enabling novel imaging concepts in electron microscopy [77, 99]. Tailored
optical control fields or more complex interaction elements [95] provide opportunity
for complex phase-space manipulations to create exotic beams and pulse shapes at
target. We predict that the controlled generation of such electron pulses will enable
a wide range of future applications in probing and controlling materials, possibly
along with electron vortices and Airy or Bessel beams [215–218].
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Chapter 7
Terahertz compression of electron pulses at
a planar mirror membrane
The present chapter concludes this thesis’ series of terahertz-based electron pulse
control and metrology experiments. Here, the knowledge gathered from the previous
experiments is applied to achieve compressed electron pulses as short as 12 fs (rms),
which are among the shortest and most stable electron pulses reported to date.
7.1 Preface
One of the main motivations of this thesis is to obtain shortest possible electron
pulses, which can be used for the study of time-dependent processes in diffraction
and microscopy samples on their intrinsic length and time scales (see Chapter 1).
To this end, pulse compression with optically generated terahertz pulses provides a
promising route, because of their intrinsic synchronization to the driving laser source
and their comparably long cycle duration (∼ ps).
The here presented, record-short electron pulses are made possible by three essen-
tial elements: (i) the use of a thin metallic foil for electron pulse compression, which
allows for velocity-matching and avoids time-dependent deflection (see Chapter 6) in-
stead of bow-tie resonators, (ii) a state-of-the-art, flat-photocathode electron source
with high acceleration fields [115] to keep the initial pulse duration low and (iii) a
dedicated optical design avoiding timing variations caused by pointing fluctuations
of the terahertz pump beam (see Chapter 3).
Furthermore, this chapter gives background information on how to achieve these
and potentially even shorter electron pulses. Simulations of particle dynamics shown
in this chapter (Fig. 7.4) open a path towards isolated attosecond electron pulses. Key
parameters to this end are a higher kinetic electron energy (> 100 keV), a reduced
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electron energy spread (< 1 eV), and a shorter temporal focal distance (< 10 cm) by
virtue of higher terahertz field strengths (> 106 V/m). All of these parameters are
realistically achievable and render electron pulses of few-femtosecond duration and
below more than feasible.
In this chapter, we go step by step through the essential parts of the experiment.
The reduced complexity of the experiments described in here should allow readers
to get a comprehensive overview of the capabilities of terahertz-based electron pulse
compression. We start with the electron source and the care that is taken to ensure a
stable and arc-free operation. We then turn to the compression element, that is the
electron-transmitting and terahertz-reflecting mirror which has already been used in
the experiments in Chapter 6. In this context, the measured modulation strength as
a function the thickness of the aluminum layer (Fig. 7.1 b) is of utter importance.
It allows the reduction the inelastic scattering losses of the electron pulse passing
through the foil by choosing the minimum possible thickness. Intriguingly, a only
10-nm thick layer is enough for this purpose and can possibly even be made thinner
than that.1
The basic compression concept is laid out briefly here (see also Fig. 7.1 a and
c), but is described in great detail in Chapter 2. The overall setup is still similar
to the one described in Chapters 4–6. Also the streaking concept to determine the
pulse duration and arrival time jitter, which is only touched here, is basically as first
description in Chapter 4. Because the shortest pulses measured here exhibit a pulse
duration close to the limit of the streaking resolution, a convolution fit procedure [65]
was performed as described in this chapter (see Fig. 7.3).
One novel element added here to the basic setup of the previous chapters, is a
pair of deflection plates, inserted behind the streaking resonator. They are used to
deflect the electron beam perpendicular to the streaking axis. This previously unused
dimension is exploited for determination of arrival time fluctuations on a timescale
below the detector exposure time of ∼ 1 s (Fig. 7.3) and for the investigation of
systematic effects resulting from the AC-frequency of the laboratory power lines of
50 Hz (Fig. 7.3 c).
In the course of this thesis, the here described pulse compression study has been
conceived and realized. The electron beam line (Chapters 4–6) as well as the tera-
hertz generation scheme (Chapter 3) has been improved for stability and robustness.
Deflection plates for extended streaking methodology and temporal jitter charac-
terization have been designed and added to the beamline. Simulations to capture
the longitudinal phase space dynamics (see also Chapter 2) have been conducted
and found to yield good agreement with reasonable experimental parameters. Those
1Metallic foils are in general expected to be superior to dielectric substrates for pulse modulation
with low frequencies, i.e. in the terahertz range [100].
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simulations are then used to predict the dependence of the compressed pulse dura-
tion on electron energy and temporal focusing distance and show a way to produce
few-to-sub-femtosecond pulses in this scheme.
These results have been published in Physical Review Applied (vol. 11, p. 024034)
in 2019.2 The following text is a reprint of the original publication [105].
2Author contributions: Electron pulse compression and streaking experiments by DE and KJM
under supervision of PB. Modulation strength measurements, data evaluation and simulations by
DE. Optical setup and modifications to the electron beam line by DE, KJM and TV. Electron
source design and implementation by LW, TV and RE in discussion with DE, KM and PB. All
authors interpreted the results and contributed to the writing of the manuscript based on a first
draft by DE.
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Terahertz compression of electron pulses
at a planar mirror membrane
Dominik Ehberger, Kathrin J. Mohler, Thomas Vasileiadis, Ralph
Ernstorfer, Lutz Waldecker, Peter Baum
Abstract
Compression of electron pulses with terahertz radiation offers short pulse
durations and intrinsic sub-cycle stability in time. Here we report the gen-
eration of 12-fs (rms), 28-fs (FWHM) electron pulses at a kinetic energy of
75 keV by using single-cycle terahertz radiation and a simple planar mirror.
The mirror interface provides transverse velocity matching and spatially uni-
form compression in time with purely longitudinal field-electron interaction.
The measured short-term and long-term temporal drifts are substantially be-
low the pulse duration without any active synchronization. A simple phase-
space model explains the measured temporal focusing dynamics for different
compressor strengths and shows a path toward generating isolated attosecond
electron pulses from beams of almost arbitrary transverse emittance.
© 2018 Author(s). Reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons At-
tribution 4.0 International license.
doi:10.1103/PhysRevApplied.11.024034
7.2.1 Introduction
Robust and reliable methods for generating femtosecond and attosecond electron
pulses are key to studying atomic and electronic processes in matter on their funda-
mental length and time scales. Ultrafast electron microscopy and diffraction [31, 33]
allow for observing ultrafast processes on femtosecond and subnanometer levels. The
techniques have already elucidated numerous ultrafast solid-state phenomena on
subpicosecond time scales [34, 8, 40, 42], and subfemtosecond phenomena await in-
vestigation [48,28]. Proof-of-principle diffraction and microscopy with electron-pulse
trains [44] indicate the practicability of this attosecond-Angstrom regime.
For pump-probe geometries with isolated pulses, time resolution is limited by
the duration of the electron pulses and their stability in time with respect to the
optical excitation. Recent approaches for electron-pulse compression and metrology
use terahertz single-cycle pulses [89, 95] instead of microwave radiation [57, 63, 61,
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64]. This concept largely circumvents temporal synchronization issues because an
entire experiment can be operated in an all-optical way by a single laser source. In
addition, terahertz radiation has been used for acceleration [90, 95], streaking and
deflection [89, 95], focusing [95] and tilting [104] of electron pulses. There is also
growing interest in applying terahertz techniques for the modulation of relativistic
electron beams [96–98]. Waveguides or resonant structures are usually applied for
mediating the terahertz-electron interaction. Although such structures can provide
field enhancement and phase-matched propagation, their size limits the maximum
acceptable electron-beam diameter. Therefore, it has been difficult to compress the
rather large and high-emittance electron beams of table-top experiments or linear
electron accelerators down to few-femtoseconds duration.
We demonstrate the use of a simple planar membrane mirror in combination
with a high-acceleration electron source for terahertz-based electron-pulse compres-
sion. The mirror provides transverse phase matching over an almost arbitrarily large
electron beam size and the laser-triggered high-field electron source minimizes the
effects of nonlinearities in the time domain. In the experiment, we compress few-
electron pulses from a simple planar photocathode to durations of 12 fs (rms) or
28 fs (FWHM). These values are on par with state-of-the-art microwave compression
techniques [64,65], but without the need for active synchronization [66,67].
7.2.2 Concept and experimental setup
Figure 7.1 a depicts the experimental setup. Electron pulses are emitted from a
gold-coated photocathode by the second harmonic of 270-fs-long laser pulses from a
Yb:YAG laser (Pharos, Light Conversion Inc.) at a repetition rate of 50 kHz. The
electron source is of compact design, featuring a high electrostatic acceleration field
close to the breakdown limit [115]. Carefully polished gun parts and a gap-free con-
tact between the sapphire cathode and the metal construction ensure stable gun
operation without field emission or arcing. The electron pulses are accelerated to a
kinetic energy of 75 keV over a distance of 11 mm. The laser spot size on the cathode
is roughly 5 µm (FWHM). To avoid space-charge effects, we reduce the average num-
ber of emitted electrons per pulse to approximately 3. The temporal shape of such a
few-electrons pulse and its duration are understood as the probability distribution of
the individual electron’s arrival time at a certain position [116]. It is obtained from
averaging over repetitive measurements. The electron-pulse duration at a distance
of 0.9 m behind the gun is 490 fs (FWHM), measured by terahertz streaking [89]. A
magnetic solenoid lens is placed 12 cm after the gun exit and aligned collinearly to
the beam axis [200]. Terahertz single-cycle pulses for compression and subsequent
streaking metrology are generated at a central frequency of 0.4 THz in two separate
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Figure 7.1: Concept and experimental setup. (a) Schematic of the electron compression scheme
based on an electron-transparent planar terahertz mirror. An initial electron pulse (1) emitted
from the electron source propagates to the mirror, where it interacts with the terahertz wave (2)
and compresses in time upon propagation (3). Streaking (4) allows for retrieval of the electron
pulse duration as it maps electron arrival times (t) onto positions on the screen (x). For the
50-µm aperture (see text), the electron beam diameters at the compression mirror, bow-tie
resonator and screen are approximately 1 mm, < 30 µm and approximately 150 µm, respectively.
(b) Measured modulation strength at the terahertz compressor for different aluminum layer
thicknesses. Inset: Schematic of the mirror element. (c) Phase space representation of the
stages of electron pulse compression (1-4) at terahertz frequencies. The black line indicates the
terahertz-induced velocity gain along the electron pulse’s longitudinal profile.
LiNbO3 slabs with silicon prisms as output couplers [102]. Pump powers of approxi-
mately 3 W and 12 W are needed for compression and streaking, respectively.
Compression of the electron pulses is enabled by intersecting the electron beam
with one of the two terahertz beams at approximately 90° on an ultrathin aluminum
mirror membrane located 0.4 m behind the electron source (see Fig. 7.1 a). The mirror
is thin enough to transmit the electron beam, but thick enough to efficiently reflect
the terahertz radiation. To find the best mirror for our experiment, we measure the
amplitude of the terahertz-induced, time-dependent electron-pulse deflection of four
different mirror membranes. Figure 7.1 b depicts the relative strength of the inter-
action as a function of aluminum layer thickness. The strength of the deflection is
proportional to the amount of longitudinal acceleration or deceleration [104]. We
find that an aluminum layer as thin as 5–10 nm is sufficient, although it is > 104
times thinner than a terahertz wavelength. This observation is in agreement with
conductivity measurements of thin aluminum films at terahertz frequencies [213].
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Simulations show that single atomic layers such as graphene might also be appli-
cable [100]. In the experiment, the 10-nm thick aluminum layer is supported by
a freestanding, 10-nm thick Si3N4 membrane for mechanical stability (see inset of
Fig. 7.1 b). The useful aperture is 1.5 × 1.5mm2 and the electron transmission for
perpendicular incidence is approximately 0.7.
At a distance of 0.5 m after the compression stage, the electron pulses are char-
acterized in time by terahertz streaking [89] at a collinearly excited bow-tie-shaped
terahertz resonator with a clear aperture of 80µm. We use the magnetic lens to
focus through the compression element and through the bow-tie resonator via an
intermediate beam waist in front of the screen. There are no electro-optical elements
between the compression and the streaking stage in order to avoid potential temporal
distortions [199]. Different apertures of 25–50µm in diameter in front of the bow-tie
resonator allow us to trade signal intensity for temporal-streaking resolution.
Figure 7.1 c depicts the compression dynamics in longitudinal phase space. The
trailing part of an initial electron pulse is accelerated and its leading part is decel-
erated, while the mean velocity is left unaltered. The initially trailing parts catch
up with the previously leading parts of the pulse at a location of the shortest pulse
duration called the temporal focus. If the incoming electron pulse is shorter than
half a modulation cycle, we obtain a single, isolated time-compressed pulse [89]. Our
planar mirror provides the required, time-dependent electron momentum modula-
tion by letting the electrons abruptly enter the electromagnetic field within a time
much shorter than a cycle period [81,82]. The final net momentum kick ∆p is given
by the time-integrated Lorentz force acting on the particle until the terahertz field
has passed. For a p-polarized plane wave of peak electric field strength E0 and op-
tical angular frequency ω, an analytic derivation yields ∆p ∝ E0 sin(ωt)/ω, where
t is the electron arrival time at the mirror relative to the crest of the wave; the
proportionality constant depends on the electron and optical incidence angle [104].
A cosine-shaped terahertz pulse (carrier envelope phase equal to zero) is, therefore,
required for efficient electron-pulse compression. It provides a sine-like momentum
modulation that is approximately linear around its zero crossing [104]. To this end,
we convert the sine-like terahertz pulses emerging from the LiNbO3 crystal (carrier
envelope phase near ±pi/2) into cosine-shaped pulses at the compression element by
accurately adjusting the focusing conditions and in particular the Gouy phase. The
size of the terahertz beam waist at the mirror is 2.8 mm (FWHM), which is con-
siderably larger than the electron beam. The terahertz phase fronts are, therefore,
approximately planar in the region overlapping with the electrons.
Realistic electron beams have a finite emittance and hence a finite beam diam-
eter, for example, approximately 1 mm at the compressor stage in our experiment.
It is, therefore, necessary to consider the compression dynamics as a function of
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the transverse coordinate. For planar elements, there is a certain combination of
electron incidence angle θe and terahertz incidence angle θTHz for which momentum
modulation and hence compression is independent of the spatial electron-beam pro-
file. This configuration is called the (transverse) velocity-matching condition [82],
namely, c/ sin θTHz = ve/sinθe, where ve is the electron velocity and c is the speed of
light [104]. At these angles, the phase velocity of the terahertz pulses matches the ve-
locity of the electron incidence along the mirror surface. This velocity-matching con-
dition coincides with the absence of time-dependent transverse momentum transfer,
and thus the net modulation is purely longitudinal and spatially homogeneous [104].
The entire electron beam is, therefore, compressed into isolated, short, and non-
tilted electron pulses at the temporal focus. We note that a similar condition of
spatially homogenous interaction cannot be found for sideways deflection because
net transverse momentum changes are absent in a velocity-matched mirror configu-
ration [104]. The planar membrane is, therefore, ideal for electron-pulse compression
while a microstructured resonator is ideal for their temporal analysis.
7.2.3 Results on pulse compression
In the experiment, we first adjust the timing of electron and terahertz pulses at the
compression and streaking stages to zero crossings of the modulation [89]. We then
vary the field strength at the compression mirror until the shortest electron pulses are
observed at the streaking stage. Figure 7.2 a depicts the measured streaking profiles
as a function of compressor field strength. Temporal focusing is evident by the for-
mation of a waist of the pulse duration for the optimum compression strength (peak
field of approximately 3× 105 V/m). We observe that the temporal pulse profile is
different when the electron pulses are under compressed (relative field strength < 1)
as compared to over compression (relative field strength > 1), where a double-peak
structure emerges. This effect has been observed before [89, 95] and is a direct con-
sequence of the remaining temporal nonlinearities of the compression field [59]. At
highest compression strength, these two peaks also have slightly different intensities
because the curvature of the terahertz-modulation cycle is slightly different before
and after the zero crossing. There is also a small background intensity for positive
times in Fig. 7.2 a, which is reproducible and a consequence of electron energy loss
due to inelastic scattering at the membrane mirror [103].
Figure 7.2 b shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation in the longitudi-
nal domain (compare Fig. 7.1 c) with 107 point particles per simulated compression
strength. Electron-electron interactions are neglected and terahertz-induced momen-
tum transfer is much smaller than the central electron momentum. The initial elec-
tron pulse is assumed to be uncorrelated in energy and time which neglects the
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Figure 7.2: Experimental results and simulation. (a) Measured streaking profiles as a function
of the normalized compressor field strength (unity approximately corresponds to 3× 105 V/m).
The electron pulses first become shorter in time, reach a minimum pulse duration and then
become again longer for highest field strengths. (b) Simulated streaking profiles assuming an
energy spread of 1.3 eV, initial pulse duration of 490 fs, compression-streaking distance of 0.5 m,
modulation with 0.4 THz and phase offset of 80 mrad. (c) Measured (blue dots) and simulated
(dashed line) electron pulse durations (FWHM). For visibility, only every other data point is
shown. (d) Shortest measured electron pulse. The averaged streaking profile (blue dots) is fitted
by convoluting the unstreaked profile (dashed line) with a Gaussian pulse. The best fit (red
line) is obtained for a pulse duration of 28.3 fs (FWHM) or 12.0 fs (rms).
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dynamics of acceleration within the gun [123]. We find that an initial pulse dura-
tion of 490 fs (FWHM), a modulation frequency of 0.4 THz and an energy width of
1.3 eV (FWHM) yield the best overall agreement with our measured data (compare
with Fig. 7.2 a). The energy spread of 1.3 eV may be caused by a work-function
mismatch [110], inhomogeneous emission sites, inelastic scattering at the Al/SiN
membrane, or fluctuations of the acceleration voltage.
In Fig. 7.2 c, we plot the measured pulse duration (blue dots) with increasing
compressor field strength, compared to the simulation results (red dashed line). As
expected, the pulses first compress and later overcompress as a function of the ap-
plied field strength, which agrees very well with the simulated pulse durations. The
electron pulses are shortened in time by a factor of approximately 17. Figure 7.2 d
reports the electron-pulse shape and duration at the best compression strength. The
blue dots show the measured streaking profile. It is narrow, but shows a non-Gaussian
shape and asymmetric wings. These wings are also present in the compressed but
nonstreaked electron-beam profile (dashed line) and caused by elastic and inelas-
tic electron scattering in the Al foil of the compressor; they can, in principle, be
minimized by appropriate aperture and imaging settings. In general, the measured
streaking profile is a convolution of the actual temporal profile of the electron pulses
and the transverse beam profile. To retrieve the electron-pulse duration, we em-
ploy an evaluation that was also used by Maxson et al. [65]. We fit the data points
(blue) with a convolution of an assumed Gaussian temporal shape for the electron
pulses with the measured transverse electron-beam profile (black dashed line). The
fitting curve (red line in Fig. 7.2 d) closely matches the experiment (blue dots). The
retrieved electron-pulse profile plotted in orange has a duration of (28.3 ± 0.5) fs
(FWHM) or (12.0± 0.2) fs (rms). Alternatively, deconvolution using a Wiener filter
yields approximately 25 fs (FWHM). A second experiment with a 25-µm instead of
50- µm beam-limiting aperture in the streaking setup yields the exact same fit result
of 12.0 fs (rms). This observation indicates that the electron pulses are compressed
independently of the beam size, as expected from the velocity-matched mirror con-
figuration.
7.2.4 Timing stability
A central benefit of all-optical terahertz compression as compared to microwave ap-
proaches is the expected passive stability in time [89]. Here, we report a jitter and
drift characterization over three typical time scales. Figure 7.3 a shows the long-
term drifts ∆T derived from repetitively acquired streaking traces and their center
positions on the screen for the best pulse-compression settings. Each data point is
averaged for 20 s. We measure a standard deviation of 3.7 fs without observing sys-
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analysis (FT).
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tematic timing drifts over 12 h. This result is obtained without employing any kind
of active timing stabilization. Faster fluctuations are measured with the help of elec-
tronically driven capacitor plates behind the streaking resonator that deflect the
electron beam perpendicularly to the streaking axis, that is, along the y axis (see
Fig. 7.1 a). This instrumentation allows us to measure timing fluctuations with mil-
lisecond resolution, limited mainly by the average electron current. Figure 7.3 b shows
a typical 20-s trace with each data point averaged over 21 ms. The mean standard
deviation of all 894 recorded 20-s traces is 7.5 fs. The accumulated stability over the
course of 12 hours is 8.4 fs (rms). Locking the capacitor plates to the 50-Hz laboratory
mains reveals systematic timing jitter on millisecond timescales. Figure 7.3 c shows
the result, averaged over ∼ 106 50-Hz cycles. We see a periodic modulation with an
amplitude of < 2 fs and with Fourier components at 50 Hz and 150 Hz (Fig. 7.3 c,
inset). We attribute the remaining timing fluctuations to pointing variations of the
terahertz-pump beams and/or high-voltage instabilities of the electron acceleration.
All of the measured timing fluctuations are clearly below the pulse duration. The
reported mirror-based terahertz compression concept thus enables low-dose, few-
electrons diffraction [112] and microscopy [31] at highest temporal resolution, even
for measuring times of several hours.
7.2.5 Discussion
The compressed electron pulses are 2–3 times shorter than those achieved with ter-
ahertz compression at bow-tie resonators [89] or other more elaborate interaction
elements [95]. The advancement by a factor of 2–3 over our previous results [89,104]
is a consequence of the dedicated mirror design with highest electron transmission
and lowest electron energy losses combined with a substantially improved electron
source [115].
The mirror compressor concept offers a clear perspective to enter the subfem-
tosecond regime with isolated electron pulses instead of pulse trains [43–45]. We first
consider the potential influence of temporal nonlinearities of the compressing THz
cycle. Figure 7.4 a shows a simulation of compressed electron-pulse profiles obtained
by the phase-space model when changing the electron-pulse durations at the com-
pressor. Longer pulses result in stronger deviations from a Gaussian shape, caused
by temporal nonlinearities of the terahertz modulation. Nevertheless, the FWHM
pulse duration is hardly affected and only the peak electron current decreases while
the background comes up. The final pulse duration in the modeled experimental ge-
ometry is rather dominated by the initial energy spread. Therefore, we next consider
the influence of kinetic energy and bandwidth of the photoemission process on the
compressed electron-pulse duration.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated electron pulse shapes and durations. (a) Compressed electron pulse
profiles for different incoming electron pulse durations (FWHM) at the compressor, assuming
0.4 THz central modulation frequency. For longer electron pulses incident on the compression
element, shoulders emerge in the temporal profile due to temporal nonlinearities of the mod-
ulation. (b) Compressed electron pulse duration (FWHM) as a function of kinetic energy of
the incoming electron pulses for different energy spreads. The initial electron pulse duration is
490 fs. Solid lines, compression-streaking distance of 0.5 m; dashed lines, compression-streaking
distance of 0.1 m.
Figure 7.4 b shows compressed pulse durations for different uncorrelated electron-
energy spreads as a function of kinetic energy. We simulate two different compressor-
streaking distances while keeping the initial pulse duration fixed to 490 fs. For a
photocathode bandwidth of 0.5 eV [110,107], the model predicts a final pulse duration
of approximately 10 fs (FWHM) for the reported experimental configuration (blue
solid line). Higher electron energies are also beneficial. Shortening the temporal focus
distance from 50 cm to 10 cm at electron energies of 100–200 keV breaks the 1-fs
barrier. The required terahertz field strength on the order of 3× 106 V/m [104] for
this case is realistically achievable [95]. We note that phase-space correlations due
to acceleration in the electron gun are neglected in our model, and the above results
are, therefore, the upper limits. In a multistage compressor as outlined in Ref. [89],
the terahertz-driven planar mirror could serve to inject subcycle electron pulses into
a higher-frequency compression stage [43–45]. The final pulse duration in such a
multistage compressor is expected to be largely independent of residual jitter in the
terahertz stage [45].
In summary, terahertz compression of electron pulses with the help of a planar
mirror membrane is insensitive to electron-beam-size effects and provides a uniform,
passively stable, and purely longitudinal momentum modulation. A state-of-the-art
electron source minimizes temporal nonlinearities and reduces background in the
temporal pulse profile. The generated electron pulses with their sub-30-fs duration
(FWHM) should be directly suitable for pump-probe investigations of fastest atomic
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and electron motion, for example, fundamental phonon modes [49,50] or metamate-
rial dynamics [99].
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and outlook
In the course of this thesis, manifold ways to manipulate electron pulses in an all-
optical fashion by virtue of single cycle terahertz fields have been explored. Now at
the end of this work, let us recap the insights we gained.
In Chapter 1, we began with the statement that in order to obtain deeper insight
into the properties of matter and materials, we need to understand those from a
microscopic point of view. We identified ultrafast electron diffraction as a promising
approach to resolve atomic and electronic dynamics on their intrinsic length and
time scales, that is, from angstroms to picometers, from femtoseconds to attoseconds.
Because of the short de Broglie wavelength of massive particles, diffraction with keV
electron pulses offers high spatial resolution. However, it is also their mass which lets
electrons in a pulse quickly disperse in time, as electrons of higher energy move faster
through vacuum than those of lower energy and which therefore limits the temporal
resolution of ultrafast electron diffraction to on the order of 100 fs. Preparing an
electron pulse where the particles of lower energy are in the leading part of the
pulse, ahead of the high energy electrons, will in turn lead to a compression of the
pulse. Such a phase-space inversion can be achieved by using temporal lenses, which,
by adding energy spread to the electron pulse, in principle allows for the formation
of almost arbitrarily short pulses.
In Chapter 2 we investigated the dispersion dynamics of ultrashort electron pul-
ses from theoretical standpoint and their manipulation by means of temporal lenses.
These considerations led us to the derivation of an imaging equation for tempo-
ral lenses as the temporal analogue to the optical imaging equation for Gaussian
beams. This previously unknown relation largely simplifies the analysis of temporal
lens systems and provides an intuitive approach to understanding the properties of
electron pulse compression from optical concepts. Its capabilities were highlighted
by the theoretical investigation of two proposed, but yet-to-be realized applications,
namely (i) a two-stage electron pulse compressor, which is able to produce isolated
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attosecond electron pulses and conceptually minimizes timing jitter, and (ii) a dy-
namic monochromator, which reduces the energy bandwidth of electron pulses in
trade-off for pulse duration.
Temporal lenses require time-varying electromagnetic fields. In search for an al-
ternative to the conventional, but jitter-susceptible microwave approach, we found
terahertz radiation as an ideal choice for femtosecond electron pulse manipulation.
It combines the advantage of inherent laser synchronization and long cycle duration.
Using a simple LiNbO3 slab with a silicon prism as outputcoupler, we found a reliable
and simple method to convert near-IR pump pulses to intense single-cycle terahertz
pulses (Chapter 3), investigated its performance with respect to efficiency, spectrum
and heat removal and gave formulas to calculate the optimum focusing parameters.
With those optimized terahertz pulses we moved on to demonstrate how to
use them to manipulate electron pulses. We saw that we can compress and streak
them with specially designed terahertz resonators and by doing so transferred well-
established microwave control concepts to the optical domain (Chapter 4). From
a proof-of-principle experiment we learned to use the compression-and-streaking
scheme for measurement of electron energy spectra with a relative accuracy on the
order of 10−5 and possibly beyond (Chapter 5). We realized by experiment how to
use terahertz pulses in a semi-infinite interaction scheme to tilt a compressed elec-
tron pulse in almost any desired way and moreover, it was found that matter-waves
obey the same relation between pulse front tilt and angular dispersion which op-
tical pulses do (Chapter 6). Lastly, all of the above findings—from the profound
understanding of pulse compression dynamics with temporal lenses to the multidi-
mensional handles a terahertz irradiated mirror membrane provides—flowed into the
design of a final electron pulse compression experiment meeting the record value for
isolated, sub-relativistic electron pulses of 12 fs (rms) with record temporal stability
(Chapter 7).
So having seen all of this, the questions arises: where do we go from here? Trig-
gered by this thesis’ research, new scientific questions arose which await answering.
First of all, in the light of future applications it will be interesting to see how the
terahertz-based pulse compression schemes behave for space-charged dominated elec-
tron pulses—in theory as well as in practice. Second, the theoretical treatment of
electron pulse compression of Chapter 2 calls for a full quantum description. Wigner
quasiprobability distributions as quantum mechanical equivalent to a classical phase
space description might be a promising approach. Third, a complete theoretical
framework of tilted matterwave pulses to further support the discovered link be-
tween angular dispersion and tilt angle (Chapter 6) along with investigation of other
experimental schemes to produce tilted electron pulses are highly desirable.
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With all of the findings made in the course of this thesis, a route towards a
new regime of ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy emerges. Due to the
demonstrated, highly stable and ultrashort electron pulses, the temporal-resolution
gap of electron diffraction shrinks to the few-femtosecond regime. With theterahertz
compression concept presented here, it is thus possible to resolve the fastest phononic
exctitions [49,50] via electron diffraction or to recover collective electronic motion in
the mid-IR of tens of THz via electron microscopy [99]. In particular, experimental
pump-probe configurations with tight geometrical constrains will benefit from the
additional flexibility that the controlled generation of tilted and compressed electron
pulses offers.
Furthermore, breaking the femtosecond barrier with isolated electron pulses by
the techniques developed in this thesis seems more feasible than ever. Key to this
attosecond-angstrom regime will be optically driven temporal lenses with high elec-
tric field strength to keep the temporal focal distance and hence the electron pulses
as short as possible (see Chapters 2 and 7). Double-stage compression approaches
(see Chapter 2) might offer a possibility to meet both of these conditions. Higher ter-
ahertz field strengths beyond 107 V/m and mid-IR few cycle pulses for compression
and streaking are readily available and are among the most promising candidates
for the generation and characterization of sub-femtosecond electron pulses. Together
with terahertz-based electron energy loss/gain spectroscopy (Chapter 5), which also
would benefit from higher modulation field strengths, novel concepts for a complete
characterization of structural dynamics in space and time are foreseeable involving
elastic and inelastic processes.
It seems quite realistic, that the path of terahertz control of free electron pulses
will be pursued by more and more researchers in the nearer future. This develop-
ment is already indicated by the growing research interest in that topic. The range
of other recently reported experiments spans from the eV-regime [181, 219], over
the keV-regime [90, 95] and away from tabletop apparatusses to large facilities and
relativistic MeV-scale beams [96–98]. These techniques combined with the concepts
demonstrated in the course of this thesis bear great potential for further develop-
ment. They give rise to high expectations for a new generation of all-optical electron
pulse manipulation schemes to be used in electron microscopes, particle accelerators,
free-electron lasers and many more. The broad range of possible future experiments
enabled by the present work holds promise to bring us a more profound understand-
ing of nature, matter and materials.
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Appendix A
This Appendix contains the derivation of the temporal lens imaging equation and
the magnification relation (Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31 in Chapter 2). It is based on the
transformation of the covariance matrix from object to image, given by Eq. 2.10:
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The off-diagonal terms (Eq. A3) must vanish in the temporal focus: B′ = C ′ = 0
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i.e., Eq. 2.30.
The magnification m = σ′z/σ
0
z can be found by using the diagonal terms of Eq. A1,
given by Eqs. A2 and A4. We have
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Because det(Mimg) = 1, the longitudinal emittance is conserved (Eq. 2.12) and
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Appendix B
This appendix contains the supplementary material published along with the article
[89] of Chapter 4.1 It gives details on the experimental setup, the terahertz-electron
interaction and the data evaluation.
Experimental setup
The laser system is a Yb:YAG regenerative amplifier [153] which generates 1 ps,
∼ 350µJ pulses with a central wavelength of 1030 nm and at a repetition rate of
50 kHz. A small fraction of the laser output power is frequency doubled to obtain
pulses at 515 nm for photocathode excitation. The cathode consists of a 20 nm gold
film on a sapphire substrate, which is illuminated from behind. Electrons are emitted
via two-photon photoemission. < 100µW are used for photocathode excitation, the
electron source size is ∼ 5 µm rms (fitting the spot size on the camera as a function of
magnetic lens parameters). The electron gun has a cathode-anode spacing of 25 mm,
resulting in fields of 3.6 MV/m and 2.8 MV/m at 90 keV and 70 keV operating volt-
ages, respectively. From the measured, uncompressed pulse durations of 780 fs at
90 keV and 930 fs at 70 keV and assuming an initial pulse duration of ∼ 500 fs (from
the two consecutive two-photon processes), we infer a longitudinal energy spread
of 0.6 eV on emission. This is consistent with the measured 4.26 eV work function
of similar thin-film gold cathodes [110]. Terahertz fields were generated by optical
rectification in lithium niobate; at 7 W pump power, both generation stages produce
∼ 30–40 nJ single-cycle pulses at a frequency of ∼ 0.3 THz. The streaking terahertz
was generated using tilted-pulse-front pumping [88] (for details of the experimental
setup, see [153]). For streaking with the butterfly aperture, the THz was focused from
inside the vacuum chamber and collinearly with the electron beam, using an off-axis
parabolic mirror with a central hole of ∼ 3 mm diameter. The compression terahertz
1The original file can be found at www.sciencemag.org/content/352/6284/429/suppl/DC1.
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was generated using a Cerenkov scheme [160]. This approach is more compact and
less alignment sensitive than the tilted pulse-front method, which is advantageous
here because a delay line in the pump beam was used to control the time-delay of
this terahertz field. The compression terahertz was focused with an off-axis parabolic
mirror onto the butterfly antenna from outside the vacuum chamber through a 6 mm
thick silicon window, with an effective focal distance of about ∼ 100 mm. In addition
to the delay stage in the compression THz generation path, there is a delay stage in
the 515 nm beam, before electron generation. Data collection and the control of the
delay stages are automated, and the delay stages can be moved together (for exam-
ple, to change the time-delay of the compressed pulses with respect to the streaking
THz). The distance between the compression interaction and the streaking interac-
tion is ∼ 0.49 m. The detector (TemCam-F416, TVIPS GmbH) is located ∼ 0.55 m
further after the streaking. A first solenoid lens focuses the beam to a spot size of
3 µm (rms) in the compression aperture, and a second lens focuses the beam be-
tween the streaking aperture and the camera. The lenses are mounted kinematically
to allow precise alignment and avoid temporal distortions [200], and deflection coils
are used to fine-tune the electron alignment at the streaking aperture. A 50-µm-
diameter aperture placed ∼ 100 mm before the butterfly resonator is used to improve
the transverse beam emittance. The focus of the beam is placed between the butterfly
resonator and the camera, resulting in spot sizes of 11µm (rms) at the resonator and
23µm (rms) at the camera. Beam sizes in the compression and streaking apertures
were determined using knife-edge scans. The same electron optical configuration was
used regardless of whether compression was applied. The butterfly resonators are
laser-machined in 30-µm-thick aluminum foil. They were designed for a resonance
frequency of 0.3 THz, and simulations predict field enhancement by a factor of ∼ 5
in the center of the resonator. Simulations of the mode profile show that even for
the 11 µm spot size at the streaking resonator, the amplitude of the deflection varies
by less than 1 % over the electron beam profile. This is confirmed by the excellent
agreement between the fit in Figure 4.2 C, which assumes no amplitude variation,
and the data of Figure 4.2 B.
Resonator-free implementation
The mirror is a 70-nm thick aluminum layer and provides a good compromise between
electron transmission (∼ 30 %) and THz reflectivity (> 90 %). The p-polarized THz
beam is incident at 60◦ at the foil; the electron beam intersects at 27◦. This angle
combination ensures velocity matching over extended THz and electron beam [82].
A single solenoid lens gently focuses the electron beam through the foil to a 55µm
(rms) spot on the camera, located at a distance of ∼ 0.68 m behind the foil.
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Designing the electron-terahertz interaction
An interaction between the electrons and terahertz which scales linearly with field is
not possible in free space, because such an interaction (between one photon and one
electron) cannot conserve momentum and energy simultaneously. Therefore, a third
body must be used to engineer the interaction. The resonators used here localize the
THz field to subwavelength dimensions so that the electron effectively passes through
the region of strong fields faster than a THz period. Equivalently, the confinement
of the electromagnetic field by the resonator leads to evanescent components which
are phase-matched to the electron [120]. In the resonator-free implementation, the
role of the third body is to abruptly truncate the electromagnetic fields so that the
field seen by the electron changes abruptly in time [81, 82]. The momentum change
of the electron is given (to first order) by the integral of the Lorentz force on the
electron’s trajectory. The geometry of the interaction must be chosen to produce
a momentum change in the desired control direction. Finally, the forces should be
sufficiently uniform over the transverse profile of the beam.
Scaling of the compression strength with electron
energy
Here we briefly estimate how THz compression would work for other electron central
energies than the 70 keV in the experiment. For an electron moving along the z-axis
with speed v in a localized electromagnetic field, we can write the electron’s energy
increase in the longitudinal direction (ignoring quiver motion) as
δW = q
∫ l
2
− l
2
E0(z)e
−iω(t(z)−t0)dz (B11)
where q is the charge of the electron, t0 is a reference time, t(z) = z/v is the time
when the electron arrives at coordinate z, and E0 is an envelope function describing
the resonator mode, which decreases to zero at ±l/2. Here, it is assumed that the
temporal envelope of the THz field changes slowly in comparison with the time that
the electron interacts with the localized field. If the electron transit time through the
fields is comparable to the THz period, then dependence on the electron velocity is
non-trivial. In analogy with microwave acceleration, this expression can be formally
rewritten as
δW = qδV Te−iωt0 (B12)
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where the static voltage change is
δV ≡
∫ l
2
− l
2
E0(z)dz (B13)
and the (dimensionless) transit-time factor is
T ≡
∫ l
2
− l
2
E0(z)e
− iωz
v dz∫ l
2
− l
2
E0(z)dz
(B14)
which accounts for the temporal variation of the electric field as the electron passes
through the resonator. T depends on a combination of THz frequency, field local-
ization, and electron velocity and is generally not a monotonic function of these
quantities. The maximum of the derivative of the longitudinal energy gain is thus
gE =
dδW
dt0
= qδV ωT (B15)
In a simplified model, we can take the electric field amplitude to be uniform along z
and localized to the thickness of the resonator, which we now take as l. In this case
(assuming that pil/βc is much less than the THz period)
gE ≈ qE0lω. (B16)
In this approximation, the compression strength gE is independent of the electron en-
ergy, and the focus position scales according to Eq. 4.1 in the main paper. Thus THz
field strengths of similar order-of-magnitude as used in the experiment will be suit-
able for a wide range of experimental conditions in electron diffraction, microscopy
or other beam applications.
THz field strength calibration
The THz field strength for the compression stage was calibrated approximately by
measuring the THz power directly behind the silicon prism, for pump power from
1–5 W. To convert to a field strength, we used the field profile measured via electro-
optic sampling and the focal parameters of the system. Independently, we measured
deflection of the electron beam by the compression stage as a function of pump
power used to generate the THz, finding a linear relation between pump power and
deflection in the range 3–7 W. The THz field strength for the streaking stage was
estimated using electro-optic sampling measurements [153] with similar path lengths
and focusing as in the experiment.
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Fitting the pulse duration of the uncompressed pul-
ses
The pulse duration of the uncompressed pulses was determined from the deflec-
tograms using a fitting routine which simultaneously determines pulse duration and
the streaking field. The electron pulse profile is assumed to be Gaussian, and the
streaking field is parameterized by a varying number of spline points. The deflection
is assumed to be the same at all points in the transverse profile of the electron beam.
For every set of parameters, a deflectogram can be calculated which includes the
effect of streaking and convolution with the unstreaked beam profile at the camera.
The error is then given by the rms difference between the measured and calculated
deflectograms. The number of spline points is changed to verify that the fit is robust,
and the quoted error values correspond to the interval where the error increases by
10 % relative to the error of the optimal fit.
Streaking characterization of the compressed pulses
When the pulse duration is much less than the half period of the streaking terahertz
(i.e., with the temporally compressed pulses), it is possible to make a direct recon-
struction of monotonic segments of the streaking field, and using the streaking field,
the temporal profiles of the electron pulses can be found without making assumptions
about their shape. If the pulses are sufficiently short, then the streaking field at the
zero crossing is to a very good approximation linear over the range required to convert
the streaking profile to a time-trace. This is illustrated in Figure B1, which shows
the center of the streaked pulse vs. delay time. The linear calibration taken from this
dataset was used to determine the time-axis in Figure 4.4 D. This linear calibration
fails for longer pulses because the curvature of the streaking field vs. time distorts the
streaked pattern, even when the pulse is streaked at the zero crossing. In this case, the
streaking field reconstruction becomes important. To reconstruct the streaking field
from the deflectograms, we measure deflectograms with optimally compressed pulses,
using a delay step which is much smaller than the electron pulse duration. We then
average the deflectogram horizontally over a monotonic section of the deflectogram
(Figure B1 A). This generates a “streaking profile” (Figure B1 B) that is equivalent
to streaking a nearly rectangular pulse matched to this monotonic segment. The
streaking profile corresponds to a number of electrons ρi detected per pixel i. The
central arrival time corresponding to deflection into pixel i is ti =
∑i
n=1 ρn/I + t0,
where t0 is an arbitrary temporal offset, and I is the effective number of electrons
per unit time. The reconstructed deflection vs. time-delay (Figure B1 C) is used to
nonlinearly rescale the streaked pulses and determine the temporal profile of the
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Figure B1: (A) Monotonic portion of a deflectogram used to infer streaking field. (B) Deflec-
tograms as in (A) are integrated horizontally to obtain ρ (several deflectograms are averaged
for better signal-to-noise). (C) Numerically integrating ρ results in the streaking field vs. time.
electron pulses in Figure 4.3 B. Due to the non-zero (unstreaked) beam profile on the
camera, the streaking resolution is reduced at the turning points, which introduces
distortion at the edges of the inferred temporal profiles of the longest pulses in Figure
4.3 B. Note that the reconstruction in Fig. B1 C is truncated well before the turning
points.
Particle tracing simulations
Simulations of pulse compression were carried out using General Particle Tracer [185].
The distances between optical elements match the experimental distances within un-
certainties of ∼ 5 mm. The initial pulse duration at the cathode was 500 fs. The mo-
mentum distribution at the source was assumed to be hemispherical [110], and the
energy spread was chosen to be 0.6 eV, to match the uncompressed pulse durations
measured at the position of the streaking resonator. The rms source size of 5.3 µm
was chosen to reproduce the measured spot size at the compression point. The com-
pression element was modeled as a thin scattering plane placed at 45◦ to the beam
and which imparts a momentum to the electrons based on their arrival time. The
momentum change was oriented along the direction of maximum electric field in the
resonator. It was assumed to be sinusoidal in time, uniform and synchronous across
the plane of the resonator. The traces in Fig. 4.3 B are histograms of the arrival
time of 104 particles at the streaking point. Aperturing of the beam was not taken
into account, but in the experiment, the aperture is located at a point where the
transverse spatial coordinate should not be correlated with arrival time. To simulate
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3 fs (FWHM) pulses, the electron energy was increased to 150 keV, the initial energy
spread was reduced to 0.2 eV, and the source size was reduced to 0.1µm [106].
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Appendix C
This appendix contains a shortened version the supplementary material published
along with Ref. [104] of Chapter 6.2 It gives details on the analytic expressions in
the article and the data evaluation.
The first section of the original version containing the derivation of closed-form
expressions for the momentum transfer at a perfect reflector can be found in coauthor
Andrey Ryabov’s Ph.D. thesis [173]. Here, only the final expressions and substitutions
required to obtain Eqs. 6.1–6.3 of Chapter 6 are given.
The analytic derivation [173] yields
px′(τ) =eE0 sign(cos αe) sign(cos α)
cos(ωτ + φ)
ω
(C1)
×
(
sin(α− αe)
(1− β cos(α− αe)) +
sin(α + αe)
(1 + β cos(α + αe))
)
,
py′(τ) =eE0 sign(cos αe) sign(cos α)
cos(ωτ + φ)
ω
(C2)
×
(
cos(α + αe) + β
(1 + β cos(α + αe))
− cos(α− αe)− β
(1− β cos(α− αe))
)
,
where px′ and py′ are the respective momentum changes perpendicular and parallel
to the electron trajectory as a function of its arrival time τ ; e is the electron charge;
E0 is the electric field strength; αe and α are the electron incidence and terahertz
plane wave incidence angles relative to the mirror’s surface normal, respectively; ω
is the optical angular frequency; φ is an arbitrary phase offset and β is the electron
velocity relative to the speed of light.
2The original version can be found at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/
PhysRevLett.121.094801.
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Making the substitutions
αe → −θe,
α→ θTHz + pi,
τ → t,
{x′, y′, z} → {z, y, x},
φ = −pi
2
,
according to the definitions of Chapter 6, we obtain Eqs. 6.1–6.3.
Momentum change in case of pulses with arbitrary
bandwidth
For the derivation of Eq. C1 and C2 we assumed a monochromatic plane wave.
However, the extension to electromagnetic pulses of arbitrary bandwidth can be
done by summation over the plane wave contributions for different frequencies and
phases, which constitute an optical pulse:
A(t) =
∑
k
ak sin(ωkt+ φk), (C3)
where ak, ωk and φk are k-th component amplitude, angular frequency and phase,
respectively, A(t) is a time-dependent field, which interacts with an electron [...].
After this substitution, we can rewrite the equations (C1) and (C2) as
px′(τ) = e
(
sin(α− αe)
(1− β cos(α− αe)) +
sin(α + αe)
(1 + β cos(α + αe))
)
∑
k
ak
cos(ωkτ + φk)
ωk
;
(C4)
py′(τ) = e
(
cos(α + αe) + β
(1 + β cos(α + αe))
− cos(α− αe)− β
(1− β cos(α− αe))
)
∑
k
ak
cos(ωkτ + φk)
ωk
. (C5)
Here all sign-functions are omitted. Sums can be substituted for integrals in case of
a continuous spectrum.
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Dynamics of electron pulse compression and forma-
tion of tilted pulses
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Figure C1: Longitudinal phase space representation illustrating the formation of a tilted pulse
caused by velocity mismatch at a thin foil. Rectangles illustrate the phase space volume contain-
ing the electrons crossing the mirror element at two different y-positions (central and offset).
Initially, they overlap perfectly (1). Interaction with the THz wave at the mirror, when there
is velocity mismatch, causes a velocity change ∆vm of the offset part, while simultaneously
creating a linear correlation (2). At the temporal focus (3) the parts are separated in time by
δt, which is equal to the temporal spacing of parts of equal energy (velocity) δtic.
The location of the temporal focus ftemp can be calculated by approximating
∆pz ≈ eE0Azt around t=0.3 The resulting longitudinal velocity changes are given
by ∆vz ≈ gvt, where gv = eE0Az/(γ3me) is the compression strength, γ the Lorentz
factor and me the electron rest mass. Here we made use of the linear approximation
vz(pz) ≈ ve +(pz−pz(ve))/(γ(ve)3me), which is justified for small momentum changes
relative to the initial. The time it takes for the electrons in the trailing part of the
pulse to catch up with the leading ones is given by τtemp = ve/gv (assuming negligible
energy spread). Thus, a minimum pulse duration is obtained at a distance
ftemp = veτtemp =
β2γ3
E0Az
mec
2
e
(C6)
behind the foil.
If the mirror is rotated away from the velocity condition, electrons that are passing
through at different y-positions obtain a longitudinal velocity change given by
∆vz ≈ gv
(
t+
∆T
∆Y
y
)
. (C7)
The first term here is responsible for the formation of a temporal focus, i.e., com-
pression, while the second is an additional, y-dependent velocity term leading to the
formation of a tilted pulse. This process is illustrated in Fig. C1 at the example
3Here and in the following we use the variable definitions of the main text.
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of two parts of the pulse, which cross the mirror at the center (y = 0, black) and
at δy (green). After the interaction with the electromagnetic wave both parts are
sheared in phase space with a slope corresponding to the compression strength gv,
but the offset part is shifted in velocity by ∆vm = gv(∆T/∆Y )δy. Consequently,
parts of different y positions δy arrive at different times δt at the temporal focus.
From the geometry of the phase space we see that points of equal kinetic energy
energy (isochromatic points) are separated in time by
δtic =
∆vm
gv
=
∆T
∆Y
δy. (C8)
The distance between isochromatic points does not change when the pulse propa-
gates. Propagation to the temporal focus, i.e., for a time τtemp and where δtic = δt,
thus, results in arrival time differences of
δt
δy
=
∆T
∆Y
. (C9)
We note, that Eq. C9 holds under the assumption of small momentum changes also
in the relativistic case.
Relation between momentum transfer, tilt angle
and angular dispersion for the reported experiment
For the special case of generating tilted electron pulses as described in the main text,
Eq. 6.7 can also be derived analytically. By dividing Eq. 6.2 and 6.3 we obtain
∆py
∆pz
= −sin θTHz − β
−1 sin θe
c sin θe
= −ve ∆T
∆Y
. (C10)
The left hand side relates to the angular dispersion via
∆py
∆pz
= −λ0db
d
dλdb
(C11)
(see main text). The right hand side of Eq. C10 equals − tanα (Eq. 6.6), which in
combination with Eq. C11 yields
tanα = λ0db
d
dλdb
. (C12)
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Figure C2: Raw screen images used to obtain the data points as shown in Fig. 6.3 b for various
streaking delays. For clarity only every other images is displayed. Primed variables refer to the
(magnified) screen dimensions.
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Evaluation of pulse front tilt from the measured
streaking images
In order to obtain the data points as shown in Fig. 6.3 b in the main text, we analyze
the raw streaking images for different THz delays, which are shown in Fig. C2. These
images are binned along y (binsize 78 micron) and integrated, yielding streaked pulse
profiles. The center of these profiles as a function of streaking delay are then fitted
with a sinusoidal function in order to obtain the zero crossing t0 and consequently the
arrival time differences for different segments in y (Fig. 6.3 b). The slope, extracted
from a linear fit of t0 as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.3 b, yields the arrival time
difference δt/δy for the given electron incidence angle, which are plotted as blue dots
in Fig. 6.3 c. These values are furthermore used to obtain the time axis in Fig. 6.3 a for
the plotted dashed lines. Uncertainties are inferred from the confidence intervals of
the respective fit parameters and propagated assuming no correlation. We obtain the
conversion factor between on screen units {y′, x′} and foil/mirror units {y, x}, that
is, the magnification, by using the 1.5 mm aperture of the foil as scale. Its borders
can be faintly seen in Fig. C2 in the upper left panel (streaking delay −∞).
Data Archiving
The experimental raw data, evaluation files, and original figures of this thesis are
stored on the Data Archive Server of the Laboratory for Attosecond Physics at the
Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics:
/afs/ipp-garching.mpg.de/mpq/lap/publication_archive
The source data of all figures in Chapters 1 and 2, as well as in the prefaces to
Chapters 3 and 6 is stored relative to the root folder at
/Theses/2019/Ehberger, Dominik (PhD)
The subfolders contained therein are organized by chapter using the same figure
numbers as in this thesis.
Raw data and information about the data processing performed in order to obtain
the final figures of the previously published articles contained in Chapters 3–7 are
stored in the following folders relative to the root directory.
Chapter 3
/Papers/2016/Tsarev_ApplPhysB THz generation
Chapter 4
/Papers/2016/Kealhofer_Science THz control
Chapter 5
/Papers/2018/Ehberger_StrucDyn THz ToF
Chapter 6
/Papers/2018/Ehberger_PhyRevLett tilted pulses
Chapter 7
/Papers/2019/Ehberger_PhysRev_Appl mirror compression
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